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St. Michael’s Reveals
Development Plans
NEWARK Newark's redevelopment plans—and
participation in them by St. Michael's Hospital and Seton
Hall University got a shot in the arm last week when the
Federal Urban Renewal Administration indicated it was
tentatively setting aside $l6 mil
lion for the city’s use.
The new allocation would be in
addition to $45 million already
set aside for Newark. In order
to qualify for the new grant, the
city’s redevelopment agency must
make formal application for the’
funds and then the Urban Re
newal Administration must ap
prove the application.
Acting swiftly, the City Councd
has authorised the Newark Hous
ing Authority to apply for the
funds.
OF THE new funds, it has been
indicated that $2.3 million would
be for use in connection with the
expansion plans for St Michael's
Hospital. About $"50,000 would be
added to the $3,016,000 already
approved for development n( a
new downtown campus for Scion
Hall University College and Seton
Hall luiw School
Federal funds for such proj-
ects are made available under
Title I of the Housing I.aw.
They are intended to cover two-
thirds of the loss incurred in
acquiring and clearing alum
land which Is later sold to pri-
vate developers. The other third
Is provided by the city.
Detailed plans must be submit
ted before final approval of any
project it given
ST. MICHAEL’S Hospital out-
lined ita plans in s Dec. 20 letter
to the City Council. Drafted by
James P Dunn, hospital altor
ney. the letter revealed that St.
Michael's would like to develop a
tract which would be bounded by
Burnett St.. James St., Plane St
and Central Avc.
J The hospital currently It lo-
cated on High SI., with tome
’ buildings facing on Central Ave.
Just above the city’s business
j district. Nearby are St.
Patrick’s Pro Cathedral and the
offices of the Mt. Carmel Guild
Dunn also revealed (hal St Mi
charl s has engaged the Oucago
hospital architectural firm of
Schmidt. Garden and Krikson to
draft detailed plans Working
plans have already been drawn
up as St. Michael's works for
quick action on its propoial.
ACCORDING In Dunn *■*!
rharlt hopes In rrc-’t a three or
(mir story wing for treatment of
the chronically 111, a general scrv
tees building, new pharmaceuti
cal and dietetics departments, an
expanded X ray department, new
residences lor both graduate
nurses and Interns and parking
space for 1,000 cars
Present parking facilities at
St. Michael's are totally Inade
quale, Bunn explained, lie osst
lined the current services being
offered by the hospital and de-
tailed the need for expansion.
The proposed new Intern build
ing, he said, would provide fam
Hy accommodations (or those
who are married There would
also be a new cafeteria, new
boiler and laundry facilities, new
administrative offices and new
central supply quartrrs
ni'NN'H LETTER said the hos
pital. If Its proposals are ap
proved, plans to demolish the two
I older wings on Central Ave. and
| High St where a chapel would
ibe erected "Many millions." ho
I said, would be involved. (An carl!
er estimale given by a hospital
spokesman when redevelopment
was first discussed was sio mil
lion i
•M Michaels is the stale's
largest Catholic hospital.
Founded around 1171, it now
has a bed raparily In rscrss of
500. Conducted by the Sisters of
the Poor of St. Francis, it has
won national recognition for its
work on heart diseases.
Tile hospital has expanded its
facilities rapidly in the lasi dec
ade Rerenl construction has in
rludrd a special pavilion for
heart palicnls. a 141 * -ecovrry
room (or surgical patirnta and
it bed unit for patients needing
Intensive carr tasrated in one of
the ntv . p.».rrr section, it has
developed extensive clinic far,||
lie.
The area il ha. choirn in thr
hopex of participating In New
ark s redevelopment program Is
in the general area of a proposed
cultural renter In which Rutgers
University and Newark College of
Engineering would be among the
participants
Ttlk, PROPONED new Seton
Hall campus would be located
less than a mile away on the
other side of the city's business
dutrict between Military Park
and the Passaic River in an area
where the Chancery Office amt
St John's Church are situated
No detailed plans for the project
have been announced, although
the steps toward federal approval
are further advanced than for St
Michael's Two other redevelop-
mrnl protects are planned for the
flanks of the campus
Bishop Sues to Halt
School Take-Over
In British Guiana
GEORGETOWN, British Guiana (NT) — Bishop
Richard Guilly, S.J., of Georgetown has sued the HrttUh
Guiana government for breach of contract in reply to its
effort to nationalize three Catholic schools
He has also asked the court to issue a declaration that
the government must leave the
management of the threatened
schools in Catholic hands
The Bishop (lied his suit Dec
IJ, the day debate began in the
legislative Council on a govern-
ment hill to nationalize So dr
nomlnatlonal primary schools
rebuilt with government funds
on church lands These include
the three Catholic schools
The bill—also opposed by Prot
estant leaders -was introduced
by ilalram Singh Hal. Minister
of Education In the Marital
oriented People's Progressive
Party government headed by
Cheddt Jagan It is part of the
government's attempt to end the
present "dual control" school
system in British Guiana,
which
provides education along denom
mstlonal lines
Bishop Guilty has also pro
tested against Hal's efforts to
gain control over the admission
policies of Catholic secondary
schools. These could be flood
ed by non-Christian students lo
the detriment of Catholic stu
dents if the Education Minis
(er's effort succeeds, the Bish-
op warned.
British Guiana is a British col
oay the size
of Idaho located on
the northeast coast ol South
America Of Its 550.000 people
sjg.uuu are of East Indian tie
scent, most of whom
are Hindus
are 76,000 Catholics and
160,000 Protestants
The colony is staled for self
government tn 1961 following
general elections Complete us
dependence is expected to follow
within two years
BISHOP Gl’U-I.Y has basest
his law suit on a I'>l6 decision
hy the Legislative Cuuneil to ar
cept a recommendation that the
denominational achuots system
be retained It also accepted
recommendations that denomina
ttonal schools rebuilt on church
lands with government funds
should be government property
and that (hr lands should Ihrn
Iw leased lu the government for
educational use at |A a year.
His suit declares Oval the
ihree Catholic schools mentioned
in Ihe Hal bill were rebuilt be
Ivsrcn UMo and lt»5J under terms
ol a contract based on Ihe conn
Cll s IW6 decision, that Use gov
eminent is buurvd by those terms
and that actsool management
should therefore remain in
Church hands
The Bishop s suil also slates
that the government has failed
to lease the laud un which the
schools are located thus repo
dialing the agreement under
which they were rebuilt
It has therefore also asked (or
damages for breach of contract,
other relief ami coils
Delegate ss
praises Role
Of NCWC
WASHINGTON The
National Catholic Welfare
Conference ha* been an "es-
sential' part of the growth
of the Church tn America.
Archbishop Kgtdto Vagnozxi.
Apostolic Delegate to the V 8.,
• aid here
He catted the NCWC ihe ern
iral secretarial and service agen
ry maintained hy the hierarchy—-
the cement which has kept the
Church tn the U S together,"
THE ARCHBISHOP spoke «i
s dinner celebrating the bestowal
of Papal honors on 11 members
of the NCWC ataff amt compleTon
of an addition to the building
Archbishop Vagnozsl aiso
thankrd the NCWC for its cooper
allon with the Apostolic Dclega
Oofl tn turn, hr was thanked for
his gaud offices" with the Hjl)
See in the process of obtaining
Ihe honors
Pope Names New
Vatican Official
’ \ ATI' AN CITY (Nl ) Pope
Julia \\lll named Msjjr
i.luseppe Del Tun as his Secre
taf > at l.alln Letters
Hr has Irnr.l as |‘to !wf(tUry
ul 1 aim lrtlrrs and IUCCSfdI
Sla*r Angelo Peruglni **ho died
Sept U
the Secretary ot Latin lepers
draar up the less formal tellers
sell! by a I*ope the Secretary of
Briefs lo Primes draas up a
Pope's tellers lo heads of slate.
|eneytlieals and other major due
I umeals
Pope Exhorts All Men
To ‘Do What Is True’
and ,Y
ATICAN CIJ.Y ,NC) “ p °p° John xxm called upon world leaders parentsthose responsible for public optnion to “think, honor, say and do what is true "
The 5,500-word message pleaded for a return to the first and necessary premise ofall human intercourse, truth.
'
* 01
It began with an examination of the prologue to the Gospel of St. John which rc-
thn u
m *vstl )t^ l mcanin S of Christmas with “In the beginning was the Word andthe Word was with God, and the Word was God.”
m worn, a
The Pope noted particularly that the prologue ends with “we have seen His glory
giace and truth. Prom that point he took his theme of truth, observing that St Aueul
(me m h.s treatise on the Blessed Trinity identified "word” with •‘truth ”
8
THE PONTIFF said: "This
message nf greeting which We
long to give you is above all a
solemn call to live in accord
ance with the four fold duty of
thinking, honoring, saying and
doing what is true."
To think what is true, he
said, is to "have clear ideas
on the great divine and human
realities, of the Redemption of
the Church, of morals and of
law, of philosophy and of art;
to have right ideas or seek to
form them for yourself and
conscientiously and with a
right intention."
To honor what is true, Pope
John continued, "is an invitation
to be a radiant example in all
spheres of life—individual, fam
il>\ professional, social.” Adding
that "not alone in guilt is he who
deliberately obscures the truth;
hut just as much he who, from
tear of not seeming complete
and up to date, betrays it by the
ambiguity of his attitude."
The Pope classified "saying
what is true." as a most etc
menial act of man learned at
his mother's knee.
TO DO WHAT is true is more
important, the Pope said "Char
ily obliges us to exercise the
upnstolatp of truth, so as to
spread knowledge of jj, to dp
fend its rights, to mold" souls—-
particularly those of youth which
arc open and generous—to allow
themselves to he impregnated
with it to the deepest fibers of
their hring "
There is a “counter dcra
logtir" to this four fold duty
toward truth to hr found in thr
world. thr Pop,- declared,
which atlrmpls to rrasr thr
nn* which is thr prrtix to
some of thr Commandments.
This counter-decalogue issues
commands to kill, commit adul-
tery, steal and bear false wit-
ness "a, if ( n diabolical run
splrary against Irulh." lie said.
The Pontiff added that 'wr
happen to tie Ining between two
concepts ill human ways of In
mg together on one side, the
rr,ilits of the world, examined,
studied, and reduced to practice
according ns it is in the design of
Cod; on the other—we are not
afraid in repeat it —the counter
feit of this same reality, made
easy by technical skills and the
ingenuity of man
THE POPE observed that there
is a general feeling that the
world is pasdng through mo
mentous limes and that world
affairs arc turning from had to
worse He said, however, that
notwithstanding the noisy or
cunning voices of the more vi
olent. let us he absolutely rcr
tain that the spiritual victory will
lie with Jesus Christ
"The ever more grave news
of the storms which rage over
some parts of the world, and
threaten not only the social or
der, hut, more important,
the weak and unstable souls
moves Us in this Christ-
mas appeal to direct a word to
those who have the highest
responsibilities in the public
and social sphere, and to in
vile them, In the Name of
Christ, to place their hand on
their breast and art honorably
In these day* of general dan
ger.''
The Pope then directed a ape
cific plea to heads of state and
of regional and civic adminis-
trations, educators, parents and
teachers and "to those—and Wc
emphasize this—responsible for
public opinion, which is being
formed or deformed by means of
the press, radio and television, by
the cinema, by meetings and ex
hibitions of every kind, literary
or artistic—writers, artists, pro
ducers. directors, scenery de-
signers
"
lo all these the Pope said:
"Never lend yourselves to any
counterfeiting of truth; have a
horror of that.
"Do not use these marvelous
gifts of God, such as light and
sound and color, and their ap-
plications
in technical and ar
tistic forms—printing, journal-
ism. television—to distort man's
natural inclination towards
truth, on which is erected the
edifice of his nobility and great
ness; do not use them to ruin as
yet unformed or wavering eon
sciences
"Have a sacred terror nf
spreading those germs which
desecrate love, break up the
family, mock religion, and loosen
the foundations of the social or
dors."
ADDRESSING all men of the
world as "dear children," Pope
John invited them to come with
them in spirit to Bethlehem "with
innocent ryes and wrlconiinc
hearts
The Pope also recalled the
scene where Christ walked nn
the waters of a stormy sea and
asked St. Peter to leave his
boat and walk toward Hint on
the waters. 11.- noted that St.
Peter, frightened hy the storm,
began to sink and was chided
hy ( hrisl as a "man of little
faith."
Pope John then told his lis-
teners. ‘The humble succssor of
St Peter is not experiencing any
temptation In dismay . . Wc
can cross not only the liny l.akc
of (.abler, hut all Hie sra.s of ihe
woi Id ( hrtsl s word is enough for
safely and for victory."
Then quoting ihc old Testa
mrnl King Kzechias when he
was warned against coming dis
asters, the Pope made the king's|
words his own "Enough for me
is peace and trulh in
my days."
IN A Sl-.tjt El, to his Christmas
message, the Pontiff in cxchang 1
ing Christmas greetings with the 1
Sacred College nf Cardinals on I
Christmas K\e emphasized that
all Catholics must honor Ihe
trulh lo prepare for the ecumeni- *
rat council
Responding to an address of
greeting by Cardinal Tisserant,
dean of the college, Pope John
said
“This is the daily anxiety of
Our heart, the dominant motive
of Our intimate and public con-
versations: thaj, Our sons may
honor their name (as Chris-
tians) and their supernatural
calling (as sons of (iod) in tic
constant service of truth.”
The Pope noted that he had
been persuaded to give his an-
nual Christmas message early
this year, instead of waiting as
usual for his meeting with the
Cardinals, because of the world's
increasing interest in the mes-
sages and because the circum-
stances of time and communica-
tion required it.
lie said his traditional meeting
with the Cardinals to exchango
Christmas greetings has the char-
acter of "a prayer of fervent
thanksgiving to the 1-ord for the
benefits which He has deigned
to accompany the continued radi-
ation of His mercy on the Uni-
versal Church and on us, who
represent here the brethren scat-
tered throughout the world "
CONTINUIN'*; the theme of his
Christmas message on truth, the
Pope quoted Psalm 84. verse 12,
which
says "'’'ruth is sprung out
of the earth
"
lie cited this now,
he said because "we are living
in an important time We arc
nearing the point of highest test!
inony. of Our real and personal
preparation for the ecumenical
council
"This is meant to he an in-
dividual and collective response
to the Son of (,od made Man
lhal men might become the
children of C.od,"
He said that in the psalm he
cited, truth means "loy*Uv to
God, to His religion andJflpsUte
sacrcd' Hiitics proper id evc)jU
priest and to all the
which, as from t|,c
earth must blossom from the will
of men
"
lie made it rlcar that he was
addressing nol unit all
priests
and Religious hut "all the faith,
ful. from the representatives of
the highest authority to the most
humble and concealed believers,
striving in harmony to do honor
to the Church which makes them
all brothers m the Blood of
Christ, generous in the practice
of virtues and in the respect of
truth '
TUB POPK continued, telling
(he assembled Cardinal*:
Imitate St. Martin,
Pope Urges French
i VATICAN CITY (NO Pope John has urged French-
men to follow the example of their patron, St. Martin of
Tours, by practicing charity with increased fervor.
The Pope also praised St. Martin as a champion of
the monastic life in a letter to Archbishop Louis Ferrand
jof Tours. The letter was written
in connection with year-lone cere-
monies celebrating the 16th cen
tenary of the establishment of
monasticism in France by St.
Martin.
COMMENTING
on the centen-
ary s theme The Renewal of
Charity Pope John urged the
French to give charity "those etc
ments of organization and
adaptation consistent with the
needs of the times."
Pointing out that St. Martin
was a man of great and fervent
prayer, Pope John said em-
phasis on this aspect of his
life should lead the French to
appreciate monastic life.
The Pontiff recalled that he
had visited several monasteries
around Rome in recent months
and said he hoped this showed
publicly his own esteem from
i monastic institutions.
Concluding, he asked the
French to remember the people
of communist ruled Hungary in
their prayers and "recommend
to the powerful intercession of
St. Martin tw-ho was born in what
is now Hungary) the unhappy
sons of that noble nation."
Sunday Sales
Trial Due
NEWARK .lan. 17 has
been set as the new trial dale
for a Superior Court suit
challenging New Jersey's
county option Sunday saies
law Judge Theodore I.abrccque
will hear the case.
The suit has been brought by
Two Guys From Harrison and
Channel Lumber Cos. It is a re-
sult of the April, 1960, New Jer-
sey Supreme Court decision up-
holding the validity of the 1P59
law under the constitution
WHILE HOLDING the law to
be \alid, the court said the plain
tiffs wire entitled to a trial of
their contention that it was arhi
trary and unreasonable in estab
lishing fise categories of go.ids
which < ould not be sold on Son
days At the same lime ‘he
court said it would be ditto ult or
the plaintiffs to prose Ihr charge
The law is in effect In 12 of
the state's 21 counties as a re
suit of referendums held In So-
vembei, 1.
Trial of the Two Guys Channel
Lumber suit had been set for Oct
31, hut was delayed due to the
collapse anft-de.ith of one of ‘be
law s era during a pre trial confer-
ence earlier Dial month
Union City
Maryknoller
Heads Fides
VATICAN CITY (RNS)— Rev
Ueorge Frederick lleinzmann.
M M . ha* hern named director
n! Fide*. International Catholic
mission news agency in Rome,
the Vatican Radio reported, lie
is a native nl Union City
It said his appointment was
made by the Sacred Congregation
lor the Propagation of the Faith
in a decree dated Dec 6. but
only now made public.
It was announcer! in November
that the Maryknoll priest had
been made acting director of
Fide# following the death of Rev.
Herman llarek. SJ Formerly
Kngltsh language director of the
agency. Father lleinzmann is the
Maryknoll procurator in Rome
and director of the society's ec-
clesiastical college there
Because of his assignment as
director of thr news service, Fa
Iher Hein/matin will give up his
post as procurator general of the
Maryknoll Fathers lie wili he
succeeded by Rev John M Mar
Hn, M M . a native of Milwaukee
hather Marlin. H. will also serve
as superior of Collegio Maryknoll
and as liaison between the Vat!
ran and Maryknoll
Smut Ring
Uncovered
ALPHA, N.J. Existence
of an international ring of
: private individuals dealing
in the exchange of allegedly
pornographic material was
revealed here with the arrest of
William A. Bakos, 47-ycar-old
grocer
State police raided his Warren
; County home and confiscated ms
poet photographs and hooks after
leceiving tips frooi police in Mas
sachusells and Virginia Police
raids nn residences there uncos
cred Bakos' name on mailing
lisis Bakos was released in
V Son Bail atlcr Ins orrest on
■ Barge nf possessing obscene lit
\< i ordin g l.i police, about Mi
persons w ere mv ol\« ,1 'he
trading plan, including some who
live in Europe and Asia.
Poliee in Middlesex County
alsn were active in oßseenity
cases, arTrTTing Winifred i hap
man ol Edison and Earl Nelson of
Highland Park on t Barg-s of pos
scssing obscene lilms Edison
Magistrate Roland A Winter or
dried the two held in s2.io ball
for grand jury ac tion
Prayers Promised
Recent Tragedies
Sorrow Pontiff
VATICAN CITY iRNS) - Pope
John XXIII instructed Archhish
op Kgidio Vagnoni. Apostolic
Delegate to the l\S , to convey
his sincere sympathy” to the
families of those who lost their
lives in the recent air and ship
tragedies in Brooklyn, the Vali
can Radio reported
The station said the Pontiff
had been "deeply moved” on
hearing of the fire on the air
craft carrier Constellation and of
the collision of two commercial
passenger planes Some 17S pro
pie lost their lives in the two
incident s
In his message to Archbishop
Vagnor/i. Pope John said he
would offer special prayers for
the families of those who died in
the tragedies.
It added that the Pope sent a
similar message to Archbishop
t orrado liable. Papal Nuncio to
Hermans, in connection with
crash of an American alrplanr
over Munich which brought death
to an estimated 60 to 70 persons
Calendar Changes
The detail* n( the changes in the Liturgy announred by
the Sacred Congregation of Kites on July 26, 1960, were not
available (or some month* thereafter. In the meantime in
(teed, even before July 26 church calendars (or 1961 had
been printed and distributed. Hence, many, if not all, of the
I9fit ecclesiastical calendar* in this area do not conform to
the new liflirgicil rules
To remedy this condition (which, under the circumstances
could not have oeen avoided). The Advocate each month will
offer its readers the information nece»*ary to bring their
calendar* up to date «
Such information for January is presented herewith Oates
on which corrections are to be made are given, together with
the new designation of each day, dates which are not men-
honed nerd no correction.
JANUARY
1 Octave Day of the Kraut of Christmas.
1H Ferial Da>
ORDAINED IN HOME: Two New Jersey priests were among the 49 students of the North American College in Home ordained by Arehbish-
op Martin J. O'Connor center., college rector. Rev. James R. Tracy of Pennsauken is on the extreme left in the front row. Rev. Gene A. Herb-
ster of West Orange, ordained for the Newark Archdiocese, is the sixth from the right in the second row flanking the Archbishop.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Pope Exhorts All Men
To ‘Do What Is True’
.... I f Y^TICAN C 177 'NC) ~ Popc John XXIH callcd u P° n world loaders, parentsand responsible for public opinion to “think, honor, sav and do what is true ’’
The 5,500-word message pleaded for a return to the first and
necessary premise ofall human intercourse, truth.
1
It began with an examination of the prologue to the Gospel of St. John which re-
lie m -vstlcal meaning of Christmas with “In the beginning was the Word, andthe Word was with God, and the Word was God."
The Pope noted particularly that the prologue ends with “we have seen His glorv
giace and truth." From that point he took his theme of truth, observing that St. Augus-tine in his treatise on the Blessed Trinity identified “word” with “truth.”
THE PONTIFF said: “This
message of greeting which We
long to give you is above all a
solemn call to live in accord
ance with the four fold duty of
thinking, honoring, saying and
doing what is true."
To think what is true, he
said, is to "have clear ideas
on the great divine and human
realities, of the Redemption of
the Church, of morals and of
law, of philosophy and of art;
to have right ideas or seek to
form them for yourself and
conscientiously and with a
right intention."
To honor what is true, Pope
John continued, “is an invitation
to be a radiant example in all
spheres of life—individual, fam-
ily. professional, social.” Adding
that “not alone in guilt is he who
deliberately obscures the truth;
but just as much he who, from
fear of not seeming complete
and up to date, betrays it by the
ambiguity of bis attitude "
The Pope classified “saying
what is true," as a most ele-
mental act of man learned at
his mother's knee.
TO DO WHAT is true is more
important, the Pope said. “Char
tty obliges us to exercise the
apostolate of truth, so as to
spread knowledge of it, to do
lend Us rights, to mold souls—-
particularly those of youth which
are open and generous—to allow
themselves to be impregnated
with it to the deepest fibers ol
their being.''
There is a "counter dec a
logue" to this fourfold duty
toward truth to be found In the
world, the Pope declared,
which attempts to erase the
"licit" which is the prefix to
some of the Commandments.
This counter-decalogue issues
commands to kill, commit adul-
tery. steal and bear false wit
ness as if by a diabolical con
spiracy against truth." he said.
Ihr Pontiff added that "wo
happen In bo living between two
concepts of human ways of In
ing together: on one side, the
reality of the world, examined,
studied, and reduced to practice
according as it is in the design of
God; on the other—we are not
afraid lo repeat it—the counter
feit of this same reality, made
easy by technical skills and the
ingenuity of man .
TUK POPE observed that ther.'
is a grncral feeling that the
w'orld is passing through mo
mentous times and that world
affairs are turning from bad to
worse. He said, however, that
notwithstanding the noisy or
cunning voices of the more v|
olent. let us be absolutely cor
tain that the spiritual victory will
be with Jesus Christ
"The ever more grave news
of the storms which rage over
some parts of the world, and
threaten not only the social or-
der, but, more Important,
the weak and unstable souls
. . . moves t'» In this Christ- |
mas appeal to direct a word to
those who have the highest
responsibilities in the public
and social sphere, and to In-
site them, in the Name of
< hrlsl, to place their hand on
their breast and act honorably
in these days of general dan
*"■" |
Ibe Po|>e then directed a spe
elite plea to heads of stale and
of regional and civic adminis-1
trations, educators, parents and
teachers and "to those—and We
emphasize this—responsible for
public opinion, which is being
formed or deformed by means ofj
the press, radio and television, by
the cinema, by meetings and ex
hibitions of every kind, literary
or artistic—writers, artists, pro I
ducers, directors, scenery de-
signers.”
To all these the Pope said:
"Never lend yourselves to any
counterfeiting of truth; have a
horror of that
"Do not use these marvelous
gifts of God, such as light and
sound and color, and their ap-
plications in technical and ar
tistic forms—printing, journal-
ism. television—to distort man's
natural inclination towards
truth, on which is erected the
edifice of his nobility and great
ness; do not use them to ruin as
yet unformed or wavering con
sciences.
"Have a sacred terror of
spreading those germs which
desecrate love, break up the >
family, mock religion, and loosen
the foundations of the social or
ders."
ADDRESSING all men of the
world as "dear children." Pope
John invited them to come with
them in spirit to Bethlehem "with
innocent
eyes and welcoming
he a rt s
"
The Pope also recalled the
scene where Christ walked on
thr waters of a stormy sea and
asked St. Peter to leave his
boat and walk toward Him on
the waters, lie noted that St.
Peter, frlchtenrd by the storm,
began to sink and was chides!
by Christ as a "man of little
faith."
I’opc John then told his lis-
teners : "The humble succssor of
St Peter is not experiencing any
temptation to dismay . Wc
can cross not only the tiny Lake
'•I < -ahire, hot ail (lie seas of the
world Christ's word Is enough for
safety and for victory."
Then, quoting the old Tesla
mrnt King Krechias when he
was warned against coming dis-
asters. the Pope made the king's !
words his own: "Enough for me
Is peace and truth in my days."
IN A SECJCKI. to his Christmas
message, thr Pontiff in
mg Christmas grrettngs with the
Sacred College of Cardinals on
Christmas Eve emphasiied that
all Cathuhcs must honor the
truth to prepare for the ecumeni- 1
cal council.
Responding to an address of
greeting by Cardinal Tisscrant,
dean of the college. Pope John
said:
"This is the dally anxiety of
Our heart, the dominant motive
of Our intimate and public con-
versations: that Our sons may
honor their name (as Chris-
tians) and their supernatural
calling (as sons of God) in the
constant service of truth.’’
The Pope noted that he had
been persuaded to give his an-
nual Christmas message early
this year, instead of waiting as
usual for his meeting with tho
Cardinals, because of the world’s
increasing interest in the mes-
sages and because the circum-
stances of time and communica-
tion required it.
He said his traditional meeting
with the Cardinals to exchange
Christmas greetings has tho char-
acter of "a prayer of fervent
thanksgiving to the Lord for the
benefits which lie has deigned
to accompany the continued radi-
ation of His mercy on the Uni-
versal Church and on us, who
represent here the brethren scat-
tered throughout the world."
CONTINUING the theme of his
Christmas message on truth, the
Pope quoted Psalm 84, verse 12,
which says "Truth is sprung out
of the earth " lie cited this now,
he said, because "we arc living
in an important time We arc
nearing the point of highest testi-
mony. of Our real and personal
preparation for the ecumenical
council
"This Is mrant to bp an in-
dividual and collective response
to the Son of <iod made Man
that men might become the
children of God.”
Me said that in the psalm he
, cited, truth means "loyalty to
God, to His religion and to the
sacred duties proper to every
! priest and to all the faithful
which, as springing from the
earth, must blossom from the will
of men
"
He made it clear that lie was
addressing not only all priests
ami Religious but "all the faith,
ful. from the representatives of
the highest auihorlty to the most
humble and concealed believers,
striving in harmony lo do honor
to the Church which makes them
all brothers in the Blood of
Christ, generous in the practice
of virtues and in the respect of
truth "
THE POPE continued, telling
the assembled Cardinals:
RECORDS CHRISTMAS MESSAGE: Pope John XXIII records his Christmas mes-
sage in his private library before an illuminated photograph of St. Peter’s Square.
The Pontiff’s message was later televised and rebroadcast by radio in 30 languages.
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St. Michael’s Reveals
Development Plans
NEWARK Newark’s redevelopment plans—and
participation in them by St. Michael's Hospital and Seton
Hall University—got a shot in the arm last week when the
Federal Urban Renewal Administration indicated it was
tentatively setting aside $l6 mil-
lion for the city's use.
The new allocation would be in
addition to $45 million already
set aside for Newark. In order
to qualify-for the new grant, the
city's redevelopment agency must
make formal application for the
funds and then the Urban Re
ncwal Administration must ap
prove the application.
Acting swiftly, the City Council
has authorized the Newark Ilous
ing Authority to apply for the
funds.
OK TIIK new funds, it has been
Indicated that $2.3 million would
ba for use in connection with the
expansion plans for St Michael's
Hospital About $750,000 would be
added to the $3,016,000 already
approved for development of a
new downtown campus for Seton
Hall University College and Seton
Hall Law School
Federal funds for such proj-
ects are made available under
Title I of the Housing Law.
They are intended to cover two-
thirdx of the loss Incurred in
acquiring and clearing slum
laad which Is later sold to pri-
vate developer*. The other third
Is provided by the city.
Detailed plans must be submit-i
ted before final approval of any;
project is given.
ST. MICHAEL'S Hospital out
lined its plans in a Dee. 20 letter
to the City Council. Drafted by
James P. Dunn, hospital attor
ney, the letter revealed that St.
Michael's would like to develop a
tract which would be bounded by
Burnett St., James St., Plsnc St.
and Central Avc.
The hospital currently Is lo-
cated on High St., with some
buildings facing on Central Avc.
just above the city's business
district. Nearby are St.
Patrick's Pro-Cathedral and the
offices of the Ml. Carmel Guild.
Dunn also revealed that St Mi
chad's has engaged the Chicago
hospital architectural firm of
Schmidt. Garden and Krikson to
draft detailed plans. Working
plans have already been drawn
up as St. Michael's works for
quick action on its proposal.
ACCORDING to Dunn St Mi-
chael's hopes to erect a three or
four story wing for treatment o(
the chronically ill, a general serv-
ices building, new pbarmaccuti
cal and dietetics departments, an
expanded X-ray department, new
residences for bntb graduate
nurses and interns and parking
space for 1,000 cars
Present parking facilities at
St. Michael's are totally Inade
quate, Dunn explained. He out-
| lined the current services being
offered by the hospital and de-
tailed the need for expansion.
The proposed new intern build
ling, he said, would provide fam-
lily accommodations for those
who arc married There would
also be anew cafeteria, new
boiler and laundry facilities, new-
administrative offices and new-
central supply quarters
DUNN'S LETTER said the hos
pital. if its proposals are ap
proved, plans to demolish the two
| older wings on Cenlral Avc and
i High St. where a chapel would
be erected "Many millions," he
said, would be involved. (An earli-
er estimate given by a hospital
spokesman when redevelopment
was first discussed was $lO mil
lion i
M. Michael's Is the state's
largest Catholic hospital,
founded around 1871, It now
has a bed capacity In excess of
500. Conducted bv the Sisters of
the Poor of St. Francis, it has
won national recognition for Its
work on hrarl diseases.
The hospital has expanded its
facilities rapidly in the last dec-
ade Recent construction has in
eluded a special pavilion for
heart patients, a 14 bed recovery
room for surgical patients and
14 bed unit for patients needing
intensive
care I-ocated in one of
tl-e rily's poorer sections It has
developed extensive dime facill
tlCs
The area it has chosen In the
hopes of participating In New
ark's redevelopment program is
in the general area of a proposed
cultural center In which Rutgers
University and Newark College of
Engineering would be among the
participants
THI-. PROPOSED new Seton
Hall campus would he located
less than a mile away on the
other side of the city's business
district between Military Park
and the Passaic River in an area
where the Chancery Office and
St John's Church are situated
No detailed plans for the project
have been announced, although
the steps toward federal approval
arc further advanced than for St.
Michael's Two other redevelop-
ment projects arc planned fur the
flanks of the campus
Bishop Sues to Halt
School Take-Over
In British Guiana
GEORGETOWN, British Guiana (NO Bishop
Richard Guilly, S.J., of Georgetown has sued the British
Guiana government for breach of contract in reply to its
effort to nationalize three Catholic schools
He has also asked the court to issue a declaration that
the government must lc*vc the;
management of the threatened
achools In Catholic hands
The Bishop filed his suit Dec
15, the day debate began in the
Legislative Council on a govern-
ment bill to nationalize So dr
nomtnattonal primary tt-booU
rebuilt with government fund*
on church lands. These include
the three Catholic achools
The bill—alio opposed by Prot
e*tant leaders—was introduced
by lialram Singh Hal, Minister
of Education In the Marxist
oriented People's Progressive
Party government headed by
Cheddi Jagan it is part of the
government's attempt to end the
present ''dual control'' school
system in British Guiana, which
provides education along denom
inational lines
Biabup Guilly has also pro-
tested agaiast Hal's ellurts to
gain control over the admission
policies of Catholic secondary
schools. These could be flood-
ed by uonChristian students to
the detriment of Catholic slu-
drills if Ibe Education Minis-
ter's effort succeeds, the Bish-
op warned.
Britisii Guiana Is a British col
uny the sue of Idaho located on
the northeast coast of South
America Of its 550,000 people,
258,000 are of East Indian de
scent, most of whom are Hindus
There are 76,000 Catholics and
160,QU0 Protestants
The colony li slated for self
government In 1301 following
general election. Complete in
dependence II expected to follow
within two yean
MSIIOP (iI'IIJ.Y ha. hated
hi. law suit on a 11H# decltion
by the l.cglilallvr Council to ae
cept a recommendation that the
denominational tchoolt system
l>e retained It alto accepted
recommendation, that denotnina
tional achooli rebuilt on church
land, with government fund,
should tie government property,
and that the lands should then
lie leased to the government for
educational use at $3 a year.
Ills suit declares that the
three Catholic schools mentioned
in the llai mil were rebuilt be
tween PMti and ItttJ under terms
of a contract based on the court
Cll's ItHS decision, lhal Ihc gov
eminent Is bound by those terms
and that school
management
should therefore remain in
Church hands
The lllstiop's suit also stales
that the government lias failed
to lease the land on which the
schuols are located, thus repu
dialing the agreement under
which they were rebuilt
It has therefore also asked for
damages for breach of contract
other relief and costs
Delegate
Praises Pole
Of NCWC
WASHINGTON The
National Catholic Welfare
Conference has been an "es-
sential' part of the growth
of the Church in America.
Archbishop Egtdio Vagnoiri.
Apostolic Delegate to the U S ,
said here
He called the NCWC the cen
tral secretariat and service agrn
cy maintained by the hierarchy—-
the cement which has kept the
Church In the U S together."
THE ARCHBISHOP spoke al
a dinner celebrating the bestowal
of Papal honors on 33 members
of the NCWC staff mid completion
<>( an addition to the building
Archbishop Vagnorii aiso
thanked the NCWC for Its cooper
alion with the Apostolic Delegs
Uon In lum, he was thanked for
his "good offices" with the Holy
See m the process of obtaining
the honors
Pope Names New
Vatican Official
VATICAN CITY i SC i Hope
John Will has named Msgr
tiluarppr Del Ton as tils Secrr
lary of I.alln Letters
He has served as Pro Secretary
of Latin letters, and succrrds
Msgr Angelo I’eruginl, who died
Sept 17
The Secretary of Latin 1-rP.cTs
drawr up the less formal lell-r.
sent by a Hope The Secretary of
Uriels to Princes draws up a
Pope’s letters lu brads of state,
encyclicals and other major doe
uments
Imitate St. Martin,
Pope Urges French
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope John has urged French-
men to follow the example of their patron, St. Martin of
fours, by practicing charity with increased fervor.
The Pope also praised St. Martin as a champion of
the monastic life in a letter to Archbishop Louis Ferrand
of Tours. The loiter was written
in connection with year long cere
monies celebrating the 16th con
tenary of the establishment of
monasticism in France by St.
Martin.
COMMENTING on the centcn
ary's theme The Renewal of
Charity Pope John urged the
French to give charity “those ele-
ments of organization and
adaptation consistent with the
needs of the times.”
Pointing out that St. Martin
was a man of great and fervent
prayer, Pope John said em-
phasis on this aspect of his
life should lead the French to
appreciate monastic life.
The Pontiff recalled that he
had visited several monasteries
around Rome in recent months
and said he hoped this showed
publicly his own esteem from
monastic institutions.
Concluding, he asked the
French to remember the people
of communist ruled Hungary in
their prayers and “recommend
t’> the powerful intercession of
St. Martin (who was born in what
is now Hungary) the unhappy
sons of that noble nation.”
Sunday Sales
Trial Due
NEWARK Jan. 17 lias,
been set as the new trial date
for a Superior Court suit
challenging New Jersey's
county option Sunday saies
law. Judge Theodore Labrecquc
will hear the case.
The suit has been brought by
Two Guys From Harrison and
Channel Lumber Cos. It is a re
suit of the April, 1960, New Jer-
sey Supreme Court decision up-
holding the validity of the 1959
law under the constitution
WHILE HOLDING the law to
be valid, the court said the plain
tiffs wire entitled to a trial of
their contention that it was arbi
trary and unreasonable in cstab
lishing five categories of goods
which could not bo sold on Son
days At the same lime 'he
court said it would bo difficult .or
the plaintiffs to prose the charge
The law is in effect in II of
the state's 21 counties as a re
suit of referendums held in No
venibei, 19J9.
Trial of the Two Guys Channel
Lumber suit had been set for Oct
31, but was delayed due to the
collapse and death of one of the
lawyers during a pro Inal confer
once carlo r that month
Union City
Maryknoller
Heads Fides
VATICAN CITY (RNS)-Rcv
George Frederick Heinzmann.
M M , has t>een named director
of Fidcs. international Catholic
mission news agency in Rome,
the Vatican Radio reported He
is a native of Union City.
It said his appointment was
made by the Sacred Congregation
for the Propagation of the Faith
in a decree dates! Dec 6. but.
only now made public
It was announced in November
that the Maryknoll priest had
l>ecn made acting director of
Fides following the death of Rev
Herman Ilaeck. S J Formerly
English language director of the
agency. Father Heinzmann Is the
Maryknoll procurator In Rome
and director of the society's ec
clesiastical college there
Because of his assignment as
director of the news service. Fa
ther Heinzmann will give up his
post as procurator general of the
Maryknoll Fathers He will be
succeeded by Rev John M Mar
tin, M M , a native of Milwaukee
t ather Martin. W, will also serve
as superior of Collcgio Mar>knoll
and as liaison between the Vati
can and Maryknoll
Smut Ring
Uncovered
ALPHA, N J Existence
of an international ring of
private individuals dealing
in the exchange of allegedly
pornographic material was
revealed here with the arrest of
William A. Hakos, 47-year old
grocer.
State police raided his Warren
County home and confiscated ms
pcct photographs and books after
receiving tips from police in Mas-
sachusetts and Virginia Police
raids on residences there uncov
crod Hakes' name on mailing
lists Hakos was released in
52.500 hail after bis arrest on
charge' of possessing obscene lit
eralure
\i cording to police, about VI
persons were involved in the
trading plan, including some who
live in Europe and Asia
Police In Middlesex County
also were active in obscenity
cases, arresting Winifred Chap
man of Edison and ('art Nelson of
Highland Park on charges of [x.s
sessing obscene films Edison
Magistrate Poland A Winter or
dcred the two held In s2oo ball
for grand jury action
Prayers Promised
Recent Tragedies
Sorrow Pontiff
VATICAN CITY ( RNS) - Pope
John XXIII instructed Archbish-
op Kgidio Vagnozzi. Apostolic
Delegate to the U S . to convey
his 'sincere sympathy" to the
families of those who lost their
lives In the recent air and ship
tragedies In Brooklyn, the Vati
can Radio reported
The station said the Pontiff
had (seen ' deeply moved" on
hearing of the (ire on the air
craft carrier Constellation ami of
the collision of two commercial
passenger planes Some 175 peo-
ple lost their lives in the two
incidents
In his message to Archbishop
Vagnozzi Pope John said he
would offer special prayers (or
the families of those who died In
the Iragcdtcs
It added that the Pope sent a
similar message to Archbishop
Corrado Bafile, Papal Nuncio to
Germany, in connection with
crash of an American airplane
over Munich which brought death
to an estimated 60 to 70 persons
Calendar Changes
The dcUlli ol the change* m ihe Liturgy announced by
Ihe Sacred Congregation of Kite* on July 26. 1960, were not
a' -‘dalde for wmc monthi thereafter. In the meantime In
•iced, even before July 26 church calendar* for 1961 had
l>cen printed and distributed. Hence, many. If not all. of the
1961 ecclesiastical calendar* In tht* area do not conform to
the new hturgic il rules
To remedy this condition (which, under the circunutaoce*
could not base hern avoided). The Advocate each month will
offer its rraders the Inurmation necessary to bring their
calendars up to date
Such information for January ts presented herewith. Date*
on which corrections are to be made arc given, together with
the new designation of each day. dates which are not men-
tioned need no correction.
JAM AKY
1 Octave Day of the Kea»t of Chrlstma*.
IS ferial Day
ORDAINED IN HOME: Two New Jersey priests were among the 49 students of the North American College in Home ordained by Arehbish-
op Martin J. O'Connor center., college rector. Rev. James R. Tracy of Pennsauken is on the extreme left in the front row. Rev. Gene A. Herb-
ster of West Orange, ordained for the Newark Archdiocese, is the sixth from the right in the second row flanking the Archbishop.
(Continued on Page 2)
“To the 'truth Is sprung out
of thr earth' there is added:
‘and justice hath looked down
from heaven.' It Is the answer
of Heaven to earth . . . Heaven
and earth meet in an embrace
of peace. Truly Justice and
peace have kisied.’’
He told the Cardinals that It Is
his daily morning prayer "to
unite the Immense family of be-
lievers
...
in particular our
brothers of the episcopate, the
priests and Religious, the mission-
aries, those who bear the most
serious responsibilities in family
and social life, that the grace of
the laird may be with each one
of them, to sustain them in the
good work, to comfort them in
the hours of solitude and trial,
to give hope and happiness, to
remind them of a constant search
for what is better, so that each
one in his own place may bear
the fruits of truth and of peace;
which the laird expects.”
AT THK MIDNIGHT Mass for
diplomats accredited to the Holy-
See that followed a few hours aft
er the Pope's meeting with the
Cardinals, the Pontiff retold the
story of Christ's birth He said
“This evening all nations, one
ran say, are at the foot of the
creche, gathered together by
the sweetness of the Ineffable
mystery ... Ml centuries are
there, the past and the future,
which turn their
pages under t
the eyes of the New Bom.
"Today this Mass which has
gathered us together has really-
gathered together the whole world
around the Iltvine Child of Beth
lehem, around Maly. ;he nun'
pure Virgin, and Joseph, 'the
most hidden among the saints of
God.' j
"We see In you all the sent!
menti and desires of nations, all
their auffenngs and their hopes,
and We place them close to Jesus,
the Son of God and the Son of
Mary And It is toward Him that
We raise Our humble prayer,
which Is that of all men and
which implores from Heaven that
which the earth cannot give
brotherhood, love and peace."
THK POPK concluded hit talk
with a prayer
"O Sweet Child of Bethlehem,
grant Our participation with all
Our souls In this profound my*
tery of Christinas Place In the
heart* of men that peace which
they aeek, sometimes painfully,
and which You alone can give
them. Help them to know one
another better and to live fra-
ternally as the sons of the one
same Kather. Reveal to them
Your beauty, Y’our sanctity and
Your purity. Reawaken In their
hearts the love and the gratitude
for Your Infinite kindness. Unite
them all In Your charily and give
us Your heavenly peace. Amen."
POPK JOHN also celebrated a
Christmas Mass at the Papal a!
tar in St Peter's Basilica More
than 20,000 persons attended and
recited the responses and joined
the Sistine Choir in chantinc the
Credo as the Pontiff arrived on
his portable throne.
After the Mass, the Pope went
to the central balcony over-
looking St. Peter’i Square and
gave his blessing "to the city
and to the world.” He told the
crowd of 100,000 the blessing
was meant especially for chil-
dren, workeri and those who
are suffering.
Children, he said, "are In these
days closest to the Divine infant
of Bethlehem.” Workers, he de-
clared, on Christmas Day know
the serenity of Bethlehem and the
intimacy of the family "which
the cares and sacrifices of life
render difficult enough to discov
er and enjoy."
His blessing for the suffering,
he said, was intended particularly
"for those who suffer for the sake
of justice while their liberty is
greatly impeded or hampered."
On Dec. 29, the diplomats ac-
credited to the Holy See extended
their traditional New Year's
greetings to the Pontiff in a
body, rather than individually as
before Austrian Ambassador Jns
eph Kripps, dean of Ihe corps,
spoke for his fellows at the audi-
once
Marist Brothers to Convert
Youth House Into School
BAYONNE Brother Leo Syl-
vius, F.M.S., principal of Marist
High School here, this week out-
lined the projected plans for con-
version of the recently acquired
Hudson County Youth House
property into a first-class secon-
dary school.
The property, slightly more
than six acres and containing nine
buildings of various sizes, was
purchased from the county on
Dec. 8 when the Marist Brothers'
bid of $405,100 was approved by
resolution of the Hudson County
Board of Freeholders.
The school did not purchase the
entire tract of land which is lo-
cated on Hudson Blvd. near the
Bayonne-Jersey City line. Approx-
imately 2 1/2 acres have been set
aside by the county to be sold
for housing development. The
Marist property is roughtly 500
by 60 feet, with a Boulevard
frontage of 340 feet.
Marist High School expects to
take possession of Its new site
In the middle of next summer.
The children of the Youth House
will be moved to new quarters
now being constructed In Se-
caucus.
ACCORDING TO Brother Leo,
both immediate and long range
aspects of the conversion of the
property for school use have been
undergoing intensive study.
[ The first project, to start as
I soon as possible, will be construc-
tion of an addition to the present
1 hoys dormitory. This is a three-
story, T-shaped brick building,
which will become one of the
principal classroom buildings.
The proposed addition will be
erected along the front or Boule-
vard side and be joined to the
present portion by an inside corri-
dor, in effect thus doubling the
building's size.
When completed, this building
will have six classrooms on each
of the two upper Boors, with cafe
teria, kitchen and utility rooms
located on the ground Boor.
The present administration
building, a brick structure of
2 1/2 stories, will be used for the
same purpose by the school and
also as a residence for the Broth-
ers. It already has a chapel (non-
denominational), which can be
converted with little difficulty.
The girls' dormitory, also 2-1/2
stories, will be adapted for school
use to provide Boor classrooms
and two laboratories.
TOWARD THE south of the
property there is a two-story
dormitory building for the young-
er boys now cared for at Youth
House. This, Brother Leo said,
will eventually house the library
on the upper Boor with one or
two classrooms on the first Boor.
These four are the principal
buildings on the property in re-
spect to use by Marist High
School. There are also a power
house and laundry building, for
which plans have not yet been
developed; a nursery building
which will eventually become a
Brothers’ residence; a small con-
crete block building, and twn
small frame garages. The con-
crete block building has been al-
ready used for classrooms. They
may continue to be so utilized or
adapted for use for extra-
curricular assemblies and meet-
ings.
THE OVERALL plan as pres-
ently contemplated calls for ex-
tensive alterations and additions
to tie in the principal buildings
into one complex, in the center of
which it is proposed to erect a
large modern gymnasium.
Marist High School is now
located in three connecting
frame buildings at Bth St. and
the Boulevard. It has a present
enrolment of 420 boys, taught
by a faculty of 17 Brothers
and three laymen who teach
part-time and also coach ath-
letics.
The school was started In 1954
with 140 freshmen and a faculty
consisting of Brother Leo and
four other Brothers. The prem-
ises were formerly ocupied by
Holy Family High School, until a
new school building was erected
at Bth St. and Ave. A.
Marist High School rapidly out-
grew its location and for the past
four years at least would have
been in serious difficulty had it
not been for Rev. Daniel J
O’Reilly, pastor of St. Andrew's,
who came to the rescue.
"We Brothers and the boys owe
an eternal debt of gratitude to
Father O’Reilly and we ll never
forget it," said Brother Leo.
Marist has been using six class
rooms in the old St. Andrew's
Grammar School.
People in the News
Rev. William F. Wilkin* of
Woodbourna, N.Y., president of
the American Correctional Chap-
lain* Association, has been
named a domestic prelate with
the title of Right Reverend Mon-
signor.
Brother Frederick John, princi-
pal of Central Catholic High,
Pittsburgh, has been named aux-
iliary provincial of the Baltimore
Province of the Christian Broth-
ers. which includes New Jersey.
Abbot Alpbonse Arsenault,
0.C.5.0., has formally taken of-
fice as the first abbot of the new
Trappist Abbey of Rogersvilie,
N. B.
Cardinal Canali, president of
the Pontifical Commission for the
State of Vatican City, has marked
the 25th anniversary of his ele-
vation to the Sacred College.
Rev. E. H. J. van Waesberge,
0.P., has resigned as chairman
j of the Dutch Catholic Radio Corp.
'to accept his election as provin-
cial of the Dominican Fathers in
the Netherlands.
i Bishops . . .
I Archimandrite Fliai Curler has
jbeen named Auxiliary to Cardi
nal da Barros Camara of Rio
D* Janeiro to serve as Ordinary
for Melkite Catholics in Brazil.
Died
.
. .
Rev. W. F. Wljgergans, W.F.,
of Tanganyika, 66, procurator of
the Whit* Fathers since 1953.
Andrew B. McGlvney of Chlca
go, <9, business manager of the
New World, Chicago archdiocesan
newspaper, and former legal
counsel of the Catholic Press As
soclatlon.
Judge Anthony W. Daly of Al-
ton, 111., 56, founder of Citizens
for Educational Freedom, an or-
ganization which seeks equal .ax
benefit* for students of all
schools.
Thanks to the
Post Office
The Advocate wishes to thank
the Post Office Department
for the prompt efficiency, in
most part, with which copies
of the paper were delivered
during the recent snow storm.
In most of our delivery area
the paper was delivered Thurs-
day with no delay.
This was also true of our
( hristmas issue, with thousands
of extra copies being mailed at
the peak of the holiday rush.
In most areas the paper was
delivered on lime.
Ask Beatification
Of Pope Pius XII
MADRID (NC) —Spanish Cath-
olic Action has collected several
hundred thousand signatures to a
petition to be forwarded to the
Holy See for beatification of the
late Pope Pius XII.
Dance in Newark to
Aid Columban Fathers
NEWARK A dance for the
benefit of the Columban Kathers
will be held Jan. 1 at the Banshee
Ballroom, Hotel Benzell.
The affair is the first annual
reunion of Irish-Americans who
regularly attended dances at the
Eagles Dance Hall from IWB on
A film produced in Ireland and
edited by the Columban Kathers
will be shown at the benefit
dance.
EDUCATION EXPANSION: This aerial view shows the property purchased for the
new location of Marist High School, Bayonne. The former Youth House of Hudson
County, the propcrty iS near the Bayonne-Jersey City line fronting on Hudson Blvd.
(right), and extending back to Newark Bay (left). At top photo is the extension
of the N. J. Turnpike. Marist High School expects to start moving in next summer.
Abortions Top Births
| VIENNA (NO Legal abor
tlom exceeded births by more
| Ihin 20'“, in Red ruled Hungary
during 1959, according to a Hun-
garian health ministry bulletin
received here.
Archbishop's
Appointments
MONDAY, JAN. 2
9:30 a.m., Solemn Pontifical
Mass, Third Catholic Presenta-
tion, Sacred Heart Cathedral,
Newark.
4:30 p.m., Reception, debu-
tantes, parents and escorts,
Robert Treat Hotel, Newark.
6
p.m., Dinner and Presenta-
tion Ball, Robert Treat Hotel.
THURSDAY, JAN. 5
2:30 p.m,, Mreting of the
Board of Trustees of Selon Hall
College of Medicine and Den-
tistry, Seton Hall University,
South Orange.
SATURDAY. JAN. 7
8:30 a.m., Consecration of al-
tar, Our I.ady of the Blessed
Sacrament Church, East Or-
ange.
New Vatican Stamps
VATICAN CITY (RNS) Vati
can City postal authorities issued
anew scries of stamps with a
Christmas theme They also Is-
sued a series commemorating the
300th
anniversary of the deaths of
St Vincent de Paul and St I.ou
i-e de Marillac, both of France
Pray for Them
Sr. Teresa Genevieve
CONVENT Sister Teresa
Genevieve Mahan of the Sisters
of Charity of St Elizabeth died
at St. Mary's Convent, Salem,
Mass., very suddenly on Dec 14.
Daughter of tho late Charles
and Mary Mahan, she was bom
in Roxbury, Mass , and entered
the Sisters of Charity In 1901
Following her novitiate, she
taught music in St. Lucy's, and
the Academy of St. Aloysius, Jer
sey City; and St. Mary's School,
Salem, where she had been sta
tioned for the last 34 years.
A Requiem Mass was offered
in St Mary’s Church, Salem, on
Dec. 17 Burial was In Holy Earn
ily Cemetery here.
Surviving are a sister. Sister
St Michael, C.S.J., of Bethany
Convent, Framingham. Mass .
and a brother, Rev. Charles W.
Mahan, S J , of Baghdad College,
Iraq.
Sister Florence Maria
CONVENT Sister Florence
Mari* Kernnn of the Sisters of
Charity of St. Elizabeth died at
St. Anne'* Villa hera on Dec.
23
Daughter of th# late Daniel
and Jane Fernan. *hr was born
in Jersey City and entered the
Sisters of Charity In 1897.
Following her novitiate, she
taught the primary grades in
several schools in northern New
Jersey Including St Joseph's.
Newark; Star of the Sea, Long
Branch; St Antoninus and St. Cos
lumba's, Newark, where she was
stationed at the time of her Irani
fer to St. Anne's Villa because of
illness in 1954.
A Requiem Mass was offered
in St Anne's Villa Chapel on Dec. I
26. There are no immediate sur I
vivors.
Sr. M. Alphonwa
WEST PATERSON - The fu j
eral of Sister M. Alphonsa, S M
I t'., took place Dec. 2fl with a
Requiem Mass In the Chapel of
Our Lady of Mercy at the lin
maculate Conception Convent
here. She died Dec 23 after 39
yean In religious life.
A native of Germany, she en
tered the Missionary Sisters of
the Immaculate Conception there
in 1921.
She came to the U. S. In
1922. She then served at St
Bonaventure Convent, Olean.
N Y , until 1929 when she came
to West Paterson.
Surviving are a sister, Sister
Scholastics of Dueren, Germany,
and a brother, Joseph Rudolph!
also of Germany.
\\ illiam A. Shea
NUTLKY The funeial of Wil
ham A. Shea, 2to Greylock Park
way, took place Dec. 27 with a
Requiem Mass In St. Marys
Church here. Ho died Dec. 23.
The Mass was celebrated by |
bis aon, Msgr. George W. Shea,
professor of theology at Imma
culate Conception Seminary. Aus ,
lliary Bishop Stanton gave the
final absolution, Also present In
the sanctuary was Auxiliary Bish I
op Curtis.
Also surviving aro his wife,
Mrs. Gertrude McAlcer Shea, an-
other son, two daughters, 11
grandchildren and two great
grandchildren
Mrs. Mary Gurrv
WEST NEW YORK -'with her
son Msgr. Thomas E. Curry as
tho celebrant of the Requiem
Mass in St Joseph of the Pall
sades Church, the funeral of Mrs
Mary Curry took place Dec 23
She died Dec 20
Surviving are three sons. In-
cluding Msgr. Curry, pastor, St
Joseph's, Oradell, one daughter
and two sisters
Robert ()'(.minor
RAHWAY - A Requiem Mass
for Robert O'Connor, who died
Dec 22, was offered Dec 26 in
St. Mary's Church here. He was
the brother of Rev Joseph T.
O'Connor, St. Augustine's, Union
City
Also surviving are bis wife,
Mrs. Marie I’etrisin O'Connor,
two daughters, three other broth-
ers and two sisters.
Mrs. John A. Rod Irani
ELIZABETH
- With ter broth
cr. Rev Stanley F. Rostnski,
pastor of Immaculate Conception
Church, Darlington, the cele
brant of the Hequlem Mass In
St Adalbert's Church here, the
funeral of Mrs. John A I'odlesnl,
took place Dec. 24. She died Dec j
20
Also surviving are her husband,
John A I’odleinl, two sons, a
daughter, a sister and two other
brothers
Places in the News
The lon* Passion Play, an Aus-
tralian production inspired by the
Oberammergau Passion Play in
Germany, will be taken on a tour
of capital cities in Australia dur-
ing the 1961 pre-Easter period.
A bill that would “restrict the
activity of the Roman Catholic
Church in political affairs" in
India has been killed by that
nation's parliament.
The national seminary for late
vocations to be built in Boston
will be part of a huge Catholic
center that will include a hospital
for men with chronic diseases, a
church and rectory, Cardinal
Cushing has announced.
A three-story home for the
aged will be built in Copenhagen
by the Church.
Construction of a Catholic medi-
cal college in Bangalore, India,
is expected to start next year.
The leftist-oriented council of
the National University of Tucu-
man in Argentina has ruled that
the university will no longer rec-
ognize diplomas and credits giv-
en by the Salesian Workers Tech
nical Institute.
A federal loan of $335,000 has
been granted to St. Mary’s Col-
lege in California to help financa
construction of a dormitory.
Ursuline College in Louisville
is planning a 15-year expansion
program that will be backed in
its first stages by a million-
dollar fund drive.
The Bishops of Germany expect
their third annual fund appeal
for underdeveloped countries to
top last year's figure of $lO mil-
lion.
Catholic Action In Italy has
launched
a year-long campaign
to bring lax Catholics back to
the practice of their Faith.
Construction has been started
in Winona, Minn., on a $2 million,
five-story nursing home for the
aged.
Catholic and Protestant clergy-
men in Colombia held a round-
table discussion dealing with
problems Impeding understand-
ing among Christians.
An International Youth Center
has been established in Belgium
by Rev. Dominique Pire, O P.,
Nobel Peace Prize winner, to pro-
mote peace through understand-
ing.
i Caritas, Catholic charities
agency In Germany, cares for
over 400,000 children dally in Its
6.000 kindergartens and nurser-
ies.
Holy Name
St. Clare*. Clifton—Afred A
Ku»so will be installed ns presi
dent in ceremonies In the church
at 7:30 p.m. Jan 12. Also In
stalled will he Fred Lo Preatl,
William Market, Peter Garra
bone. Larry Vocino and Kenneth
Skelly.
Our I.ady of Victories, Jersey
City—A briefing team from the
161 1th Air Transport Wing, Me-
• ■Hire Air Forre Base, will |rn
lure the regular meeting Jan 9
Epiphany, Cllffside Park—This!
group will hold a New Year s
Kva dance In the parish hall. A.
Glachsenhaar is chairman.
Future Dates
, Follouing it a litl of tm-
j portjnt Catholic data and
meetings during January.
Jan. 23—Mariological Society
of America, annual meeting,
Pittsburgh.
Jan. 6—Feast of the Epiphany.
Jan. 8 Holy Family Sunday.
Jan. 18-25 Chair of Unity Oc-
tave (eight-day period of prayar
for Christian reunion).
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Think, Honor, Speak Truth, Pope Urges
NCWC News Service
Following is the text of an English translation made avail-
able by the Vatican of the Christmas address of Pope John XXlll
given on Dec. 22, in which he stressed the "four-fold duty of think-
ing, honoring, saying and doing what is true.”
We saw His glory, the glory
•s it were of the Only-Begotten
of the Father, full of grace and
truth (John 1, 14).
Venerable brethren and dear
children throughout the whole
•world: Peace
and the apos-
tolic blessing.
The Gospel
May your ac-
ceptance of the
greeting for a
happy Christ-
mas recipro-
cate what We
are offering you
of the feast.
It is the inspiration of the first
page of St.. John’s Gospel, of that
prologue which gives the theme
to the sublime poem which hymns
the mystery and the reality of the
intimate and sacred union be-
tween the world of God and the
sons of men, between heaven and
earth, between the order of na-
ture and that of grace; it shines
forth and transforms itself into
a spiritual triumph from the be-
ginning of the world until its fi-
nal dissolution.
“IN THE BEGINNING was the
Word, and the Word was with
Cod, and that Word was God. All
things were made by him. In
Him was life, and life was the
light of men, and the light shineth:
in darkness, and the darkness did
not comprehend it" (John 1, 1
1,4-5).
There was a man called
John, to bear witness to the
light; be was not the light bat
only a witness who invited men
to accept the light. The word of
God by an ineffable stroke of
divine condescension assumed
human nature and took up His
abode on earth among men and
held familiar converse with
them.
All who recognized Him, and in
Him received the word of God
made man—let Us pronounce His
holy and blessed name: Jesus
Christ, Son of God, Son of Mary—-
were united in the divine sonship-
itself: "He gave them power to
be made sons of God" (John 1.)
12). They were therefore consid!
ered as His brethren, set apart!
with eternity as their inheritance, j
It is with this simple and basic
reminder of doctrine and history
that the announcement of Christ,
mas and of Bethlehem comes to
us. Sacred are these words which
in lovely symphony reecho in
this place and in that, diffusing
at once sweetness and beauty,
later to break out together in the
grand sweep of that magnificent
composition which is the triple
poem of the creation, of the Re-
demption at the price of Christ’s
Blood, and of the Church: one,
holy, catholic, apostolic. Every-
thing, that is, offered to the di-
vine teaching and to the perfect-
ing of life here below, for indi-
viduals and for nations that know
how to profit by it.
FIRST, THEN, is the splendor
of the Heavenly Father, glorified
in His Son, who draws us to-
ward the indescribable wonderof
the relations existing between the
Persons of the Most Holy Trinity.
Then the second John, the Evan-
gelist, hastens to tell us of the
thoughts of the same Trinity for
the beriofit of man and of the
Church, the Mystical Body of
Christ, and of individual souls.
“We have seen His glory
grace and truth.” It is on these
words that the prologue ends;
at that point also taking' the
note of glorious acclamation:
“We have seen His glory.”
What glory? That most exalted
glory of the Word, who was "in
the beginning and before all
ages,” and by making Himself
man, being the Only-Begotten of
the Father, appeared “full of
grace and truth." Note well those
two words grace and truth.
Grace
The word "grace" Is the first
that issued from the angel's lips
as he announced to Mary the
| divine mystery; and it is grace
jin its fullness, "hail full of
grace.” It is Jatcr repeated in
various forms in Holy Writ and
always it is 'an expression of
kindness and goodness.
"HOW ABUNDANT- are Thy
mercies, 0 Lord," sings the
Jpsalmist with the note of tender-
ness that fills the heart with emo-
tions—"Beneath the covert of
Thy wings the children of men
shall put their trust; they arc
inebriated with the plenty of Thy
! house, and the torrent of Thy
pleasures quenches their thirst,
i For with Thee is the fountain of
life, and in Thy light we shall
see light. Extend O Lord Thy
grace to those who acknowledge
Thee and grant Thy justice to
the right of heart" (Ps. 35, 8-11).
What happiness, what good-
ness, what a delight it would be
to Us to speak to you of this
grace!
Trulh
But We have to admit to you,
dear children, that it is especially
with regard to truth that Our
spirit feels itself uplifted, as
life's pastoral experience pro-
vides ever more striking exam-]
pics of what is of primary lm- (
portancc and a fitting subject of
study.
St. Augustine, in giving a title:
.to the Divine Word made visible:
s at Bethlehem, names Him, with-
out qualification. Truth, as the
Only-Begotten of the Father, re-
splendent in the riches of His
nature for the enlightenment of
every creature, visible and in-
visible, material and spiritual,
human and supernatural (Cf. Dc
Trinitalis 15, 11: P.L. 42.071).
THE TWO TESTAMENTS con
tain the declaration of a doc-
trine which has its roots in the
essence and splendor of truth,
which shines forth from all ages,
and is revealed to man, consid-
ered as the masterpiece and the
priest of the visible universe, just
as if it is a substance alive with
a doctrine which extends beyond
the developments of the twofold
order, natural and supernatural.
The first words of the Old
Testament describe indeed the
origin of the world; the con-
cluding words of the new testa-
ment, “come Lord Jesus,” are
the summing up of history, law
and grace.
For souls created by God and
reserved for eternal destinies, the
search for and the discovery of
truth is natural; for Truth is the
immediate object ot the inner
activity of the human spirit.
Why is it called truth? Because
it is a communication of God;
and between man and truth there
is no merely accidental relation-
ship, but one which is necessary
and of his essence.
Truth in Man
Anti in the Christian
This truth, which is an out-
pouring of the Divine Word, shed
light on the past, and with its
rays clarifies the present. It is
like the breath which gives as-
surance of life to come beyond
the final appearance of God for
the Last Judgment here below,
which will decide the lot of each
one for eternity.
The enlightening, the quick-
ening, the making alive, consid-
ered in the physical world, but
even more so in the spiritual,
acknowledged and established
deep within the life of man.
whose features have something
of the divine characteristics—-
"The light of Thy countenance,
O Lord is signed upon us” (Ps.
1. I)—is a source of joy for every
soul. "Thou hast given gladness
to
my heart" (Ibid.).
BLT WHAT IT fs more im-
portant to arouse and retain is
that, frdm man's side, the atti-
tude toward the recognition of
truth inspires a sacred and very
serious responsibility to cooper-
ate with the plan of the Creator,
Redeemer and Glorificr. And this
must be said all the more of the
Christian who, by means of the
graces of the sacraments, clear-
ly bears the sign of his belong-
ings to the family of God. Here
exists and abides the dignity and
the greatest responsibility which
has been placed on man. It is to
be said in the fullest possible
sense to every Christian It is to
pay honor to the Son of God, the
Word made Flesh, who gives life
to all humanity and the whole
social order.
Our Lord offered for men's
Imitation 30 years of silence i
so that they would learn to
contemplate the truth in Him;
and three years of unremitting
and persuasive teaching so that
they would grasp its example
and life's purpose.
The divine Book is sufficient
to fill us with this teaching and
to uplift us.
Union with Christ, Lord and
Teacher —as He proclaimed
Himself—la therefore the triumph
of truth, the highest knowledge,
the most perfect teaching.
John the Evangelist spoke of
Him as the Divine Word raised
aloft In the light of the two
Testaments: “The law was given
by Moses, grace and truth came
by Jesus Christ" (John 1. 17).
On another occasion the Divine
Teacher repeated: "I am the
light of the world, he that fol-
lowed! me walketh not in dark-
ness" (John 8, 12).
Dear children, what is this
light if it is not truth? In the
books of the Old Testament the
reference to truth is common.
The psalmist repeats so many
limes this invocation of truth:'
"Thy jnercy and truth. O Lord,
ever support me" (l's 39, 12).
Truth and justice ever were and
remain about Thee. Thy truth
protects me as a shield. Thy
justice. Thy justice for ever; O
Lord, truth abides for ever. Truth
will turn out (to be) of advan-
tage to all who know how to
make use of it. All the ways of
the Lord arc truth. The Lord
loves truth, grace and glory (Cf.
Ps. 83, 12).
Bth Commandment
In this light how attractive is
the invitation to man to speak
always the truth with his neigh-
bor, and how stern and terrible
the commandment never to utter
falsehood against one’s neighbor:
“Thou shalt not bear false testi-
mony against thy neighbor” (Ex.
20, 16) and to judge with truth
and with a mind of peace at your
gates: "Speak ye truth everyone
to his neighbor: judge ye truth
and judgment of peace in your
gates” (Zach. 8, 16).
ST. PETER Canisius, doctor of
the Church, in his famous "Sum-
ma Doctrinae Christianac" (auc-
toritatem sacrac scripturac ct
sanctorum patrum, vcnctiis ex.
bibliotheca aldina. 1571, p. 141),
which was the catechism of whole
generations, expressed the nega-
tive and the positive parts of this
Commandment with penetrating
and convincing words.
For the negative part? Every
false and deceiving witness is
forbidden in which there can
be some risk in a Judicial de-
cision, and even outside formal
Judgment, in which the good
name of the neighbor can in
in any way become less by
whisperers, detractors, mall-
cioiyi speakers, accusers and
flatterers. Forbidden Is every
tie and every abuse of the
tongue against the neighbor,
and that In the same measure
and in the same tone as in the
three preceding command-
ments, namely, not to kill, not
to commit adultery nad not to
steal.
For the positive part, on the
other hand, honor is given to
speaking well and graciously of
one’s neighbor, in defense of and
to his advantage; without deceit,
without pretense, without trick-
ery.
The teaching is ail derived
from the Old Testament which is
1 very rich in passages on this
point of truth at the service of
innocence, justice and charity.
And in the New Testament—-
the Gospel and the apostolic writ-
ings—what teaching on the sub
stance, on the lofty wisdom of
truth, understood and lived, and
of God's Commandment!
BY A GLANCE at the passage
in the Gospel of St. John, there
Is revealed the interesting en
counter of Christ with those
whom lie had succeeded but re-
ccntly in converting: "If you con-
tinue in my word, you will be
my disciples Indeed; and you will
know the truth and the truth will
make you free" (John 8,30-32).
But that conversation, from
being Intereating, becomes ter-
rible when Christ leads Ills
questioners to conclusions dis-
couraging for every one who
denies the known truth.
"You claim to be children of
Abraham. Do the works of Abra-
ham then. On the other hand, I
know that you intend to kill me,
a man who has given you the
truth, the truth that I know from
God Himself. If God were your
Father, you would love me also,
because I too come from God
i who has sent me. But you are
children of the Devil, and you
wish to carry out the designs of
him who is your father."
On hearing these words, St.
John says, the unfortunate crea-
tures took up stones to cast at
Christ. But lie hid Himself and
went out of the temple. (Cl. John
8,33-i9). So was verified what
was written in the psalm: "Love
the Lord all ye His saints, for
the Lord will require truth and
He will repay abundantly all
those who act proudly" (Ps. 30.
24). As it is said in the Book of
Proverbs: "Buy truth and sell
not wisdom" (Cf. Prov. 23.23).
Further on: "A deceitful tongue
loves not truth" (Ibid. 36,28) And
yet again: "He who in giving
Judgment is an acceptor of per-
sons . . . such a one for a morsel
of bread will betray the truth"
(Ibid. 28,21).
Think, Honor, Say,
Do What Is True
Here, then, Is the man, the be
llcvcr, faced with truth which
Imposes itself with sweetness and
firmness.
Indeed the words of Christ
place every man face to face
with his responsibility, namely to
accept or to reject the truth by
Inviting each one with persuasive
force to abide by the truth, to
nourish his own truthful thoughts
-and to act in accordance with
the truth.
THIS MESSAIjK of grectleg
which We long to give is
above all a solemn call to live
It, In accordance with the four-
fold duty of thinking, honoring,
saying and doing what Is true
Such a duty issues forth In a
clear and uncontrovertible man-
ner from the words of the Bible
which We have recalled to mind,
from the harmony, full of sweet-
ness and at the same time strict
conformity, of the Old and New
Testaments.
Above all, then, think what Is
true: have clear Ideas on the
great divine and human reali-
ties, of the Kedemption, of the
Church, of morals and of law,
of philosophy and of art. Have
the right ideas, or seek to form
them for yourself conscientious-
ly and with a right Intention. .
Unfortunately, there is becom-
ing usual, almost of daily oc-
currence, a disconcerting casual-
ness in reference to or in dis-
cussion of arguments, in a form
that denotes the lack of prepara-
tion—to say the least about it—of
those who take these tasks upon
themselves. For this reason, in
one of Our recent discourses
aimed at safeguarding the insti-
tution of the family. We have
invited "all, who have the will
and the means, to exercise and
influence on public opinion so
that their intervention may al-
ways be on the side of clarifying,
not of the confusing of ideas; in
favor of right and respect” (mes-
sage to the Sacred Roman Rota,
Oct. 25, 1960. Acta Apostolicae
Sedis, 52. p. 901).
HONOR WHAT is true: It is
an invitation to be a radiant ex-
ample in all spheres of life—-
individual, family, professional,
social. Truth makes us free (Cf.
John, 8, 32). It ennobles whoever
professes it openly and without
human respect. Why, then, fear
to honor it and make it respect-
ed? Why descend to making pacts
with one’s conscience by accept-
ing compromises out of harmony
with Christian life and practice
when, on tho contrary, he who
has the truth ought to be con-
vinced that he has within him-
self the light which dispels all
darkness, the penetrating force
which can transform the world?
Not alone in guilt is he who de-
liberately obscures the truth, but
just as guilty is' he who, from
fear of not seeming complete and
up to date, betrays it by the
ambiguity of his attitude.
Honor the truth, then, with
the firmness, the courage and
the knowledge of one who has
strong convictions.
in addition, say what Is true.
Is not the mother's admonition to
her baby to keep from lying the
first school of truth, which from
habit and custom learned from
earliest years, becomes second
nature, and prepares the truly
honest man, the perfect Chris-
tian, with words ready and sin-
cere, and whenever necessity de-
mands it with the courage of a
martyr and a confessor? This is
the testimony which the God of
truth asks of each one of His
sons.
Finally, do what is true. It is
a light in which every person
ought to immerse himself, and
which sets the tone for each
single action of life. It is charity
which obliges everyone to exer-
cise the apostolatc of truth, so
as to spread knowledge of it, to
defend its rights, to mould souls—-
particularly those of youth, which
arc open and generous—and to
allow themselves to be impreg-
nated with it to the deepest fibers
of their being.
‘Counlcr-Dccalogue’
Think, honor, say and do what
is true. In the uttering of these
basic demands of human and
Christian life, a protest rises to
the lips from the heart: Where on
earth Is respect for truth found?
Are we not sometimes, and even
very frequently, confronted with
a "counter-decalogue,” brazen
and insolent, which cancels the
"not”—the prefix, that is, of
every clear and exact directive
of the six of God’s Command-
ments which follow "Honor thy
father ar.d thy mother?"
Is not the life that passes be-
fore our eyes, in practice, a de-
liberate exercise of contradic-
tions—fifth, kill; sixth, commit
adultery; seventh, steal; eighth,
bear false witness—as if by a
diabolical conspiracy against
truth?
YET THERE REMAINS ever
clear and valid the command of
divine law declared to Moses on
the mountain: "Thou shalt not
bear false witness against thy
neighbor” (Ex. 20, 16; Deut. 5,
20). This commandment—like the
others—is alive with all its con-
sequences, positive and negative:
the duty to truth, to sincerity
and to candor, which is the cor-
respondence of the human mind
with reality; and the sad possi-
bility and— saddest of all the
fact of lying, of hypocrisy and of
calumny which obscure the truth.
We happen to be living be-
tween two concepts of human
ways of living together. On one
side, the reality of the world
examined, studied and reduced
to practice in accordance with
the design of God; on the
other—We are not afraid to re-
peat it—the counterfeit of this
same reality, made easy by
technical skill and the Ingenu-
ity of man in recent times and
right up to the present day.
Confronted by the fourfold
ideal of thinking, honoring, say-
ing and doing what is true, and
the daily spectacle of the open
for masked betrayal of this ideal,
the heart fails to restrain its
anguish. And Our own voice
trembles.
In spite of everything and
everyone, “the truth of the Lord
abides forever" (Ps. 116, 2), and
ever desires to shine more
brightly before our eyes and be
heard in our hearts. The feeling
is rather generally accepted by
some that, once again, the times
through which the world is pass-
ing arc momentous. But past his-
tory has known much worse. And
notwithstanding the noisy or cun-
ning voices of the more violent,
let us be absolutely certain that
the spiritual victory will be with
Jesus Christ, “who hangs from
a tree."
Unquiet Times
The ever more grave news- of
the storms which rage over some
parts of the world, and threaten
not only the social order, but
more important, many souls
which are weak and unstable
rather than of ill will or wicked,
I moves us in this Christmas ap-
peal to direct a word to those
who have the highest responsibil-
ities in the public and social
sphere, and to invite them, in the
name of Christ, to place their
hand on their breast and act
honorably in these days of gen-
eral danger. In reality, there is
matter of common Interest; and
every distinction between the
great ones and the little in life
should be resolved in a united
effort in common.
WE ARE GLAD, then, to raise
Our priestly arms to those with
the greatest responsibilities, who
preside over the organization of
the civil order—heads of state
and of regional and civic admin-
istrations—and then to all with-
out exception: educators, parents
and teachers, to all who work
with head or hand or heart; to
those, and We emphasize this,
who are responsible for public
opinion, which is being formed
or deformed by means of the
press, radio and television, by
the cinema, by meetings and ex-
hibitions of every kind, literary
or artistic—writers, artists, pro-
ducers, directors, scenery design-
ers. ,
To ail Our children, ana par-
ticularly to those called by some
special mission to give testimony
to the truth, as well as to all
who aim at living their indi-
vidual and family life in the holy
light of Christian teaching, there
are directed the thoughts which
rise spontaneously in Our heart
and which. We are sure, will be
received with due consideration
by men of honesty and sincerity.
No, dear children, never lend
yourselves to any counterfeit-
ing of truth. Have a horror of
that.
Do not avail yourselves of
these marvelous gifts of God,
such as light and sound and color,
and their applications in techni-
cal and artistic forms—printing,
journalism, television—to distort
man's natural inclination toward
truth, onwhich is erected the edi-
fice of His nobility and great-
ness. Do not avail yourselves of
them to drive to ruin consciences
as yet unformed or wavering.
Hold in holy terror the spread-
ing of the germs that desecrate
love, break up the family, mock
religion and shake the founda-
tions of the social order, which is
based on both individual interests
and a brotherhood that is har-
monious and respectful of the
rights of each person. Work to-
gether also to render ever more
pure and less infected the air
which is breathed, of which the
first victims are always the in-
nocent and the weak. Know how
to build with quiet perseverance
and untiring endeavor the condi-
tions for better times, healthier,
more just, more secure.
Dfcar children: We arc once
again drawn to the vision of
Bethlehem, to the Light of the
Word Incarnate, to His grace and
truth, Who desires to win all to
Himself.
Constant in Faith
The silence of that holy night
and the contemplation of that
scene of peace are most eloquent.
Let us direct our steps to Beth-
lehem with innocent eyes and
welcoming hearts.
It is from near this Word of
God, made Man for us, near this
"goodness and kindness of God
our Savior" that We have pleas-
ure once again in looking with
great respect and affection es-
pecially toward the highest rep-
resentatives of public power, va-
riously distributed over the di-
verse and most important points
of the globe, and toward those
responsible for the education of
the growing generation and for
public opinion, encouraging each
one to take ever more timely
thought of his own duties and
his own responsibilities and to
occupy his position with sincerity
and courage.
We have confidence in God and
in His light. We have confidence
in men of good will, satisfied
that Our words may rouse In
the hearts of all upright men a
note of manly generosity.
IT SOMETIMES happens that
some faint voice, as if in a note
of prophecy, reaches Our ear in
a whisper of exaggerated fear
which later excites weak fan-
tasies.
St. Matthew, the first of the
Evangelists, tells us that Jesus
in the evening of a day of
great labor retired to a moun-
tain alone to pray. The ship
of Ills disciples, remaining on
the lake, was tossed about by
the winds, and during the night
Jesus came down softly to the
waves and in a loud voice
said: "Have confidence and
fear not; for I am here.”
“Lord, if it is Thou," said St
Peter, "bid me come to Thee
upon the waters.”
And Jesus said: “Come.”
And Peter, going from the boat
hastened to approach His Divine
Master. But the violence of the
wind made him afraid and, be-
ginning to sink, he cried out:
"Lord save me!" Jesus imme-
diately took him by the hand
and drew him toward Himself
and said: "Man of little faith,
why didst thou doubt?”
And when all were reunited in
the boat, the wind ceased (CL
Matt. 14,22-32).
DEAR CHILDREN, even on
the night on the lake, this epi-
sode is one of enchanting clear-
ness. The humble successor at
St. Peter is not experiencing any
temptation to dismay. We feel
strong in faith and, in the com-
pany of Jesus Christ, We can
cross not only the tiny lake of
Galilee, but also all the seas of
the world. Christ’s word is enough
for safety and for victory.
This Is one of the most bean-
tlful pages of the New Testa-
ment. It Is encouraging and of
good omen. After this vision.
We desire to end Our Christ-
mas message with a phrase, of
the Old Testament, and ex-
press the living substance of
the conversation which renders
so dear the opening of the heart
of a father and a pastor to his
1 spiritual children,
i It is the end of the meeting
between the holy King Ezcchias
and Isaias, the greatest prophet
of Israel. The latter had alarmed
the king with threats of an inva-
sion* in the near future and of
great disasters. To this Ezechias
replied: "The word of the Lord
which you have reported to me
is good; enough for me is peace
and truth in my days’* (CL Is.
I 39.8).
Five Children and
Five Christmas Gifts
JERSEY CITY Five little children had simple re-
quests in the Christmas gift department. And they got
them.
The children all have defective hearing; all they want-
ed for Christmas were hearing aids. Santa Claus was
played collectively by five hear-
ing aid dealers, in Hudson Coun-
ty who granted the wishes of the
tots through the Mt. Carmel
Guild’s Hearing ami Speech Cen-
ter located at St. Francis Hos-
pital here.
The children were brought to
the Guild's Hearing and Speech
Center where Eugenia Curley,
supervising audiologist, evaluated
their condition with the latest
electronic equipment. The deal
ers then donated the aids —and
there are now five happier chil-
dren.
According to Rev. John P.
Hourlhan. director of the Apos-
tolate for the Deaf of the Arch-
diocese of Newark, the Guild
plans to set up a fund to purchase
aids for the needy, but at present
is mostly concerned with seeking
support to keep the clinic open
’’The cooperative action of
these dealers." said Father
Hourlhan. "relieves us of this
worry for the time being, and
reveals the true spirit of Christ-
mas on the part of these busi-
nessmen.'*
WILL BE WELL USED: Bishop McNulty accepts a gilt presented on behalf of the
Mt. Carmel Guild Social Service Women's Auxiliary, Paterson. Mrs. Frank DelPrete,
president, makes the presentation at the organization's annual Christmas party at
the Mt. Carmel Guild Social Service Center, Dec. 19. Looking on are Mrs. John Vonk
Jr., chairman, and Msgr. William N. Wall, director of the Center
Bishops’ Fund
Appeal Is Set
For March
NEW YORK (NC)—The loth
annual Catholic Bishops' Relief
Fund appeal to support the work
of Cathclic Relief Services Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Confer-
ence will be conducted nationally
Mar. 5 12.
A minimum goal of 55 million
has been set for the appeal which
provides basic support for the
programs of CRS—NCWC, the
overseas relief agency of U. S.
Catholics.
During the past year CRS aided
some 40 million needy people !n
more than 60 countries. For the
fourth straight year its overseas
shipments of clothing, medicine
and U S. surplus food totaled
more than one billion pounds.
These shipments were valued at
more than $9O million.
A 40day Lenten campaign
among children In Catholic paro-
chial schools will begin on Feb.
15, Ash Wednesday.
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SAVE MORE...EARN MORE
with . SAVINGS
f Vi/ ACCOUNT
You'll go far to find a better uaa for that apara
dollar Tn your pocket or purae than to uaa It.
now. to open a 6avlnga Account
at The Truat
Company of NewJtraey. Try
HI Sea how eaay
It la to aave here - how quickly your money
orowa . . . earning 3% a year Intereat. Come
in to any of our 12 offlcea or aave by mall, we
pay the poatage.
Remember ... all officea
are open Monday evemnga.
m
)lrust C ompany
of New Jersey
Joreey City • Hoboken • Weehaerken
Union City • Wo. I Now York • teoeucoe
Member Federal Oepoeit IneurenceCorporation
ALBERT H. HOPPER, INC.
MONUMENTS & MAUSOLEUMS
3 2 9-34 1 RIDGE ROAD, NORTH ARLINGTON, NEW JERSEY
WYm an 1-2266 —67
Visit our spacious indoor showroom and
outdoor display. Select your memorial from
our large stock of timeless tributes to your
loved ones. We will extend to you profes-
sional guidance without obligation.
We have at our plant a large stock of raw
material, enabling us to complete from the
simplest marker to the most elaborate mau-
soleum on short notice, thereby saving long
delay caused by memorials cut out of state.
We are the largest manufacturers of memorials in the state. Our Customers are assured
of substantial savings by buying direct from manufacturer.
In our plant, craftsmanship is our constant standard.
All work cut by local stone-cutters and carvers, at our plant
in North Arlington, assures you of immediate delivery,
thus affording you an opportunity of inspecting
your memorial as work progresses.
Special designs by our Designing Department. Fine materials - unequaled craftsmanship
and the will to achieve perfection is our aim.
Reputation is important because it is always
well earned.
Monuments made of granite from the Rock
of Ages quarry. E.L. Smith Quarry—Barre
Guild Monuments, Bronze Markers-War
Memorials.
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God Love You
Message for Priests
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
There is no professional group
In the world in which there exists
a more immediate and deeper
bond of fellowship than among
priests. Distance, nationality,
color and race all dissolve into
nothingness in
that divine solu-
ble of the
Priesthood of
Christ. There is
nothing to live
up to, nothing
to live down;
no prelimin-
ary introduc-
tions are nec-
essary; no time
is required for “feeling out” one
another. It is a foretaste of haven
in which we “know as we are
know."
PERHAPS therefore the priests
in the U. S. would like to hear
some reflections about our broth-
er priests in Africa, after first-
hand contact with them.
Whenever they gather socially
their unfailing topic of conversa-
tion is evangelization: where they
opened anew mission; how many
new catechumens they found to
instruct; how their methods of
conversion could be improved;
how they increased daily Com-
munions; how many new
branches of the Legion of Mary
were begun in their mission; how
prepared they must be to live
six months isolated in the “bush.”
Many of them hear confes-
sions all day Friday and all
Saturday—so many arc the faith-
ful who desire to receive Com-
munion on Sunday. On Sunday
they may baptize as many as
150 at one time.
They arc without any creature
comforts, nor do they want any.
But all through Africa there is
only one cry, “Give us more
priests." One priest in a “re-
serve” where 50,000 Africans are
crowded together in infra-human
squalor has 200 under instruction.
He said he could convert 40,000
if he had seven brother priests
and eight more chapels.
“WHAT IS THIS to me?” you
ask. You can help iri several
ways.
• You can send Mass-stipends
to the National Office of the So-
ciety for the Propagation of the
Faith.
• Perhaps your Bishop would
let you volunteer for Africa for
three years apostolatc.
• Maybe you could buy a com-
pact car instead of a “big job”
and send the difference to the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith for distribution to the
most needy areas of Africa.
• Offer Mass for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith that vocations
and conversions may multiply so
that one day Africa will convert
China.
• Prove your brotherhood in
Christ by any tiny sacrifice for
these glorious priests such ns an
offering to educate the African
clergy.
African Priest
Composes Mass
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanganyika
(RNS) An African priest in the
Kareme Diocese has composed a
new sung Mass which has been
scheduled for broadcast over the
Tanganyika Broadcasting Corpo'-
ration.
The Mass is the second com-
posed by Rev. Paschal Kipenyo,
Cana Calendar
PRECAtfA
Jan. 8-13 Bayonne. St. Joseph's.
HE 6-5608.
Jan. 13-22 Upper Montclair. St.
Camian's. HU 3-7782.
Jan. 29-Feb. 3— Garwood. St. Ann's.
EL 3-3597
Jan. 29 • Feb 3— Glen Rock. St.
Catharine's. WH 3-0120.
FOR THESE: "It is for these we pray, We work, we
beg." This is what is in the heart and soul of all who
work in the missions, and they do these things for God.
We who cannot physically go to the missions can still
give a drop of water or provide a bandage for a leper's
sores, in Christ’s Name. All that is required is that we
sacrifice something for the Holy Father’s Society for
the Propagation of the Faith.
Writes From Cuba
Of Castro ‘Treason’
NEWARK Disillusionment with the Castro gov-
ernment upon discovery of its communistic bent is the
burden of a letter made available to The Advocate this
week by Rev. John Barry of St. Bridget’s parish. The let
ter is from a Cuban who studied in the U S. recently
and was addressed to a former
fellow-student. It was requested
that names be withheld to avoid
recriminations.
“What is happening in Cuba
is terrible," writes the former
student. “It seems the commu-
nists have taken power and the
government doesn’t deny it any
more. Almost all of the best
men that were in the govern-
ment about a year ago are now
cither in prison, hiding or in
exile. Only communists nr
pro-communists seem to go
ahead."
THE LETTER WRITER, dc
scribed by friends here as orig-
inally an ardent supporter of
Castro and his revolution, con-
fided, "We are living in con-
stant uneasiness. We hear the
government talk only of fight
ing. attacks and war, and pols
oning the souls of the people
with hatred and envy against
their fellows These arc very-
hard days and the future seems
worse.
"Our economy has almost
gone to pieces.' 1 the letter c\
plains "We Catholics already
feel all the dangers of commu-
nism menacing us . . . This is
not-the revolution we fought
for.
"We wanted social Justice
because we needed it badly.
thcr just nor what we need.
Castro and his followers have
treasoned the people of Cuba.
They are using us as a Rus-
sian instrument in America. I
wish I could shout to all other
Latin Americans to beware of
the false talk and promises of
communists.
"Our only hope now,” the
letter added, "is to put an end
to this regime, but it will be
very difficult because many
people still believe in the lies
Castro tells them. They don't
realize what is going on.
"YOU USED TO pray for us
. . . We need your prayers
more than ever now. To think
that I believed in Castro once!
How terrible when the people
find out what he really is' . , .
"Sometimes 1 look hack on
the days I spent In the US
and It seems to me only a
dream Hut It was such a
beautiful dream .
Recollection Evening
Services Set
For Workers
NEWARK—The regular month-
ly Evening of Recollection spon
sored by the Guild of St. Joseph
the Worker will be held at the
Pope Pius XH Institute on Jan 4
from 6:30 to 8 p.m.The Institute
is located at Essex Catholic High
Schobl here.
Feature of the evening will be
an evening Mass with a brief
sermon by Rev. Aloysios J
Welsh, institute director. Confes-
sions have also been scheduled
as well as a light supper, an-
other talk by Father Welsh, the
Rosary and ihe Litany of St. Jos
eph.
Management personnel as well
as laborers and white collar
workers are invited to altrod
Purpose of the series, according
to Father Welsh, is "to seek from
Christ for all workers, through
the intercession of St. Joseph . .
all the graces needed to protect
and strengthen spiritual and
moral values in the world of
work.'*
We Must Recognize Christ
In Poor of Mission Lands
The shepherds were given no
other sign of the newborn Babe
than that He would be wrapped
in swaddling clothes and laid in
a manger. Not a single person
ever recognized Him as God by
any skill of human observation.
That came by grace only.
So it will be on the last day.
The only ones who will be re-
ceived into heaven will be those
who recognized Him in the poor
and the hungry, the sick and the
homeless. What a wonderful op-
portunity to meet the Lord in the
missions! Do not forego it.
The missions need your sacri-
fices. Put your charitable offer-
ings in the hands of the Holy
Father's Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith. He will then
be able to help the neediest,
everywhere.
Chinese in Korea
Have Ou n Mission
A former prisoner of the Chi-
nese Reds, Rev. Joseph P. Mc-
Cormack, M.M., is now serv-
ing the Chinese colony at Inchon,
Korea, where he has converted
a small, war-torn hotel into a
church and social center.
The Inchon mission parish was
urgently needed, because no Chi-
nese-speaking priest had been
available before Father Mc-
Cormack’s arrival there to es-
tablish contact with the city’s
5,000 Chinese residents, only one
of whom was Catholic.
Now, every Sunday, approxi-
mately 75 people crowd the
tiny chapel to meet the priest
and learn about God from some-
one who can preach, instruct
and even joke in their own
language.
Father McCormack is opti-
mistic about his mission. On last
word from him, he expected to
baptize 35 by Christmas. The
spunky, Irish-born missionary
served 28 years in China before
he was arrested by the commu-
nists in 1953. Sentenced to five
years in a Shanghai prison, he
was released in 1958.
Asks for Funds
To liuild Church
Thirty years ago a mission was
started in Kodasscry, South In-i
dia, for the few Catholics who
had emigrated to the hills in that
section. Honoring Our Lady of
Lourdes, the mission soon began
a catecheUcal school, and in
1934 regular Masses were offered
In the school shed.
In 1936 a convent of Car-
i melite Sisters arrived. Eml-
grants increased and the “T”-
shaped shed of the school be-
came an all-service building
where people gathered for vari-
ous
reasons.
“Three big tin-sheet doors
were attached,” writes Rev.
Paul Chalisery, “dividing the
center room to form a sacristy.
When the doors open the shed
becomes a church and when they
arc closed it becomes a school.
However, we need a small sepa-
rate church and we have started
a small saving scheme. The
poor peasants contribute their
mite, a very little bit of money,
so I appeal to your charity that
the peasants may accomplish
the fervent desire of their hearts
—a small church worthy of Our
Ixird and of Our Lady of
Lourdes.”
Check tFas Truly
Providential
The long Alaskan winters arc
hard ones for the natives at best,
but for the missionaries they arc
even more rugged. Small scat-
tered mission posts are difficult
to visit by dogsled and boat, but
the priests keep in touch with
them.
Always happy to he remem-
bered by friends at home, the
missionaries make good use of
benefactors' gifts and they are
always opportune. Rev. Pasqualc
M. Spolctini, S.J., writes that
"only the other day I was ex-
plaining Divine Providence to my
people, when a few days later
I received a generous check,
which deepened my personal faith
and added to my arguments on
the subject.
“I must tell you what hap-,
pencd when the important let-
ter came. The stamp had evi-
dently been pulled off the en-
velope on its journey North, so
I had to pay the postage due
before it was delivered to me.
Imagine my joy and surprise
when I opened it to find a
check enclosed. I never spent
four cents more profitably In
all my life.
"In expressing my gratitude, I
can only say ‘thanks.’ However,
it comes from the bottom of my
heart and takes with it sincere
promise to keep our good bene-
factors in my Masses and
prayers.”
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D., Ph.D., L.L.D.
31 Mulberp' St., Newark 2, N. J. Phone MArkct 2-2803
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.< Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DcGrassc St., Paterson 1, N. J. Phone: ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to tbi Socitly for tbi Propagation of tbt
Faith are income tax deductible.
Obituary
It is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the souls of the fol-
lowing who have recently de-
parted this life:
Mary Curry
Robert O'Connor
William A. Shea
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InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful find understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
lITTIE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbiter 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATIa» 8-1362
ESSEX COUNTY
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY,
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Ea»t Orange, N. J.
ORarvge 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
OPACITY
FUNERAL HOME
722 Clinton Avenue
Newark 8, N. J.
EStex 4-6677
Michael J. Murray, Mgr.
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Ray Woxnlok,
Director!
EStex 3-0606
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 2-2414
l. V. MUHIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY I GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
*
BLOOMFIELD, N J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
PLymouth 9-3503
CODECS FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
ESiex 2-1600
Karl W. Huelienbeck
Director
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4 0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR & SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESiex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESiex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESiex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
HUDSON COUNTY
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-1000
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
WILIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
HEndenon 4-041 1
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
NECKER-SHARPi
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLdfield 9-1455
OLdfield 9-1465
MORRIS COUNTY
TARTAGLIA'S
COLONIAL FUNERAL HOME
71 WASHINGTON ST.
MORRISTOWN, N. J.
JEfferjon 8-6878
BERMINGHAM
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WHARTON, N. J.
FOxcroft 6-0520
PASSAIC COUNTY
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRoicott 7-3002
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 7-0141
OORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
SUSSEX COUNTY
FERGUSON-HOUSE
FUNERAL HOME
Paul B. Furguzon, Owner
27 CHESTNUT ST.
SUSSEX, N. J.
SUuex 2-4941
UNION COUNTY
DANIEL J. LEONARD A SONS
mortlTary
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J
Elizabeth 2-6664
MASTAPETER
FUNERAL HOMES
400 FAITOUTE AVE.
ROSELLE PARK, N. J.
CHeztnut 5-1558
Elizabeth 8-4855
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
GROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
Elizabeth 2 1663
for titling In this Mellon coll Tho Advocolt, MArkat 4-0700
PLAN NOW
r
The Reading Center
AT PATERSON
Seton Hall University
offers
Remedial Instruction in Reading for the younger
child. Reading Improvement for the older student.
New classes begin
February 11, 1961
Registration limited
For oppolntment and Information
Call Ar 5-3425
or write to
Margaret G. Murphy
8.5., A M. DIRECTOR
Seton Hall University
151 ELLISON STREET
PATERSON 2, NEW JERSEY
INVEST for LIFE and ETERNITY
through our Million Contract
Y<mi wiii ktrt M assured income from yoer atooey, aod
food deed will assist a »oUe causa
I# yoe invest money through our LIFE INCOME MISSION
CONTRACT
yoe win Wave ...
No worry about the stock market. An Merest check every she months as
kng as you live.
A remembrance in the prayers and Masses of our S.V.D. missionaries in
Japan and the Philippines.
consolation of aiding our great Apostolic work.
Write today
for
information to
Send
me information onyour lifo income Mmion Contract
Name Age „
Address
City
„
Zone State (A)
REV. FATHER RALPH, s.v.d. catholic universities
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
Jerome J. Stanley
★ CHURCH GOODS *
116 WASHINGTON STRICT
MA 2-5071 NEWARK. N.J.
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH OOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Conducted by tko monks of
Saint Paul's Abb«y
PUaso mak« reservation* oarly.
Writ# for Information toi
DIRECTOR Of RETREATS
Qunn of Peace Retreat Howso
St. Paul's Abbey, Nswton, N.J.
FOUR OF THE LEADERS
c-
unoof the dissident Christians of (be village of KARI.UPKKAL
In SOUTH INDIA recently called on tha Catbollo Archblahop
of Trivandrum and aaked that ba ad*
mil them to membership in the Cath-
olic Church. Catholica in this area of
the world are of the MALAKAKESR
RITE; the dlaaident Christians. who
separated themaelves from Rome cen-
turies aio, are known aa MARTHO-
MITI. For aoma years KARIMPEKAL
has been a stronghold of the MAR-
THOMITI and. to the delifht of Hla
Excellency, when these four men
71r HehFaM Maim Aid
**ked “ *• U>e Church they
.TT_. also asked that a Mtaalon StaUon bo
/wrtrOnrvir/GNm* openfd u, their village because fifty
families were seeking to be re-united srith the Church.
The Archbishop visited the village and was warmly acclaimed
by over a thousand dissident Christians—with deep attention
they listened to him as be explained the spiritual benefits that
would come to them by returning to the Catholic Church. Hia
talk was enthusiastically received and the necessary lnstructiosMl
started to briny all of thesa people back.
To consolidate the movement toward re-unlon (since thero
arc many more MARTIIOMITI who could be won back) thero
la aa urgent need to acquire land and construct a Church. This
san be done for >3,000. Can you help.
COULD YOU SEND IN HONOR OF THE HOLY INNOCENT*
A GIFT FOR PALESTINIAN CHILDREN BORN IN EXILE?
ONE OF FOUR Congregations of Greek Melklte Sisters of tha
Byxantine Rite la a Community of Sisters in LEBANON know*
aa BASILIAN SOARITE SISTERS. SIS-
TER NATHALIE and SISTER JUSTINE
ar« two Lebanese girts who are novices in
this Congregation. Tha coat of training a
novice la >3OO and the training covers a
two year period. The BASILIAN SOAR-
ITES. like so many groups of nuns,
look
to us .for help In maintaining their novi-
tiate. Cbuld you help them through os, by
financing tha training of a novice?
WHEN A MISSIONARY gives medical aid to the sick he ala*
gives spiritual help. A MEDICAL KIT for a Missionary costa
>73.00. If you supply a Missionary with a Medical Kit you could
be instrumental In bringing souls to Christ
9*9
a $
\>
LIKE A LI, THE YOUNG MEN studying with them at SAINT
JOSEPH'S SEMINARY In INDIA, PAUL PALI.IPADAN and
GEORGE PANIKULAM will one day
serve God as priests of their own na-
tive land. With a rare exception, no boy
in a seminary In Mission lands is able
to pay anything toward the cost of hla
education. It takes >6OO to educate a
boy In one of these Mission seminaries.
Would you
be able to pay for the educa-
tion of Paul, or George, or of aoma
other boy?
IN PRIMITIVE LANDS, where our Missionaries labor, tha
life span of the peopls la much shorter than ours; when preju-
dice and suspicion are broken down, when the basic laws ot
hygiene are accepted by them, and when there are sufficient
medical personnel and facilities, their life expectancy will in-
crease. Presently many thousands of children are left orphaned
at an early age. To help our Missionary priests, brothers, and
slaters, care for these children we have established the OR-
PHANS BREAD CLUB with dues of >1 00 a month. Will you
Join this "Club"?
PLEASE REMEMBER GOD AND HIS MISSIONS IN YOUR
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT.
(^‘RearßistOlissionsih
HANOI CARDINAL SPILLMAN, President
Uepr. Jesepb T. Rye*. MefT Ws'y
CATHOLIC NIAR"iAST*"N ELPAM ASSOCIATION
4*o Lexington Avw. at 4dth Sf. N«w YocV 17, N. Y.
‘He Who Has Ears ...’
Theologians and philosophers have attemptedto delineate the kind of a world we would have
had if our first parents had not shined and, bytheir sin, lost for themselves and for all their
posterity the preternatural and supernatural gifts
with which a loving and omnipotent Creator had
endowed human nature.
The character of human society, the manner
of human life as planned by God must, of course,
ever remain in the realm of the speculative, the
hypothetical because man used the divine gift ofhis free will against the Divine Giver and de-
stroyed much, if not all, of the good that God
nad bestowed upon Ilis creature.
anH' nhUn«
d
Jy
thc
u
Po Pcs . like the theologiansd philosophers, though with far greater con-
f.dcnce and certainty, give men outlines of the
method by which even this fallen race of man-
kind, this sin-wounded world may yet achieve
*,^
CaS
r °f,cmporal ha PP iness and an eternity
of the beatific vision.
„„
,T .hC . Pu pes spcak with f> roat confidence and
certainty because, as Vicars of Christ, they are
expounding His divinely revealed doctrine
ap-
plying it to the situation of mankind at any
given time. '
...
T ,l? c Ho‘y Father’s recent Christmas message,like those delivered each year by him and by
his predecessors in the Chair of Peter is still
world*
1 blUeprint for the dev elopment of a better
It details the solid foundation upon which
the good world, God’s world, can be built. It
adds a needed word of encouragement lest men
be too greatly depressed by the character and
magnitude of the problems and dangers con-
fronting them.
As our Divine Lord said more than once,
“He who as cars to hear, let him hear." This is
a message of hope and safety for a world in
deadly peril.
The Holy Father devoted much of his talk
to truth; he had taken as his text the verse of
St. John s Gospel which refers to the Son of God
as “full of grace and truth."
He called to mind the fourfold obligation
resting upon all men to think, to honor, to say
and to do what is true. It needs but little thought
to rcaliza the tremendous transformation that
would come about in our world if all the peoole
in it were to heed that warning, live up to that
obligation. Not only would our personal lives be
better; the world of the nations, placing war
ranted confidence in pledges and promises giv-
en, would be swept away from the brink of
disaster to live in peace and harmony The “big
lie,” once the favorite device of the naiis, now
magnified and perfected by the communists,
would cease to serve its evil ends.
This miracle of change, of betterment, can
happen; it it does not, let it at least never Be
said thht it was because we you and I. each
of us did not pay attention to the Pope's
admonition
The Holy Father, 100, was able to give a word
of assurance, of encouragement. Admitting that
our times are dangerous, he pointed out that
“past history has known much worse" ( a fact
we are too prone to forget'): “let us be absolute-
ly certain," he went on, "that the spiritual vie
tory will be with Jesus Christ ’’ One is instantly
reminded of the words Of Christ Himself: "Take
coifrage, I have overcome the world." The mes-
sage is the same, in one form from the Master,
in the other from His Vicar.
“He who has ears to hear, let him hear."
So Many Words
Within the past two weeks the mail services
have been taxed to the breaking point Weary
mailmen trudged from box to box with loads that
seemed never to diminish. Greeting cards with
their enihusiastic expressions of good will
crowded the more prosaic and material letters
out of the picture. The same crowding was trueof the telephone through the Christmas holidayLines were busy. Reservations for Jong distance
and overseas calls had to be made almost a
month in advance. In every area of communica-tion everything was jammed with messages of
good will. The name of Christ was on almost
maTltMir if*’ ‘
f
°u'y ‘ n the mcnllon of Christ-
IS
hrnth
tf | U| Was tfy\ season for the expressionof brotherly love and kindness and well-wishing
That season is over.
*
The New Year begins and it is likely to beust like every other year that begins with reso-lutions ana ends with regrets. The momentum of
Christmas is lost. The Joyous concern with the
cares of others vanishes away. The brotherly love
and the kindness are put away to be kept unused
until the scent of Christmas is in the air onco
again.
This is unfortunate. By Jan. 15 it is as if
Christmas had never been. The lights have
darkened; the bells are quiet; and men are un-
changed. Suppose every person who sent a
Christmas greeting filled with good wishes and
blessings did all in his power to implement his
Christmas wishes. There would be no return to
darkness and silence The spirit of the Feast of
the Nativity would prolong itself throughout the
year.
How many people ever give a second thought
to those whom their cards and messages cheered
at Christmastide 1 How many people take any in
terest in those to whom they have sent flowery-
salutations and thoughts of good will? How many
people have made any effort to assure the bless
mgs for others that they have wished them on
their Christmas cards 1 So many words and so
few works! So much lip service and so littfe
service of the heart! Suppose that each one were
to put his wishes into prompt action so that the
Christmas greetings were not mere vaporizing*,
kind but ineffectual. Suppose each one were to
follow his words with actions that would ensure
happiness and well being, peace of mind and con
tent. The world could be transformed Suppose
that each one really meant In his heart what he
expressed on his Christmas cards. Suppose so
many words became the incentive for as many
actions of brotherly love and unselfish interest in
others. Truly the New Year would be anew year.
Disasters ’ Lessons
Tragedy, whether on land or sea or in the
•lr, shocks all of us whenever it happens- hut
violent death, wholesale destruction during this
season of Joy and peace leaves nothing but
stunned silence, agonizing heartache in its wake.
It s true a few men bicker over where to
assign responsibility for an air collision, a super-
carrier holocaust, but a sympathizing nation
turns to soft words of prayer for grief-stricken
SECtSS"' far •“»*
. “c. iT!m !y s ‘Bnificant that a vessel of death
brought death without leaving her pier- that a
speedier than-sound jet rushed her unsuspecting
passengers into eternity. Both symbolize ourmodern age of bigness and frantic rush and
scientific progress. We have set our minds and
energies on these as the goals of our existence,
as the to-be-envied image of our American civili-
zation.
But Providence had other plans; disaster
came to make us stop and reassess our sense
of values, reappraise our ideals. The courage of
a little 11-year old boy. as he battled against tre-
mendous odds to stay his ebbing life, should
hearten the fearful, the despondent, the cowardly
S fate of dai,y difficulties. The selflessness
of 3,000 rescuers, who fought with hoses, torches
axes and sheer determination to save entrapped
lives, should make us all vividly aware that manhas not forgotten his brother; that in a world
where many hands clutch throats, their hands
stretched out to save, without counting the cost
to themselves Some style this heroism, a better
expression would be brotherly love. Mere physi-
cal bigness is dwarfed by the moral greatness
that makes man tower far above his material
creations
The breathtaking flight of man through the
sir to reach a distant destination in a hurry
comes to a shuddering halt perhaps to make
him reflect: "Am I racing away from life and Its
rpal meaning
l Where am I rushing to 1 Have I
lost contact with the controls, the guides, the
beacons that will assure a safe landingl
"
Con-
fused thinking, distorted life patterns cannot
Help but lead to conflicts, to dangerous devia-
tions, to ultimate disaster Passing through life,
while involving years rather than hours, does
accelerate its pace especially with advancing
age; a haphazard life hurries on to its end, and
suddenly there looms up before It the unexpected
obstacle, the surprise setback; and It may be
too late to retrace the labyrinthine ways that
lead back to the safety lanes
These recent air, water and land tragedies
involved a lamentable loss of human life, but as
we pray for them, perhaps it could be made a
reflective prayer to help us realize that a small
boy, a helmcted welder mean more than a gianl
warship or a jet aircraft, that brotherly love
amounts to more than a multi million dollar ves
scl, that "staying on the beam" during life
means more than life itself.
Civis Americanus Sum
The month of January ushers In not only a
new nati >nal government headed by Presidcnt-
n
M
( h'dy; ,
but countlcss other administra-lions o the stale, county and municipal levels
°( £®U,,nd * 01 Public officials, begintheir tasks In the service of the American people.
finn, h n
cll
,
bc, "‘- of our country and its institu-
tions, It a of vital importance that these leaders
be Imbued with a true sense of civic dedica-
Uon and responsibility.
Th* " p“re democracy” of ancient Athens and
other (.reek city states has often been held as thsIdeal democratic form, compared with which our
own "representative democracy” falls far short
f ,?•
e
,
vcry A ‘bcnian citizen took an active part*" the formation of state policy, but most of the
ufKjn *as° human.
'’*VeS hardly lookcd
In the vigorous years of the Homan Republicand during tho brief revival of ancient ideals In-spired by hmperor Augustus, service of the state
either in political or military life was regarded
as an honor and a privilege by all who could
boast, ‘ iivis Homanus sum."
A similar glorious tradition of public service
over many centuries has been the heritage of the
British Fmpirc and Commonwealth Kvcry gen
eration certain prominent families have offered
their most distinguished sons to devoted service
of the state and the stale church Almost ail
ihese leaders were uniformly trained in one small
group of highly exclusive schools, in the two an
cient universities, and were invariably members
of/>nc established church
The governments of (ireece, Home and Brit
ain, differing in many respects, were alike in
this characteristic all possessed an eminent,
usually incorruptible civil service drawn from the
so-called ‘ruling classes
"
While these elites gen
erally worked in the public interest, the particl
pation of the vast majority was rarely invited
America is a land of "mass culture." It Is
also a land of "mass democracy." Our basically
classless society has traditionally frowned on the
evolution of a "ruling class." whatever its sd
vantages might be, as incompatible with our con
cept of democracy
Because of our lack of a strong tradition of
civic Integrity, the past all 100 often witnessed
the rise of the most unfit elements to posts of
political power and Influence Political corrup
tion is still with us to some extent, but it is
evident that American government on all lesels
has come a long way.
Men In public life today are far more-frr
fluently products of a university background
often accepting public office at considerable per
sonal sacrifice out of a genuine sense of dedtea
tlon. The noble Ideal of Joseph Kennedy that his
children should dedicate tliemselves toiaily u> ihc
service of the American commonweal is a strik
tng example of a widespread growth of rrsprci
for the contributions being made by properly
motivated public officials
Amcr'ca s unique (ask lias been lo crea 1*
not a restricted "ruling class" but an rnliir peo
pie so convinced of (he meaning of their ciliten
ship that men from ail walks of life will be in
spired to devote themselves to the service of (tic
same Ideals, with ihe same unquestioned honesty,
integrity and incorruptibility. That our country
may ever be led by men of such high character
and principle is the prayer of every American
as we approach the new year.
Fill It With Good!
Who Is Going to Tell Us
Just What Christ Meant?
By Frank J. Sheed
On a hillaidc in Galilee, be
tween the Resurrection and the
Ascension, Our I-ord had told the
Apostles to teach all nations
They were to teach all that He
had taught them, all doctrines.
all laws And
He had prom-
ised to he with
them all days
till time should
end. Thus the
Apostles, pro-
tected by Christ
Himself in their
utterance of His
teaching, were
to have aucces-l
sors. likewise protected. That was
Christ's plan that men should
luir truth here upon • arth
IT SEEMS strange that a large
section of Christians think the
Apostles fulfilled their commis-
sion by writing the New Testa
ment, ’ .ving behind them no
success* s. or any need for sue
cessors, with the authority Our
I-ord had given to them It
seems strange for one reason,
that It would mean only four of
the Apostle* had obeyed their
Matter Matthew writing a
Gospel. John a Gospel and three
brief letters, f’ctrr two letters
and Jude one. Not a writtrn word
from Thomas, for Instance, so
ready with his tongue
It would leem strange for
another reason that 'he
Church Christ founded would
base been a teaching Church
only for a half century or so,
in all the ernturies since mere-
ly the custodian of a library,
i handing out the 70 or more
books of the Old Testament
and the New to members, con-
fining her answering of ques-
tions to quoting a passage from
one or olhrr of the books.
This was certainly not the
method of the Apostles They
taught, ami they taught with au
thority New circumstances
arose, and with total confidence
they applied the teachings to
them
When the Gentile converts lie
gan to multiply, the Apostles dc
elded (Arts XV i how far they
were bound or whether they
were bound at all by Jewish rlt
ual laws And they introduced
their decisions to the faithful with
the words, It has seemed g >od
to the Holy Ghost and to us "
THERE WERE not only
change* In circumstance: as the
active minds of men, inside and
outside the Church, got to work
upon the teachings, differences
arose as to what the words of
Christ actually meant —one see-
ing one meaning in them another
a contradictory one Itoth could
not be right It was not sufficient
for the Church merely to repeat
what Christ had said, t>ei ausc it
was precisely as to what this
meant that the argument had
arisen Hut the Apostles spoke
firmly drclding brtwren the in
trrpretalions with complete au
thority
Neither ol these things —new
situations that had (u hr oirt,
(hr activity of lltr unstagnaul
mind uI man u|>ou (he dorlriin
ceased with the dralb of the
Apostles they have gone on
through thr centuries. Pvrry
word uttered by Christ ha ' met
a girat number uf diffrrlug In
| trrprrlaltons, mutt of thrm In
trlllgrnt, tome Immrntrly at
tractive, hut contradicting one
another
I low arr »t to know which Is
the one that Christ meant? Intel
,Ugence and attractlyeness are not
substitutes We need the trugb
| and only His meaning is that
The wordi themaehea can be
glorious because they are His,
but unless we know what He
meant by them they are simply
glorious words. Unless there is
a teacher who can tell us, as the
Apostles told men, and tell us
without the possibility of error,
which of the various meanings is
His, then we have no Revelation,
hut only an ever growing pile of
conundrums.
WHEN OUR LORD said, "This
is my Body,” and gave the
Apostles what looked like bread
to oat was it His Body’ Was
it still bread? Did He mean the
words to be taken literally or was
He simply using a rather vivid
figure of speech? These are not
questions that concern only ex
ports In Scripture, with the rest
• f UN waiting n few rnturirs
more for the experts to agree.
In those centuries, generations
of men will live and die: and
Our Lord had and (John VI) that
unless they should cat the flesh
of the Son of Mgn, they should
not have life in them.
Endless interpretations have
been suggested of Christ's words
(John III) that we are to be born
again of water and the Holy Spir
it: for example, there are those
who say that only grown-ups
should be baptized, not children,
and those who say that the words
do not refer to baptism at all,
the word water meaning prayer
We had better know who is right;
because Christ said that unless
this re birth whatever It is
happens to us, we shall not enter
(he Kingdom of Cod
Strange Role of
The ‘Revisionists’
By Louis F. Budenz
For those who hold either open
ly or secretly that Soviet com
niuntsm Is "the wave of the fu-
ture,'' there were a few rough
moments in store during the
weeks before Christmas
The commu
nisi led Pathet
Lao movement
was given a
big blow, even
though perhaps
a temporary
one, despite di-
rect Soviet air-
born aid I.um
umba was not
yet in control
of the Congo.
By Pec 17, Castro of Cuba, in
Ills war upon the Catholic Church,
had been compelled to shout over
television that "to be anti com
muntst Is to be counter-revolu-
tionary."
It was precisely this blunt
acknowledgement ol Soviet con-
trol over (astro (hat thr com
munlsts were seeking to hide
from those people here who
live constantly in a moral twi-
light rone.
And then, 100, the comrades In
(Ins country were forced to an
nounce the sad news first in The
Worker and then in the Decern
her Political Affairs that Ales
nruler ilitlleman for years the
"chief theoretician" of the com
inunisti here had been ex
polled from the party The decree
by the national secretariat of the
Communist Party of the United
States, appearing in Political Af
fairs, stated that Hlttelman bad
been ousted because of bis "re
\ isionism
”
Tills tiIVKS us the op|x>rtan
It) to look a little more sharply
into this question of revision
.mi," anil lu seek to learn vhv
It Is a chief danger" from wt'h
in Ibe communist ranks and at
the same time offers no real help
to the West
To put the case bluntly if We
why stand for freedom place any
faith on aid which the revision
ist>" may give us, we are lost
That Is already recorded in the
rueful experience with Tito
whose ' rev lslonistic tendencies"
are severely critlcued in the
November World Marxist Review
Despite such spankings, Tito
stands with the Sovlrt bloc in
thr lulled Nations and to serve
as a Soviet bellwether for the
nrutral nations
This state of affairs arises
from the strange role played by
the "revisionists" as exemplified
in the case of Rlttelman The
party decree expelling him de
fclnres that "his theory of the
I ‘welfare state' road to socialism"!
] Is rejected “as a basic departure
from Marxism Leninism and as
an expression of modern re-
visionism In the United States."
There we can see the whole
null of the matter, for we know
full well that the communists are
not above having their concealed
1 members infiltrate the ranks of
I those forwarding the 'welfare
state ' But what the communist
must never do ts to fall victims,
to the deceit on those whose or
gantrat.ons they are inflltra'ing
The crmmunlsts must always
know that their goal finally
the world Soviet dictatorship cs
tahllxhrd by violence.
To illustrate this, let us quote
from Bittleman's best known
work. "Milestones In the history
of the Community Party," for
which hr was not expelled There
we read that the "proletarian
vanguard of the United States
"
was In 'the past supported by
the brotherly advice and guid
anee from the Communist In-
ternational for the rcvolutloniza
lion ill the American working
class "
Then he expands upon this
declaration
It was from the outset, and
continues to he so, a mutual col-
laboration of the revolutionary
proletariat of all countries, or-
ganised in a world party, for the
victory of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, for the establishment
of the World Soviet Republic."
And then, back there In 1937,
Rillclman added:
"The leading role of the Com
munist Party of the Soviet Union
in the Comintern needs neither
explanation or apology. A party
that lias opened up the epoch of
the world revolution, and that is
successfully building a classless
society on one sixth of the earth.
Is i hrrrfully recognized and fol
lowed as the leading party of
the world communist movement
And by the same token, the lead
ers of that party first Lenin
and then Stalin are proudly
followed as the leaders of the
proletariat and of all oppressed
In
every country of the world
"
11 was in much the same
language that the 1%0 Moscow
meeting o( the 1)1 Communist
Parties expressed Its allegiance
and lor the same goal • "Thej
world Soviet Republic
"
Rlltelmau could repudiate I
these words by cooperating |
with our goyernuient, and par- I
llcularly with J. Kdgar Hoover 1
and the KBI. Hut he will not
do to, because a "revisionist,” I
whether Tito or a Titolte, still |
1 remains a communist.
Federal Intervention
Vs. Statesmanship
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Much is being written nowa
days on our "national purpose
"
The more that is written, the
more apparent it becomes that
there is no general agreement
as to what our national purpose
is or ought to be.
One school of
thought says
thjjt our only
pnrpose Is the
enhancement of
individual lib-
erty and oppor
(unity. The best
statement ofi
this purpose,
we are told, is
in the Declara-I
tion of Independence. Ours is not
to try to improve upon this docu-
ment but to keep faith with the
ideals it expresses. To do this, it
is said, we have to exercise vigi-
lance against the encroachments
ot the state.
ANOTHER SCHOOL of thought
says that our national purpose
needs to be clarified, if not re
defined. Spokesmen for this point
of view believe that while too
much government is a curse, too-
little government can also be
dangerous.
Prof. Hans Morgenthau Is a
spokesman of this school. His
recent book, "The Purpose of
American Politics" is already
being hailed as a minor classic.
What Morgenthau has to say
on the role of government in
American economic life is
thought-provoking.
He says that we have too little
government in economic life and
labor-management relations. He
argues that government is "in
full retreat before the onslaught
of power" exercised by big labor
| and big business and is "a vir
tually impotent bystander when
it comes to the control over the
exercise of private power.”
“THE GOVERNMENT,” hei
contends, "is incapable of enforc
ins the laws against a corruptl
anti tyrannical union. It cannot
enforce the criminal laws against
its officials, nor can it protect
the members of the union against
the abuse of power on the part of
the union officials . . The
same thing applies, he continues,
"to tiie legitimate business enter
prise, and it applies likewise to
the illegitimate business enter-
prise. the racket."
| Professor Morgcnthau main-
tains that "the retreat of the
public power before the expan-
| s ' on °( private governments
has been particularly patent
when it has failed to perform
its most elemental functinn.to
defend (he pulilii interest—,•mil
more particularly the public
peace—against the war, Indus-
trial or physical, of private
governments ” He refers spe-
cifically to the 1959 steel strike.
A committee of the National
Council of Churches made sub-
stantially the same point in a
report on the strike.
"The most difficult ethical
problem posed by the steel dis-
pute,” the authors conclude, "is
that of the responsible use of
power . . . The facts about the
exercise of economic power are
such that, in the general public
interest, the degree of respon-
sibility of leaders of economic
power groups increases in pro-
portion to the effect upon the
public of their decisions and ac-
tions.
"In the case of this dispute in
the steel industry we feel the
degree of foresight, imagination,
and basic desire to reach an
agreement in harmony with the
public interest, in a word—states-
manship—called for by the posi-
tion of responsibility of the lead-
ers was not sufficiently demon-
strated on either side."
MUCH CAN be said for Mor-
genthau’s point of view concern-
ing government weakness vis a
vis big business and big labor.
It is possible, however, that he
is exaggerating thrtr ability to
thwart the government
Even granting that the labor-
management situation Is aa
black as he paints It, I am
not certain that increased gov-
ernment regulation of big busi-
ness and big labor or the ex-
ercise of additional public pow-
er in the field of labor-manage-
ment relations would be a de-
sirable alternative.
I would be more inclined to go
,along with the authors of the Na-
tional Council study when they
say: "Even in industries like the
steel industry, where power con-
centrations permit either labor to
call or management to risk the
| start of or the prolonging of a
[strike and thus using its disas-
trous effects to support position!
taken, governmental intervention
should be undertaken reluctantly
and by procedures that will not
impede collective bargaining.”
In Your Prayers
remember these, your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of ISetcarlc
Rev. Ignatius Gebara, Jan 1
1929
Rev. Brendan Boyle, C.P Jan
1, i960
Rev. James F. Reid, Jan 2
1901
Rev. Daniel F. Hogan, Jan 0
1931
Rt. Rev. Msgr. George H
Doane, Jan. 9, 1908
Rev. John A Banks, Jan 9
1951
Rev. Peter A Bovle, Jan 2
1942
Rev. Janies W. McDowell, Jan
3. 1913
Rev J, Manuch Bazirganian
Jan 4, 1922
Most Rev. Winand M. Wiggcr
Jan. 5, 1901
Rev. Gerard Funcke, Jan. 5
1908
Itt Rev. Msgr Joseph M
Flynn, Jan. 5, 1910
Diocese of Paterson
Rev John B. Bennett, Jan. 1,
1940
Rev Joseph J Spiclman, Jan.
9. 1943
Mags Calendar
Jan 1 Sunday Octave of the Na-
tivity of (>ur Lord Ini CUu \N hit*.
Gl Cr. Pref and Communicant** of
Christmas.
Jan 2 - Monday Mott Holy Name of
Jcsua 2nd Clasa White Gl. l'r Pref.
] only of Christmas
Jan 3— Tuesday Maas as on Jan.
1 4th Class White Gi 2nd Coll C <P>.
<P' No Cr Pref of Christmas
Jan 4 Wedne*dav Mast as on Jail.
1 4«h IU« White GJ 2nd ( oil C ' P>.
J-.. 3 ChulNk.) i|«M 4. nr, lan
I 4th Claes White. Gl 2nd (oil Si.
Trlcsphorus; 3 C (P> No Cr Pref of
Christmas Or Mass of St Telrsphorua.
11-d Gl 2nd Coll Jan l. 3 C 'P> Pref.
of Christmas
J-»n G Friday Epiphany of Our
Lord Ist Class White Gl Cr Pref and
Communicant**of Epiphany
Jan 7 - Saturday Maas of Blessed
V i rain Mary for Saturday. 4th CUaa.
White 2nd Mass la said Gl 2nd CoU.
C <P» Pref of Virgin
Jan fl Ist Sunday after Epiphany:
The Holy Family 2nd Clast While.
(No commemoration of Ist Sunday af-
ter Epiphany'. Gl Cr. Pref only of
i Epiphany
KEY GL Gloria; Cr. Cresd; A for
Peace B for the pope; C from tha Vo-
tive Mata of Holy Ghoat; N Archdiocese
of Newark; P Dloccee of Pataraon; CoU.
Collect. Pref. Preface.
Forty Hours
Archdiocese of Newark
Jan. 1, IUI
Tha Octava of Chrlitmaa
SI Alovatua. Flcmln* Ava . and Fren-
man St . Newark
St Kranrla lloapltal. 23 F. Hamilton
PI . Jeraey Clly
Jan I. 1941
Faa»t of tha Holy Family
St HcnedlrCi. A3 Harbara St . Newark
Holy Anirla Inatltuta.Main St Fort
All Sainla. 2»1 Pacific A\c . Jeraey
CM y
Holy Koaary. 15th and Grove Sia..
Jeraey Clly
Diocese of Paterson
J an. 1. 1941
Tha Octava of Chrlitmaa
Sacred Heart. 143 Randolph Ava.,
Clifton
Jan 4-1. 1941
Villa \V a 1ah. Morrlalown
Jan I, 1941
lit Sunday Attar Epiphany
Holy Family. IJuyd A>e Florham
Pork
St Joseph . Lincoln Park
St Joirph'i. VM Market St , Pater »<»n
AROUND THE PARISH
"That was a beautiful moonlight night at the sea-
shore," says Mr. O'Brien, "but I guess it wasn't ex-
posed long enough.”
6 the advocate
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Ed Willock Tribute
Dennis Howard,
Pair Lawn
Editor:
How docs one write about an heroic man?
The obituary appearing in the last issue of The Advo-
cate gives as complete a picture of the "facts” about Ed
i ock as anyone could expect. An extraordinary layman
artist writer f i J J
artist, writer, editor, co-founderI
of Integrity magazine and father
of 12, died at the age of 44 after
eight years of heroic suffering.
These are the facts; yet some-
how something more than facts
are required to set this man's
life in perspective
Ed Willock deserves special
tribute not because of his life
but because of the way he lived
it Lots of men are writers and
artists; still others father large
families; and many more than we
know suffer lives of sickness and
discouragement What made Ed
Willock extraordinary is that he
was a witness for the Christian
life in all that he did; that he
never faltered in his total trust in
God's Providence, not even in
moments that would have made
most men cry bitter tears of self-
pity.
I often thought as I watched
him decline over the last eight
years that here was a man who
could only be described as a mod
cm Job. Struck down by illness
just when he was approaching
the peak of his powers as a
writer, artist, and thinker (losing
both his ability to speak and his
ability to draw), his life there-
after was fine disaster after an-
other
I remember when I first met
him The thing that most im-
pressed me was the way he
thought. Ideas would flow from
him in a constant stream. You
could almost ' sec" him think.
And his whole thought was de-
voted to exploring the implica
lions of Christianity for our time.
Asa social critic, he saw clearly
the inner contradictions of our
modern way of life, the nature of
today's world crisis. But his criti-
cism was always constructive,
looking ahead to a synthesis be-
tween religion and life that could
lead to realistic solutions to prob-
lems.
After his first illness (which un- j
fortunately recurred again and
again), you could sec that he was
still thinking as actively as ever;
yet he could not voice his ideas
except haltingly and with strain,j
or by picking out one letter at a
time on his typewriter, eventually
to make a magazine article. His
was the Inarticulateness of the
cross; knowing and feeling sol
much, yet standing silent and suf.,
fering before the crowd
I:<1. svhu I'lrji lied Ihr failure
of "Surrey, Mirrrcdrd
-
like
Christ through failure, lie de-
claimed against modern delfica
lion of "Speed” and "Comfort."
and then died slowly and pain
fully, lie decried the welfare
state, believing that mep should
first be self reliant and depend
for the rest on the personal chari-
ty of their neighbors. And then—-
because he owned a small home
that he had built in the com-
munity of Marycrcst, near Pearl
River. N Y he could not
qualify for welfare help and had
only the personal charily of othera
on which to depend for his fam-
ily's support. He taught that par-
ents must live up to the Church's '
teaching on marriage and family
life, even if It meant practicing
a life of heroism; and then he
himself was called upon to live
the very heroism he preached
Was all of this folly’ I think i
not We may be tempted to dls
agree with minor points in Ed
Wblock's description of what the
Christian life should be. but we
can hardly avoid agreeing—how-
ever it may frighten us in our
timidity that to be truly
Christ like ultimately requires the I
same dedication tu total Christian-
tty, the same commitment to
heroism that hl.s life exemplified.
r hristianity fully lived cannot be
reconciled with our status-seek-
ing, comfort - loving, money-
hungry social whirl no matter
how the cards are cut. In the
end, we must still confront the
cross like Christ —and em-
brace it. Because Ed Willock did
ihis, he was and will remain a
sign of contradiction to our own
comfortable lives and a symbol
' reassurance for all who suffer
Ed Willock was a man of flesh
and blood and spirit who would
recoil at the thought of being
considered saintly. Yet there is
so much fruit for meditation in
nis life, so much truth in what
he taught and how he lived, that
I
cannot help concluding that,
when he died, we lost a friend . .
and gained a saint.
'My Daughter Is Eccentric
To Want Nun’s Life,
’
She Says
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St. Louis Vnivtrsity
I ni a convert and my 16-year-old daughter now atiks
permission to be a nun. I can’t force myself to say yes. She
can give me no logical reasons for becoming a Sister, and
I feel that these women who make themselves a spectacle
by their unnatural ways and dress are wasting their pre-
cious lives. Is there any Scriptural foundation for this? My
Catholic friends say it is a blessing, but jnust mv daughter
be odd and eccentric in order to be a blessing?
1 think nobody will enjoy your
comments about nuns more than
the Sisters themselves. Your let-
ter suggests that you know very
few of them personally. Consider-
ing the large number of women
appearing in
shorts, slacks,
and various odd
outfits, I doubt
whether we can
reasonably ac-
cuse the Sisters
of making a
spectacle of
themselves by
their "unnatu-
ral" dress. Un-
less one is opposed to all distinc-
tive uniforms, the Sisters seem
luMificd in maintaining their Ira
ditional garb
Although some of their uni-
forms offer room for improve-
ment many have been or are
being considerably modified I
think an unbiased observer would
have to admit that the appear-!
ance of ,thc average nun com-
pares very well with her sister in
secular garb. After all, the nun is
out to catch neither a cold nor a
mate; if she chooses to wear a
little extra yardage, that should
be up to her.
OF COURSE the real source of
your difficulty is your failure to
understand the spiritual signifi-
cince of the Sisters’ way of life.
I can appreciate your problem
here because popular explana-
tions of the religious life (the life
of the vows) are often superficial
.and Inadequate. Nuns, considered
as such, are not odd or eccentric,
though their way of life makes
sense enly wher. viewed within a
supernatural frame of reference.
Briefly, there are two degrees
of morality act forth in the Gos-
pels. First, there are the pre-
cepts, the moral laws, binding on
all and offering a relatively wide
margin of action for human free-
dom and choice Second, in the
counsels God invites some to a
more perfect dedication of them
selves in His service.
Those who heed this Invita-
tion aspire to a way of life that
Is higher than that of the pre-
cepts. Through a life devoted to
prayer, sacrifice, and the apos-
tolate they assume a vocation
in which they strive to forget
themselves in order to dedicate
themselves more completely to
the service of God and their
neighbor. This renouncement of
self Is not Imposed by God it
Is offered as a free choice to
the individual Christian.
Christ Him,elf made the dls
tinction betweer. the vocation of
the counsels and the precepts
when pointing out to the rich
young man the ways that lead to
salvation.
He said; "But if thou wilt enter
into life, keep the command
ments!"
...
The young man said; “All these
have I kept . . what is yet
wanting to me’" Jesus said to
him: "If thou wilt be perfect, go
sell what thou hast . . and come
follow me" (Matt 10:1721).
IN INVITING some of the faith
ful to take the evangelical coun
sels as a program of life, Christ
asks them to direct all their ac-
tivities toward the pursuit of per-
fection: the tendency toward ma-
terial possessions by the vow of
poverty, the tendency toward con
jugal love and its related enjoy
ments by the row of chastity, and
the tendency toward selfish indc
pcndcnce by the vow of obe-
dience. The religious life is not a
m< rr negative' escape from tho
world’s involvements, but a posi-
tive bid for complete freedom to
serve Christ
Perhaps part of your difficul-
ty stems from a misunderstand-
ing of consecrated virginity.
The Churrh honors virginity so
highly not because it impiiea
the mere preservation of physi-
cal integrity or non-participa-
tion in sexual life, hut because
it Is consecrated to God. As the
great theologian, St. Thomas
Aquinas, reminds us, the deci-
sion to remain virginal is
“made praiseworthy only by its
end and pmpose, to the extent
that it alms to make him who
practices it fiee for things di-
vine."
Anyone who accepts Catholic
doctrine on ihc nature and des-
tiny of man is forced to conclude
that the slate of consecrated vir-
ginity is '.richer and more perfect
than the state of marriage or
‘inglcncss lived according to the
precepts For If man is created
to serve God and this service ad-
mits of various degrees of com-
pleteness, then the state of life
that involves the mor' complete
dedication of service is clearly
the higher and more perfect.
You will nc\cr understand the
religious life unless you view it in
its supernatural context. When
considering your daughter's re-
quest. reflect nn the words of bur
laird. "If thou wilt be perfect.”
Surely, womrn who have the
courage to follow his advice are
not "wasting their precious
lives
"
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Jan. I—Octave of the
Nativity of Our Olivers od
on the eighth day after Christ-
mu. thin newly named feast
commemorates the circumcision
of Our Lord according to the
Jewish law. when lie received
the name Jesus, fulfilling the an-
nouncement made by the Arch-
angel Gabriel to Mary at the An
nunn^lion
Monday, Jan. I—Holy Name of
Jesus. The name of Jesus has
been honored since the Church's
earliest days, hut the modern de-
motion did nut arise until the
Middle Ages Dominicans preach-
ed the devotion In the 13th cen
tur> and in the 15th century two
Kranciscans KS Uernardme
Siena and John CaptsUan were
leading promoters Dope Innocent
Mil extended the feast to the
universal Church In 1712 It oc
rors on the Sunday between the
Octave of Christmas and the
Epiphany. or If there is none, on
J a.I 2
tuesday, Jan 3— Mass ol
Jan 1 The Church a calendar for
crlebratlon of her public worship
is a union of two calendars or
two "cycles." ordinarily called
the temporal cycle and the
"cycle of the saints
"
Thr former
which commemorates the sasing
cseiits of Christ is the more tin
p»runl That Is why the new
Church calendar places greater
emphasis on the liturgy of the
Sundays and other feasts of Our
lord and on a renewed celebra
tton of them during the week
Wednesday. Jan. 4 Mass of
Jan I The 12 days from Christ-
mas to Epiphany are the season
of Christian rejoicing in the com-
ing of the Lord It Is a festive
time when the world celebrates
the blessing it has received in
God's Son becoming flesh The
Incarnation means that God has
gathered the earth into his arms
and given it the kiss of peace.
Thursday, Jan. j Mass of
Jim. I. The Boy was circumcised,
signed as a member of that chos
en people whom God had prepar
ed for so long for His advent.
Every Christian has profound re
sped for the Jews, even while he
prays that more of them may
come into their own inheritance
as our elder brothers in Christ.
I rulay, Jan. 6 Epiphany of
Our laird. This feast honors
Christ's manifestation to the
Gentiles, represented hy the thrfee
Kings of the East who were guid-
ed to Jesus in Bethlehem by a
star
Saturday, Jan. 7 Mass of
Our Lady on Saturday. Christ
was true man, born of true wom-
an "You are blessed indeed, O
holy virgin Mary, and most wor-
thy of all praise, for out of you
arose the sun of Justice. Christ,
Out Lord" (Offertory) Mary was
made holy in a unique way Her
privilege reminds all that human
fle-li was honored hy the human
Ity of the Word
Prep Alumni to Meet
NEWARK Plans for the an-
nual Communion breakfast will
l>e discussed at the regular meet-
ing of St Benedict's Prep alumni
Jan 3. The meeting will be held
at the school
Vocation Indulgence
Members of the Apostolate
for Vocations can gain a plen-
ary indulgence under the' or-
dinary conditions on:
Jan 1. Octave of the Birth
of Our Lord
A partial Indulgence of 100
days may be gained for each
act of charity or piety per-
formed for the Intention of fos-
tering vocations to the priest-
hood
Cardinal Warns
On Appeasement
NEW YORK (RNS) Cardinal Spellman, in a record-
ed Christmas message from the Arctic where he was vis-
iting American servicemen, warned against the “disaster”
of appeasing Russia and urged this country to “continue
effectively to combat communist betrayal and dangers."
As Military Vicar to Catholics
in the Armed Forces, the Car
!dinal is on his 10th consecutive
Christmas trip to military per
sonnel visiting Greenland, La
brador, Newfoundland, Canada
and Alaska
CALLING Russian leaders
"this century's mad crars," Car
dinal Spellman asked "Wha!
will be the neat move
... as
the self appointed godllngs of So
Met Russia map their blueprint
for fraudulent freedom through
disarmament, which, If approved
by the West would open to So
viet nuclear conquest the murder
of the whole free world
"
The Cardinal observed that
the "long and tortuous cold war
negotiations have wrought but
another document of false ar
cusations and promises.” This,
hr said, should make the
American people rraliiX the
"disaster of appeasement"* and
the urgency to continue com-
batting communism.
Asserting that most men "liar
bur within their souls a great
gnawing hunger fur peace," the
Cardinal stated that "peace Is
not a national or International
product
"
"Peace cannot be delegated or
legislated," he declared Peace
is a God gifted blessing prom
j lied to all men of goodwill who
honestly, constructively, patient
i ly and uiiielentingly pul sue ll
i ON CHRISTMAS, the Cardinal
himself was at Thule Air Force
Rase. Greenland, and offered
Midnight Mass there while tem-
peratures outside hit IT below.
Later he traveled by auto over
treacherous roads to visit isolat-
ed Air Force personnel on a
mountain top, where he offered
bis second Mass in a small chap-
el built by the men.
Before his arrival, the Cardi-
nal, who Is making his loth
Christmas visit with service-
men In his role as Military Vic-
ar, spent sU days In Alaska.
Hr missed his scheduled stop
at tort Grrely when high winds
and bad weather made it In-
advisable for bis plane to at-
tempt a landing, and continued
on to Klelson.
Disappointed personnel at Gree-
ly rushed a special cake they
had made to Klelson and pre-
sented It to him there At Klelson,
to<. the Cardinal was moved
when, after celebrating a Mass
for children on the base, they
presented him with |1(X) they had
saved for the New York Found-
ling Home, the Cardinal's favor-
ite charity
. During the trip the Cardinal
was saddened by news of the re-
cent air disaster In New York,
and at Kodiak Navy Station ha
led the congregation at an after-
noon Mass in prayers for victims
uf the crash
The Cardinal is due hack in
New York next week
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Book Reviews
Cuba Study; Child’s Treasure
RED STAR OVER CUBA, by
Nathaniel Weyl. Devin-Adair.
$4.50.
A former
communist, Weyl
acts out to “try to show that
the clues to the character of
Fidel Castro and his insurgent
movement were clear at all
times to those having eyes to
see with and brains to reason
with; that the development of
the 26th of July movement as-
sumed the fairly conventional
pattern of a communist cover
operation; that the State De-
partment was repeatedly warn-
ed of the communist charac-
ter of this movement, but rhose
to disregard such warnings;
and that, once their movement
triumphed, Fidel Castro and
his associates followed stand-
ard Sino-Sovict operating pro-
cedures for the seizure and
consolidation of power."
This is a fair sample of the
book. The author has strong
opinions, tends to overstate-
ment and conclusion-jumping,
and has not organized his ma-
terial well. Nevertheless, he
presents a striking story of the
growth of communism in Latin
America, and one that should
be known. Without question the
communist movement has ob-
tained a strong foothold there
and “Red Star Over Cuba"
graphically shows some of the
methods used. F.A.
TREASURE ON THE HILL,
A.M.B.
by Marie Killilea. Illustrated by
Lauren Ford. Dodd, Mead. $3.50
This idyll of a lovable Jewish
family of long ago is beautifully
told and charmingly alive, qual-
ities which mark the great chil-
dren’s classics.
The time it will take to iden-
tify the principal characters
the Holy Family masked by
Aramaic names, Jeshua, Miri-
am and Joseph) will depend
upon the age of the reader.
But whether he Is young or
old, he will discover long be-
fore setting the book down that
these are three people whom
he loves.
And if he is very young he
will not realize that this in-
teresting story is also a series
of little parables from which to
learn gracious tenets of child-
life. He will only know that
he wants to be like the boy,
Jeshua, with his sparkling
brown eyes and sweet smile
and his way of being kind to a
little blind girl, or an injured
bird, or a sick old man.
As Mrs. Killilea, author also
of the best seller "Karen” and
"Wren" puts it, the purpose of
this story is “to fan the fire
that burns in the hearts of the
young.”
Lauren Ford's delightful line
drawings will provide added in-
centive for reopening this book,
year after year. And any adult
who is pressed to "read me
‘Treasure on the Hill’ again,”
will not mind.
Current Plays in Brief
By Joan Thellusson Nourse Ph.D.
ISetc Ploys
Happy' New Year Good fun
and pleasant theatergoing for
'6l. Recommended to all!
Wildcat Big, colorful brassy
musical with Lucille Ball in a
1912 boomtown prospecting for
oil and anoilman husband. Fam-
ily fare.
Advl»« and Conwnt Complex, aome-
what disturbing political drama abouthigh-
level bribery and blackmail uaed to force
Senate confirmation of a questionable
Cabi-
net appointee.
All »h« Way Homa Absorbing, compaa-
slrmate study of the effects of a sudden
Cl °" knlt Amrr-
i , I/'tPr«.tina unci colorful, ifsomewhat cynical, drama of the content
a Becke?r ' Henry 11 " nd St T»>omM
polit*a|B7a ,ti™*"wir P»crd - "drollr. h .i,» ; rresidential choice
rrliti„hJ“ h J n"'' liberal Intellectual of no
mofaU pr'" y dome,™
h.?r>*H By * Blr? 1* ~ Clever, brisk. l|«hl-
■n- roll Zli leenaaer r«k
.lv
C
-.117^
10,. ~ ■<i Pl rn dld pageantry. can-
£ok makeUn 7hU n Urner-l«wl.y
m
CrIM
a
c'»
a
Ch*?* * nd joy*omp
Uf 30
’ olc. Willy, adult comedyabout a conscientious drama reviewer
a«.signed to cover his wife’s atrocious first
olhyrsa^ C< »nd remarriage butt erwise agreeable.
Drums Und*r the Window _
Stirringwith a lyric lilt from OW*
fl *y*'t lnc,udcj hla Jibes
at Catholicism In Ireland.
“7
RfV
/* rrnt,y dutiful re-
telling of the story of nethlehem. with ad-
Toaeph* rayali' °ur and St
E
J
#n,n° with Mike Nichols andElaine May Ijght. sophisticated satiric
nur rurrpnt national fol-
dubloua talJe " amoroU, yoUnK,tr”
Florellol Brisk.
sparkling musical
'humorously charting the political rise
of *n young LaC.uardia.
| The 4tth Cousin Amiable Jewish-
I American comerry about an irascible 1000
I PV>a
-
who •c 2lra off hl* daughter*’ suitors.
Gypsy - “Hie sorry spectacle of first-
I rale atage talent wasted on the negtig-*“« memoir, of a burtequ* queen'Some highly suggestive number,.
, The Hostage _ Brendan Behan', mad
brouhaha of ribald quip,, tavern ballad,
and sentimental philosophising. Heavy onOff-comr joke,. ,ome treating holy thing,
with offensive
flippancy.
Invitation to a March Dreary social
comedy blandly endorsing Illicit lose as
protest against conformism
Irm. la Douc. _ Pari, almnaphere.
sweet songs and a charming new star
squandered on he sordid history of a.
French prostitute.
Miracle Worker-Tense, moving dramaI
as mettlesome Annie Sullivan tames a
small but ferocious Hrlrn Keller to teach!
her the wonders of words
The Music Man— Fresh,
exhilarating
musical romance of 1912 low* *ct to a'
snappy
Souza march beat. Fine for the'
family.
My Fair Lady - Brilliant melodic adap-tation of Shaw’*a
comedy about the Cockney
flower-girl transformed hy the
proud pro-fessor of
speech. Some low. broad humor
,n scenes featuring her raffish father
Period of Adiusfment Rueful Williams
comedy about the personality clashes of
two voung couples. Its humor harps pretty
steadily on Intimate marital problems.
The Plough and the Stars Frentlc.
not always audible version of O'Casey’s
tragicomedy about the Irish Troubles of
1915.
Send Me No Flowers - Amusing light
comedy about the absurd woes of a sub-
urban hypochondriac under IS# delusion he
is dying
Th. Sound of Mutlc
- Finch,ntlng
•ong-fnit with winsome M.ry Martin u
the lively convent girl who launched
! , Trapp children's choral career
| Take Me Alonp-Melodlc O'Neill mu-
I alcal. setting the small town love prob-
of convivial Uncle Sid (Jackie
Gleason) and his bookish teenaged
nephew One dubious dance, but general
ly agreeable
A Taste of Money-Naturalistic British
Play about a shiftless aging trollop and
her bitter wayward daughter Objectionable
for underlying cynicism, seamy situations
anl coarse dialogue.
Tenderloin Engagingly nostalgic ma■'leal about a plucky minister out to cioee
up Manhattan sin
spots at the century's
turn. Some risque bill, but values general-
ly good
Tenth Man— Pleasant romantic
parable In synagogue setting enlivened
wjin wry Jewish humor. Opposing today's
skepticism, sentimentally lauds all faiths,
regardless of basis for belief
Toys In tho Attic Caustic
study of ■
L
amiable .Southerner, wrecked by
selfish, meddling womenfolk. .Some rew
-"d generally c/nlcal outlook
Under the Yum Yum Treo Shallow.
light comedy about a young
girl ■ silly plan for a platonic trial mar-
Catholic Book
Contest Set
NEW YORK (RNS) Double-j
day £c Cos. announced here its
second annual Catholic Prize con-1
test to encourage authors in all
fields of Catholic writing.
Prizes of $5,000 each arc of-
fered in three categories—fiction,!
biography and non-fiction. The
contest is open to all authors
regardless of faith.
Judges arc: Msgr. John S. Ken
nedy, editor, Catholic Transcript,
official weekly of the Hartford,
Conn., Archdiocese; Rev. Harold
C. Gardiner, S.J., literary editor
of America, national Catholic
weekly; Dan Herr, president,
Thomas More Association; and
John J. Delaney, editor of Image
Books.
Last year only one award was
made. It went to Elizabeth Ann
Cooper of Matawan, N. J., for
her first novel, “No Little
Thing," published last Fall.
Films on TV
Following l« ■ list of film* on TV
D«c 31-Jan. 6. Ther« may be change*
In »omf du* to cut* for TV urn*, but
generally the original legion of De-
cency rating* may be accepted a* cor-
rect.
FOR THE FAMILY
Abductor* Fang & Claw
Andy Hardy'* Flying Fortrea*
Blonde Trouble Hold That Ghost
Belle Starr 1 Remember Mama
Breaking Bound Kronoi
Barrier Nancy Drew
Canadian Pacific Detective
Caribbean Mystery Ramona
Cloee Call for Red Menace
Ellery Queen Rose Bowl
Earthworm TractoraSealed Up*
Ellery Queen A She Wore a
Perfect Crime Yellow Ribbon
Ellery Queen. Spoiler* of Koreit
Penthouse We Go Fast
Mystery
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Action In North Hangover .Square
Atlantic Happy Go Lovely
After the Key I^irgo
Thin Man Kias of Death
Awful Truth Michael Shame.
Black Angel Private Detective
Beachhead Mr. Smith Goes
Boomerang to Washington
Case of Velvet Only Angela
Claws Have Wing*
Cltiren Kane Perilous Journey
City of Chance Quiet Please.
Cowbow & Blonde Murder
Crimson Canary Something for
. rnitm.dl 11..>,
VoT*
Ellery
*
\\'.Vaina
°
m * n
Queen When Gangland
Dr. Cyclop* Strike*
Ellery Queen Witness
Vanish**
Master DetectiveWoman From
Foreign Intrigue Tangier*
Girl in 313 Yellow Tomahawk
OBJECTIONABLE
Bahama Passage Kls* Roy* Goodbye
Beauties of Night I.a* Vegas Story
Homestretch Outcast of Island*
In Name Only Road to Singapore
Invisible Man'*
Revenge
Six New Year Resolutions
For Hollywood Executives
By William H. Mooring
Because New Year resolutions
often are made to be broken, I
am not much for making or pro-
posing them. This year, however,
responsible Hollywood executives,
looking back on the mistakes of
the passing year, might consider
the following
resolutions for
1961,
• To rein-
force the volun-
tary Motion Pic-
ture code so
that its Appeals
Committee can-
not override the
film seal deci-
sions of Code
Administrator G
and his staff.
• To ensure that producer-dis-
tributor members of the Associa-
tion of Motion Picture Producers
no longer finance, nor release in
this country, foreign films that,
violate the code.
• To determine hy public sur-
vey whether the now-absent fam-
ily audience, once Hollywood's
mainstay, can be coaxed back to
the theaters if enough decent fam-
ily pictures of good quality arc
| made.
• To reform Hollywood’s pub-
lic relations system. To ensure
jonly decent, honest film advertis-
ing. To stop trying to “kid" the
public, through columnists and
reporters who arc willing to act
as apologists for the price of a
trip abroad, or an "on-the side”
job with the studios.
• To stop financing or releas-
ing so-called "independent" mov-
ies made by promoters who use
shock tactics on the screen in
order to attract attention to them-
selves, make a fast buck out of
dirt falsely labeled "art," and so
“con" for themselves major Hol-
lywood studio contracts.
Exodus
(Good) Adults
For 3 1/2 hours, producer-
director Otto Preminger, using
a Dalton Trumbo adaptation of
the Leon Uris book, hacks at
his audience. He chills more often
than he challenges; confuses
more often than he convinces.
He colors heroism with cunning;
excitement with violence.
The story, of course, drama-
tizes events leading to the emerg-
ence of modern Israel hy UN
decree of 1947. It is so packed
with conflicting character sym-
bols and so charged with anger
that the film’s final nlca for
peace and brotherhood among
men hangs tenuously like a
tacked-on sermon.
Time and again clarity is sac-
rificed to Preminger’s passion for
inflammatory situation and mas-
sively contrived argument. Al-
though in weight and form the
evidence of injustice finally ad-
duced manages to trans-
cend propagandist motive, Dal-
ton Trumbo's script still suffers
more from what is left out than
what is crammed into it. The
spiritual element is missing; the
story is earthbound.
When, for instance, a shipload
of pathetic refugees is denied
British permission to sail from
Cyprus to Palestine, the Hagan-
ah leader (Paul Newman) ex-
horts them to “think in
silence for 20 minutes’’ before
deciding whether to run the
blockade and risk destruction or
I declare a hunger strike. Among
so many Jewish people would
i none be Invited to pray as well
as think? Again when a brutally
murdered Jewish girl (Jill Ha
' worth) is buried beside a slain,
friendly Arab (John Derek), the
I same leader points out there is
(“no Rabbi among us’’ but the
;dead have gained what 'he living
| are denied—land In which to find
| peace. Did not any of these vic-
( tims of human injustice take with
I them into the new Israel, the
faith of their forefathers? One
! knows they did. The omissions
| are blatant and damaging.
The savagery of sabotage and
violent prison break, cunningly
(organized by the Irgun (Jewish)
terrorists, tend further to create
a pattern of struggle more ma-
| terialistic than idealistic in de-
j sign. Aside from one thread of
j poignantly tender, bitter-sweet
(romance (in which Sal Minco
j and Jill Haworth all out steal
(the picture), Preminger’s char-
acters generate fanatical heat
more often than the human
warmth that might win audience
sympathy.
Three Worlds
Of Gulliver
(Fair) Family
Frankly aimed at the junior
trade, this twists the light, social
satire of Jonathan Swift’s old fa
voritc, "Gulliver’s Travels,” to
serve contemporary political ar-
gument. Gulliver's adventures
among the giants and the pig-
mies of Lilliput are too well
known to justify the attempted
improvisations. A question of war
or peace in Lilliput is posed on
the ridiculous issue of which end
of an egg should be opened. Such
lines as: "Only the King may
own the little people” are equally
silly and irrelevant to the classi-
cal fable. Kerwin Matthews is ex-
cellent as Dr. Lemuel Gulliver.
Basil Sydney, as the Emperor
who “hates justice but loves the
law,” is blusteringly humorous.
The best part about the film is
its cleverly contrived visual ef-
fects and the Eastman-color pho-
tography of fantastic settings.
The film’s principal appeal will
likely to be to the children, but
undemanding adults may get a
kick out of it too. •
eoffrey Shurlock
Father Murray in TV Talk
On 'American Reflections’
NKW YORK <M ) Rev. John l
Courtney Murray, S. J.. will give
his reflections on America's ex
pcriencc and national purpose in
two television programs in Jan-
uary.
The Jesuit theologian will lie
interviewed on ‘The Catholic
Hour," Jan. 8 and 15 at 1 30 pm,
channel 4.
Father Murray, a professor at
Woodstock (Md.) College, and
author of "We Mold These
Truths," will be interviewed by
Philip Scharper. editor In the
U. S. of Sheed and Ward, pub-
lishers.
Scharper also will moderate
two discussions hy a priest and
two Catholic laymen on Jan. 22
and 29 These will conclude the
month's programs on "Catholic
Reflections on America
"
Panelists will be Msgr.sKrancis
J. t.ally, editor of the Pilot, Bos
ton archdiocesan newspaper; Wtl-
bam Clancy, editor of World
View, a monthly Journal, and di-
rector of education for the Church
Peace Union; and James O'C.ara
managing editor of Commonweal
weekly review
Martin H. Work, oxeculnc di
rector of the National Council of
Catholic Men which produces
“The Catholic Hour” with NBC-
TV, said the series arises "from
NCCM's awareness of what Fa-
ther Murray describes as a 'criti-
cal period' in American history,
one that calls for a mature under-
standing of the Church, Its his-
tory, and its role In contemporary
society; and from the thoughtful
cooperation of all Americans.”
Rest Sellers
The 10 best-selling book* for
December, as listed by Amer-
ica. na'innil Catholic review,
arc as follows:
1. Go to Heaven, by Dishop
Fulton J. Sheen.
2 Disputed Questions, by
Thomas Merton.
3 Mary Was Her Life, by
Sister Mary l’ierrc, R.S.M.
4 The Catholic Youth's Guide j
to Life and Love, by Georgo
A. Kelly.
5. No Utile Thing, by Klua-
beth Ann Cooper.
6. The Catholic Marriage
Manual, by George A. Kelly.
7. We Hold These Truths, by
John Courtney Murray, S.J.
H. Counselling the Catholic,
by George liagmaler, C S P.,
and Robert W. Gleason, S.J.
9 Waiting for Christ, by Ron-
ald Knox and Ronald Cox.
to. Catholic Viewpoint on
Church and State, by Jerome |
C Kcrwm.
Television
SUNDAY, JAN. 1
*0(1)™'
<4>
~ T,lk Aboat
10 00 a m. (9) Hour of SL Francla.
Jane Wyman. Raymond Burr. Jack
Haley.
10 * "?. J4) ''lnquiry.” Paullat Fath-
n
r’
h,
ln .Art -“ Anno TremonUa,Robert Rambusch.
10 a m. (13) _ MaryknoU Report,.
130 p.m. (4) CathoUc Hour.
SATURDAY, JAN. 7
12.30 p.m. (11) Christophers.
Radio
SUNDAY, JAN. 1
•>«
laut
T a m. WNIVI _ Hour ot Cruetiled
111 •i M. rnooaa
»*»•ML WHOM—Beared Rear! Hew
TJO aO3 WOR Marlaa Tbaalar
8 a m. WPAT (AM-FMl—Sacred Heart
Proaram
WMCA Ave Maria Hour
10:10 a m. WFHA-FM—"Our Spiritual
Mother** drama. Mary Productions.
1 Pm. WFUV FM-Ave Maria.
130 p.m. WFUV—FM—Hour of Cru-
cified.
1 30
p.m. WHCA Catholic Hour.
•30 p.m. WVNJ livlnx Roeary.
**■ ***■ JfcjfT. Comellua J. Boyle:
10 p.m. WABC Christian In Action.
Laymen Dlacuaa Scriptures.**
„ „
MONDAY, JAN. 1
*
£»• WS°SL ( f*M)—Sacred Heart.
10 0B P.m. WSOU (FM) Jtooary.
TUISBAY, JAN. 1
3 prn W SOU (FM>—Sacred Heart.
10 08 pm. WSOU (FM) Pitaarr
WIDNISDAY, JAN. 4
» pm. WSOU (FM)—Aacred Heart
Proaram.
'* WBWX
- M. r-T-
Church. Norena
10 0B p.m. WSOU (FM) Roaarr.
THURSDAY. JAN. •
1 p.m. WSOU (FM)—Sacred Heart.
• WSOU (FM) - Are Marla.
10 08 pm. WSOU (FM)
Roaarr.
FRIDAY, JAN. 4
* Pm WSOU (FM)—Sacred Heart.
1:13 p.m. WSOU CTM>—Hour o 4 St
Francis.
SAB Pan. WBNI _ r.metmal Rat,
•30 pm. WSOU (no He«r W
Crucified.
ItOS p m WSOU (HI) Keeper.
SATURDAY, JAN. 7
7 03 p.m. WOR Family Thaater.
MOVIES
M4HI ratine by the New York .file. *f
th#
Notional Loolon of Doconcv with ceoeera-
tlon of Motion Picture Department. Inter-
national
Federation of Catholic Alumnae.
For further Information call: MA 3-5700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Adventure# of
Huckletorry Finn
Alamo
lUilla of
Coral See
, Battle in
Outer Spec*
I Ban Mur
Behind Great Wall
i Rig Jrctrr
I Bt* Night
Blood A Steal
Bor A hrt'.n
Bor Who Mola
Million
CinderfaUa
Cinerama
Clrrua Start
Comanche Station
Coneptrarr of
) Haarla
Coee*cks
f>ar Ther
Mobbed
Bank of England
iMnoeeurua
| I>Q4 of riandere
Edge of Eternity
Flam* Oear India
Clam inf Star
Flute A Arrow
Freckle*
Gallant Moure
Great Day
Gunflghtcra of
Abilene
Guna of Timber-
land
Mend In Mand
H»*ven on Earth
High Time
Mound I>O4 Man
Mound That
Thou4ht Me Wag
A ftaccoon
In Wake of
Stranger
larael
Journey to Center
of Earth
Jun4l* Cat
Kidnapped
1-eet Angrr Man
l-e*i Dare of
Pompeii
I-eat Voyiga
Libel
I-oet World
Matters of
Congo Jungle
Man
on Slrlnf
Michael Strogoff
Mouae That Roared
Mr I>og. Buddy
No©a# for Gunman
Oklahoma Terri-
tory
Operation
Amatardam
Pepe
Pollyanna
Pork ChopMill
Rayml*
Silent
Enemy
Sink the Bumarck
Snow Queen
Story of Ruth
•Swan lake
Sword 4 Dragon
10 Commandment*
Tartan. Ape Man
—**3o**
3rd Man on ML
14 Fighting Men
13 Choate
30-Foot Bride of
Candy Rock
39 Step#
1.001 Arabian NU.
3 Worlds cf
Gulliver
Timbuktu
Toby Tylar
13 Hours to Kin
13 to Moon
I'nder 10 Flage
Walk Tali
Warrior 4 Slave
Girt
When Comedy
Wat King
Would-Be
.
Gentlemen
Wreck of Mary
Deere,,
Ull,on
l> a
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
All Yeung Men
Anfrr Bed I'lanet
Aa Sea Sage*
Atomic
Submarine
Bebelt# Goe* to
War
' Battle of Setae
Be* auH The? r#
Youni
j Belibor
I Bella Are Ringing
I Rrwiae of Dracuia
Cafe ef Evil
Craar for lata
Knamr General
AD Man
Gatebo
General
Deli* Botere
Giant of Maratheei
GoUath A Dr*4on
Hannibal
MeU Bent tor
Leather
High PoweredMlfle
lloua# of Caher
lloum of 7 Mawka
Ice Palace
I Aim at Stare
Jailbreakere
Journey to
CUy
Magnificent 7
Man in Cocked Mat
Man Who Died
Twir*
Marte Ortobre
Mating Time
MidnUßt l.ace
Mountain Boad
Night Fighter*
Othello
Plcaae Don't Bet
the Dalai**
Pnaonera of Volga
Porge and Bea*
B O S. Pacific
Scent of Myatery
School for
Scoundrel*
Sergeant Kutledia
7
Way a From
Sundown
Song Without End
Sundownera
Sunrla* at
Campobello
Surrender MaU
Tartan, the
Magnificent
*0 Second* to MeU
Thunder In Sun
Time Machine
Trapped In
Tanglert
Unforglven
Valley of Redwoed*
Verboten
Village of Damned
Virtuous BigamUt
Visit to Small
Planet
Wake Me Whom
ICa Over
W'alk
Like Dragon
wSSa Tuwt
Wild and the
Innocent
Woman Eater
Woman Obaeeoed
W’orld. Flash and
the Devil
W'prld of Apu
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
All the Fin*
Young Cannibals
Angel Vi ore Bed
Angry Silence
Apartment
Bari U Well
Beat ef Everything
Black Orpheue
‘‘aptaln a Table
Career
Cash Mci'ell
(hance MeeUnf
Collage
Confidential
Crane* Are firing
i rtmana Kimono
< rO.4ad aa,
Ma»a at Tee ef
fttaira
S*'-l of lenoceace
KUodua
feat A Sear
4 Feat Gun*
400 Itlowa
Grata la Greener
MeU la City
Mailer In Pink
Tlghle
Home From
the Mill
ftuuae of Intrigue
Hypnotic Ire
I I‘aaaed for
Whit*
Bum
lm AU BUhl.
Jack
Inherit the Wind
It Marled in Saplee
Jarhawkere
Ker Witneee
I-at No man Writ*
Mr felptlah
Magician
Man Who Could
Cheat Death
Mirror llaa 3 Facea
Murder. Inc
Muaic itoi Kid
North to Alaaka
Nude in W'hite Car
Ocean'a 11
Odd* Against
Tomorrow
On the Iteach
One Foot in Hall
One* Mora
With Feeling
<>P*rillon Petticoat
J>n* Foot In MaU
Pillow
Talk
Plunder# re
Portrait In BUck
Purple Gang
Ke de Peru
ven Thlava*
Sound A Fury
Spartacua
Rachel Code
Sapphire
Subterranean*
Third Voice
Touch of l*rcegf
Ln/elth/ule
Upatalra 4
Downataira
Virgin laland
Virgin Spring
Why Must I Di*
Wild Strawberries
Wind Cannot Read
W'onderful Country
Young Have
No Tima
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Aitiii riM4|i
Aft-l Uuul rlo«i
Ifc# t*w«
A»«i
NM urwt*T
&«*■••* Tima and
Eianuu
Aaa«l
h.u«L««fUa 10
lUmiawm
s*«a
hrtMtl.m buiit
W Vandal
»<*<*«! «4 b:«od
buii«*n«i4 i
< a* (an
C'4#rr •*». Nuiaa
«| Itdlfaia
ta»«0 la Hi/rvr
Lip t
*u4b
O
ta
MvaiUr
Haiti Uialii
CaUiUlMi
t*UMi 4 Kind
¥•m*U * nMh
i Hr*mle«l Womu
t(crml U»o Ure»l
t-*«l Mil*
I s Mliili
9 C«t«« lo ll«U
rooU*h Virgin
forbidden I lull
from 11*11 U*
f. lemur
from iho Isttits
G 1 U.'uci
Gills Town
Go4d*M of
II M«n
Annl««(-
•sir
H**4 ot Trrtnl
l ncheined
llifo*rum*.
Won Amour
tnjlde ID* UifU
ll M*iUO VS (lit *
Kim
I.*«ch Wonun
L»l*e Maks !x>v«
Macumbe I-ove
Mlaela lo Moon
N'etar ho Ktw
Night# ol Lueralta
Horgia
N'ol u a Mrtiuer
Flelinura tUgh
School
Fraltr Ho7 Floyd
Fflvala Uvea of
Adam is Eva
Fayrho
Fvaher
Hal Haro
Habal Dread
Hloi In Juvenile
Frlaon
Him 4 Fall of
lan lXamond
Hoohia
Kooin aI lha To»
Hoom I 1
Humwary
baptawbar
Morra
Hax Klttana Go
lo College
s»gn 0/ Gladiator
Homa Uka || Hoi
Nona 4 l/j«ara
Hquad Car
fkraiuera Whe«
We Meat
Htuda l.miigan
fniuad Car
Kubway in tha Iky
huinrnrr
Flat#
Huron.* HicliK
T.ll hlorr
3 Murd.r.gMo
JVo , lK"0 U> L«t«
Virgin Wrltlcs
»her* Hot Wind
Htowa
Wlur Wu Tirol
wiiH?.vo,uu
World ol
Hutlo Wong
Toung C«ou>m
Separate Classification
u .VT? •■»<*«»<« -11 m film which VICKOII the Broerem .1
• *<*•« ..into*. movcmept. ehoul.i be n«J i! !lethehc evedieace with certain icMrvtUufii becauee tha himrlllaa* l i
;‘V ’ •mollon.l •num.l,l .ad becauee the reluloua eiu eiA!,, ?1* i*»«e le Berewetal reform le thcolorilcall; emblauuua
Fft alon
which
• i«1 el (he N«M rieeenled to tike |„ rm „/ . »,rt oua
Itil him. becauee of lie euhlecl mailer Itha analrtlcal elude
Un#*rrh >CUmu ,’lif/
el . proettlute). la uoeetlor.abl. enC.rt.Vinim tor lh. Hf,
u.c-Hum for Ihie reeeon II le Intended for a eueclallaad l>lc<u,e
*“4 IU uhibitlua a/u)ui4 b« laatrlclcd. tuatui® luiu*
Condemned
D«»c« With
W#
E- ««u
lt|»iMau bgii|«
F'.caA U Hiak
Uaidaa *4 td««
Oma Caraalioa
ilaiv«4 4 buuMll
U lUfeda
Lad* DulUiUf'a
l/>»w
Liana. Jungle
Guild Ma
U*« Ci*Hi •
lJ>*e U Mr
l*loflfltM
Lover#
Meintg lift
Nater on buuday
Nljhl Heaven Fall
Oacar WUde
Faru Niahta
Fnvaia Uvea of
Adam and
Kv#
Fn<iu Frop«r\jf
Port ol I>cMj o
Third So.
J»*Mo tro
Trl.U ol
<Wc«r Wiido
»V ..led U*T. And
hnih of Twino
Women ol
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Palm Beach Plaza Hotel
Palm Batch, Florida
location, pool. Beach Club.
Klfadlninf room. bar. entertainment.auttful room*. Some auitea with
Kitcnenettei. Reasonable rAtea Spe-cial ratea for holidays. Free Parking
IMPORTANT NEWS!
THE ENTERTAINMENT BUY OF
A LIFETIME! LOWEST PRICES
EVER FOR
' '
CINERAMA
NOW IN EFFECT!
NEW LOW PRICES
fric— Awj Performance AO Stott Reserved
cMmN
Ts0
rMs
mil onuwo ortCIAL
ATTENTION TO THEATRE PARTIES AND SCHOOLS.
NEVER SHOWN IN NEW JERSEY
BEFORE AND WILL NEVER BE
SHOWN IN ANY OTHER
NEW JERSEY THEATRE!
When The Pope Blesses The
Pilgrims...through the wonder
of CINERAMA...You, Too, Are
In The Picture...
THE MOST INSPIRING
EXPERIENCE IN
ENTERTAINMENT HISTORY!
Now
...Thru The Miracle Of CINERAMA...
You Will Thrill To the Glories Of
Nmr-Bifori-Filmed Sacred Ritual Inside
SI Peter’s... Climaxed By The Personal
Benediction of Pope Pius Himself.
Now ... Through The Miracle Of CINERAMA...
You will tread the sacred soil of the Holy Land...
You will follow in the pathways hallowed by the Prince of Peace... as CINERAMA
transports you to Bethlehem, where Jesus was born... to Nazareth, where
He toiled as an humble carpenter... to the River Jordan, where John baptized
Him... to the Mount of Temptation, where Satan tormented Him... to Gethsemane,
where He was betrayed... to the Via Dolorosa, where He carried the Cross to
Calvary... to the Church of theHoly Sepulchre, where He was laid to rest...
to the Mount of Olives, where He ascended into Heaven... Share this
unique experience that will exalt your profoundest emotions and live forever
in your memory... live every one of the seven hundred thrills 0f...
“SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD” as seen through the greatest wonder CINERAMA.
.he LOWELL THOMAS production
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CANNOT AND Wilt NOT BE SHOWN IN ANY LOCAL OR NEIGHBORHOOD THEATRE!
The Clairidge Theatre, Jersey’s Only Cinerama Theatre
Wishes One And All A Happy Holiday Season.
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Town of Bethlehem Has Changed Little
Since Time When Christ Was Born There
By Rev. Patrick O’Connor
BETHLEHEM, Jordan (NC)
—Realities in Bethlehem today
help to light up the Gospel rec-
ord of the first Christmas.
Bethlehem today is as real
and as definite as Brooklyn
or Birmingham. To find it, no-
body needs to search or study
or excavate. From Our Lord’s
time and a thousand years
before that, it has been inhab-
ited and known.
TODAY YOU can take Bus
2 near the Damascus Gate of
Jerusalem, and 45 minutes lat-
er you arc in the hillside town
of Bethlehem. It is a 10-mile
ride on anew corkscrew road
winding among steep, bare
hills. The old road, little more
than half as long, cannot be
used since the partition of
Palestine, as it runs through
Israeli territory. Bethlehem
and the Old City of Jerusalem
are in Jordan.
From the bus you see a few
peasants walking or riding in
single file on the trails that run
through the stony, white-and-
brown hills. Against the eve-
ning sky you see a man op foot
leading somebody who is seat-
ed on n stow paced donkey.
So. and i\cr such a trad. Jo
soph and Mary must have
made their way to Bethlehem.
' THE STABLE where they
found shelter could not have
boon anything but a cave or
grotto.
The countryside around Beth-
lehem had indeed more trees
in Our Lord’? time than it has
now. But the remains of old
buildings show that timber was
used sparingly; dwellings were
built of stone, as they arc to-
day. So the stable in which
Our I-ord was born was no
wooden structure but one of
the many caves or grottos in
the hillsides You sceMhem on
the way from Jerusalem and
in the valley below Bethlehem.
They are still used as stables
and shelters.
These caves are wide and
low. as a rule, with a slanted
"roof of shelving rock.
THE GROTTO of the Nativ-
ity below the ancient basilica
is, beyond reasonable doubt,
the actual place of Our Lord’s
birth. It is identified by a tra-
dition that can be traced back
to the second century, when it
was already established.
The grotto is elaborately dec-
orated now, with marble and
tapestries, and the air is heavy
with the warmth of oil lamps
and candles But it is still a
cave in a rocky hillside, and
the natural rock can be seen
and touched.
There was no hay in the
manger, because the custom
of saving hay does not exist in
the Holy Land and customs
among the peasants change lit-
tle. If there was anything in
iht- manger. It w»» the »it»w
o( wheal or barley.
The Franciscans buy milk
from local farmers In Bethle-
hem today, though cows are
not numerous. A prosperous
family might have two or three
cows. Donkeys arc used com-
monly for Journeys around the
neighborhood. If there were
animals actually in the stable
with Die Holy Family, they
were probably a cow or two
and a donkey.
BETHLEHEM Is due south
of Jerusalem, and the basilica
that covers the Grotto of the
Nativity stands on the south
side of modern Bethlehem. It
is believed that In Our Lord's
time most of the town was on
the northern slope. Hence the
stable cave would have been on
the outskirts of the town, on
the side away from Jerusalem.
The traditional “Shepherds'
Field" lies about a mile and
a quarter farther on. A. Greek
Catholic church stands ’ there.
Not far away a beautiful little
church has been built In re-
cent times by the Franciscans.
Whether the actual field can
be identifies! today or not. It Is
certain that tr some of these
fields near Bethlehem the fa
vored shepherds were "keeping
the night watches over their
flock.”
IT IS MOST likely fhat they
were in an open-fron’ed cave
or grotto, with their sheep
clustered around them, when
tho Angel of the Lord brought
them the "good tidings of great
joy.” Even now no shepherd
would leave his sheep dispersed
in an open field at night in this
region. The danger from wild
animals would be too great.
And the decision to “go over
to Bethlehem” that very night
was not one to make lightly.
Probably one of their number
had to stay behind with the
sheep. For the others it was a
rough, stony journey that they
made “with haste” through the
darkness.
The night air is clear and
cool in Bethlehem at any time.
In winter it is sharply cold.
"Once or twice every winter
we have a light fall of snow,”
one Franciscan told me.
BETHLEHEM was formerly
a little town of about 10,000
people, . nearly all of them
Christians Asa result of the
war in Palestine and the subse-
quent partition, some 40,000
•Moslems from what is now Is-
rael moved into Bethlehem.
The Christians, now number-
ing about R.OOO, half of them
Catholics, half Greek Orthodox,
are a minority in the town
where Christ was born.
But Bethlehem cannot lose
the blessedness it holds as the
place where the Eternal God
chose to come among us as a
newborn infant. As the simple
Latin inscription on the floor
ol the grotto says, "Here Jesus
Christ Was Bom of the Virgin
Mary," and Bethlehem contin-
ues to bear witness to that
historic fact
BETHLEHEM TODAY: “Shepherds’ Field” with the town of Bethlehem in the background looks today very much
as it must have at the time of the Birth of Christ when the angel appeared to the shepherds who were “keeping
the night watches over their flock” either in this spot or some other like it nearby.
Retain Santa Fe
Adobe Church
SANTA FE, N. M. (RNSI - A
imall adobe church, believed the
country's oldest shrine honoring
Our Lady of Guadalupe, will re-
main standing after anew parish
church la built here soon.
The Church of Our Lady of
Gqadalupe, near the south bank
of (be Santa Fc River, was con-
structed shortly after 1777, ac-
cording to historians Architects
who have studied the building,
however, place the date some-
time between 1808 and 1821.
The church accommodates only
3oc persons, although it now
serves Santa Fe’s largest parish,
which numbers 1.500 families.
The new church will seat 900.
The old edifice will be retained
ns a supplement to the new
church and as a historical monu-
ment, according to Msgr. James
J, Rabbitt, Our Lady of Guada-
lupe pastor
Mass in Rome Fish Market
Is Pre-Christmas Tradition
ROME (NC) Home's mammoth fish market was the
setting for a Midnight Mass offered Dec. 22 by Luigi Cardinal
Traglia, Vicegerent of Rome.
The fish market serves the needs of Italians for their
Christmas vigil, fast and abstinence The eve of the tradl
tional ''cottio,'' or fish market day, was moved back from
I>ec. 23 this year because of the decree of the Sacred Con-
gregation oj the Council giving the faithful the privilege of
choosing to fast and abstain either on Dec. 23 or 24
MANY VARIETIES of fish are brought to the market
from all cities throughout Italy on the day before the Christ-
inas vigil. But the traditional specialties are the small cel,
"auguilla," and the large eel, "capltone
”
These are sliced
into steaks, roasted over an open fire and dipped in a mixture
of vinegar and olive oil
Among those at the Mass in the market were Mayor I'rbano
Itioccetti of Rome, the director of the city's food supply board,
members of the city government and market pcrsuunel
After Mass Cardinal Traglia blessed the large creche
erected in the market by the wholesale dealer*.
THE NEXT DAY (Dec 23) the Cardinal went to another of
Home's traditional pre-Christmas markets, situated in beautl
ful Navona Square, where children's toys and ornament* for
Christmas cribs are sold.
The square was entirely encircled with vendors' stands
Cardinal Traglia stood on the balcony of the Braschipalace,
built in the 18th century by Pope Pius VI, and blessed the
Christmas creches of Rome, placed In the square below.
Intentions for January
The Holy Father's general In-
tention (or January is:
That the obstacles which pre-
vent the effective renewal of
Christian unity may be remov-
ed by the truth and love of
Christ.
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostieship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That the worthy liturgical
celebration of the Sacrifice of
the Altar may lead all peoples
to the true Church of Christ.
60 Years of Publishing
Homiletic Review Jersey-Bred
By June Dwyer
NEW YORK No doubt the
clergy who subscribe to Homi-
letic and Pastoral Review,
which keeps them up-to-date on
sermons and liturgy changes,
know that the magazine Is cele-
brating its 60th anniversary.
What they may not know is
that six Jerseyans laymen
at that are guiding hands
behind the publication.
Local highlights include the
fact that the president publish-
er of Homiletic and Pastoral
Review is Clement J. Wagner
of Ridgewood, who has been in
that post since 1929 when he
succeeded his father. He is as-
sisted by his son, John F.,
who lives in Glen Rock.
Then there is John A Mur-
phy of Rutherford, advertising
representative of the magazine
for 25 years, who has been
Joined in his department by his
sons, Frank of Verona and John
I’.. now residing in Yonktrs.
Jerseyan number 6 is James
Madlgan. the managing editor,
a former resident of Jeracy
City who attended and taught
at St. Peter’s Prep.
THE I.ATE Joseph F. Wag-
ner, a highly educated German,
came to the United States in
1859 with a strong interest in
music. He played the piano and
organ in recitals and In
churches and directed choirs.
Meanwhile he worked as man
ager of the book department at
Uenziger Brothers.
In 1(08 Joseph Wagner turned
his talents to publishing Calho-
lie plays with his own com
pany, Itoxbury Publishing Com
pany. In 1900 ho moved the
firm to Barclay St., changed
the name to Joseph F. Wagner
and decided to publish a
monthly for priests In Fall,
1900. he published the first I! •
sue of bis magazine and called
It The Homiletic Monthly and
Catechist.
Articles for the magazine are
secured for the most part from
priests throughout the country
who are contacted to work on
subject* in which they excel.
Occasional!) a lajmaua bjllue
slips into the pages on a spe-
cial topic.
Today the firm Is the biggest
and oldest exclusively Catholic
publisher, putting out about 15
titles a year fur priests and
Sisters, as well as two other
tiade publications: Catholic
Buildlng and Maintenance and
'ltie Catholic Educator.
THE LAYMEN behind the
publishing firm are pleased as
punch with the response to their
year of celebration. They point
with pride to the hundreds of
testimonials they have received
from clergy.
The letter they feel best sums
up their aims in putting out
Homiletic and Pastoral Review
ia published in their anniver-
sary issue Auxiliary Bishop
Paul F. Lclbold of Cincinnati,
wrote:
"This magazine supplies very
well the three basic need* of
the busy priest engaged in the
active ministry: articles de-
signed to keep his knowledge
of theology and related sub
jects active and current (and
indeed articles that are care-
fully written, with an effort to
present the mind of the Church
on the subject and not Just
some striking private opinion);
material designed to keep his
most important work of preach-
ing fresh and vital; the of-
ficial pronouncements of the
Church, designed to keep him
abreast of developments in
Church discipline, together with
reviews of current books and
articles of priestly interest
"
THERE IS MORE than ded
icatlon to a message behind the
business that has drawn two of
John A. Murphy's four rhildren
into his department and one of
Clement J. Wagner's two sons
into the publishing phase. The
young men are anxious to bring
recognition to the Catholic buy-
ing market and to service the
needs of the religious con-
sumer.
Frank Murphy put It this
way "This Is an Interestingly
small field when compared with
'he general field of marketing.
However, in Itself it is surpris-
ingly large and the growth
IHitcntial Is tremendous. With
■ll of the new schools and
churches going up the future
looks bright. . .Catholic buyers
are known among national or-
ganizations to buy for value,
not for price. This means that
these national advertisers are
now interested In the Catholic
market."
So the Jerseyans behind the
celebration of the Homiletic
and Pastoral Review are look-
ing ahead with two things in
mind: to continue to live up
to the words of Bishop Leibold
and to serve that growing Cath-
olic advertising market.
Pilgrims Jam
Bethlehem
BETHLEHEM (NC)
Thousands of pilgrims from
over the world came here for
Catholic services at the site
where Christ was born.
The ceremonies started on
Christmas Eve with a colorful
procession of hundreds of Latin
and Eastern Rite priests and
prelates, led by Patriarch Al-
berto Gori, 0.F.M., of Jeru-
salem.
Pontifical Vespers were celc-
ebrated in St. Catherine's
Church, which adjoins the Ba-
silica of the Nativity. At 11
p m. Matins and Lauds were
begun in preparation for Mid-
night Mass, over which Patri-
arch Gori presided.
After Mass the pilgrims
moved from the church to the
Grotto of the Nativity inside the
basilica. Patriarch Gori car-
ried a life-size figure of the In-
fant Jesus to the grotto, where
a deacon transferred it to the
crib.
Worshippers crowded the ba-
silica and grotto of the Nativity
for the services. Among them
were Catholic consular officials
from Jerusalem and members
of the diplomatic corps in Jor-
dan and Israel.
Over 5,000 pilgrims crossed
the Mandclbaum Gate, the di-
viding line between Cite Israeli
and Jordanian sections of the
internationalized city of Jeru-
salem. They included over 2,000
Christian Arabs dressed in flow-
ing robes and veils.
On Christmas Day Masses
were offered in the Grotto of
the Nativity from early morn-
ing until late afternoon.
Christmas Cards
Stop! Don't throw away the
Christmas cards you received.
They are pretty and festive
and full of good wishes—and
they have not outlived their
usefulness. Any of the follow-
ing will be delighted to receive
your packet of cards:
Missionary Sisters of the Im-
maculate Conception, New St.,
Paterson;
Kev. Wendelin Heath, St.
Bonavcnturc’s Monastery, 174
Ramsey St., Paterson;
Rev. James Madden, King-
ston Heights, Hillsboro, N.M.
KENNEDY BIBLE: This is the Kennedy Bible, on
which President-elect John F. Kennedy will take his
oath of office on Jan. 20. The Bible contains a record
of the Fitzgerald and Kennedy families. Top photo
shows the record with John F. Kennedy’s name and
birthdate, May 29, 1917.
They Bring Gifts
Big Day in Shinyanga
SHINYANGA. Africa—A touching Christmas custom from
this faraway land is reported by Rev. John D. McGuire, M.M.,
a native of Jersey City, stationed at the Maryknoll Mission
here.
As the people visit the creche in the ctiurch, writes Father
McGuire, each leaves a coin. “The monetary value actually
amounts to about one cent in our currency," he explains.
"Still for them this would be a good gift.
"Last year," Father McGuire continues, “the pastor found
three small homomade dresses in the crib. In thanking the
people who had made the gifts. Father explained that they
probably had far greater need for the dresses for their own
children.
"While this was true, they would not dream of taking
them back."
Father McGuire observes: "Our people hero indeed have
a deep love for the Christ Child. We know that Christ loves
them too."
Christmas, he adds, is known as "Lushiku Lutale Lwa
Kubyalwa Kwa Ng'wa Jesu Kristu," which translates: "The
Big Day of the Birth of Jesus Christ."
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The Crib Is the Clue to a Happy New Year for All the World
By June Dwyer
Tho angels announced the
birth of the Infant King—the
choirs in the churches sang tho
Gloria and maybe some of you
joined in the singing. We felt
the peace of Christmas after a
year that has brought different
things to each of us.
But no matter what the year
brought at Christmas, we all
went to the Crib and saw a
tiny Baby in the straw with His
mother and His father kneel-
ing by his side.
And then maybe we remem-
bered that this Babe opened the
Gates of Heaven for us and
gave each of us the right to
enter Heaven forever. We re-
membered that the Infant King
promised peace on earth to
men of good will, and that He
brought us hope for a better
future.
AND NOW, just a few days
later, we arc getting ready for
a New Year. Gone arc the
fears we had before the King
came fears of failure in
school, of failure in world af-
fairs, of defeat in being tho
kind of person we want to be,
of failure in making our dreams
come true.
The warm smile of the In-
fant took them away.
Gone arc all of the chips that
were sitting on our shoulders
chips of jealousy against the
boy who is smarter, chips of
greed against the man who
makes more than we, chips of
hate for others who don’t do
things tho way we do, chips of
mockery against those who are
always trying their hardest no
matter what they do. The great
God who became man humbled
us and knocked the chips away.
Gone are all of the hurt feel-
ings hurts because we
weren't invited to that special
party, hurts because John got
one more gift than we, hurts
because Miss Smith got the
new job, hurts because some-
one forgot us who didn’t know
we cared. The shepherds sitting
alone on the bill—the shepherds
who were shown the bright star
and heard the angels took
them away.
AND NOW the King is giving
us a New Year. He has hum-
bled us by His birth. He has
made us all think of the things
we do and the people we arc.
He has reminded us that we
are the luckiest people in the
W’orld and that He expects
more from us
The Infant King has touched
our hearts and shown us that
we are not the only ones on
this earth He came for us
and for each other man who
lives.
The Infant King has given
Himself to us and has asked us
to share Him with the world
share Him by our goodness and
example; by our prayers and
sacrifices; by doing each and
every thing, each and every
day the best way that we know
how.
The King is giving us the new
chance the New Year the
new day to start ag?in. He has
taken awa/ our fears, our evil
chips, our hurts and has left
us with peace and hope.
MAY WE TAKE our peace
and keep it within us for the
Now Year. May we look with
hope at the days ahead and
plan with the help of God to
make this the best year we
have ever lived.
And if in the coming 1961
the fears should come again or
the chips or the hurts, may we
have the courage to return to
the Crib and put them back in
the hands of the Christ Child.
For the peace and hope of tho
Crib are with us each day in
Christ’s Mass.
Happy New Year.
Luncheon Set
hORT LEE The Mothers'
Guild of the Academy of the
Holy Angels will hold a mother-
daughter luncheon for the bene-
fit of the building fund Jan. 5 at
Patricia Murphy’s Restaurant,
Westchester, N.Y.
North Jersey Date Book:
Publicity chairmen are Invited to maka uae of thin
I**? , »1U need the name of the apeaker (If any)
#n
“ * nrt lhl> ntrnp of the chairman.
Information received by 10 a m on Monday of the
UatTna
0<
puh,lt '* ,1 °" wUI be Included In the Date Book
Information pertalnlnt to echool troupe will be found
In the PTA column.
JAN. 4
St. Aloysius Rosary. Jersey City Meeting
and bingo, auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
St. Venantius Altar Society, Orange Meeting,
8 p m auditorium. Edith Callaghan will show
slides of South America.
St. John Nepomucene. Guttcnberg Installa-
tion of officers at meeting, 8 p.m.
JAN. 6
Essex Suburban District Council of Catholic
Women Holy Hour, 8 p.m. Our Lady of
Mt Carmel. Orange. Rev. Joseph Mczzanotte,
<-> F.M , Cap., pastor, celebrant.
JAN. 8
Immaculate Conception Rosary, Montclair
Meeting and Christmas tea, 3-5 p m. Mary
Grasso of parish choir will sing; Mrs. Daniel
Griffin Caldwell, will give readings. Mrs.
Richard Jones chairman.
JAN. 12
Woman's Guild of Scton Hall College of
Medicine and Dentistry - Meeting coffee
hour, 12:30, dormitory. Scton Hall. South Or-
ange. "Famous Women of New Jersey,” by
Bell Telephone representative.
Marymount College Alumnae, Bergen Chapter
Meeting at home of Mrs. Richard Moran
Englewood Cliffs, 8:13 p.m.
A THANK YOU: Philip McAndrew, assistant admin-
istrator of St. Elizabeth Hospital, Elizabeth, helped
out at holiday parties when volunteers received hon-
ors as recognition of their service. Special awards went
to, left, Julia Ann Heinemann of the Cheerie Aides
and Mrs. Elizabeth V. Murray. Cheerie Lady
New Year’s Saint
Jan. 1 it the great feast of
the Circumcision of Jesus, but
It is also a feast day of other
men who spcoJ their lives serv-
ing Jesus. One of these men
who lived around 1700 was a
Cardinal known as Joseph Tom-
masi. foday he is called
Blessed.
Joseph's story Is really a
story of his whole family. His
mother raised a family of four
girls and a son and then went
into the convent. Each of the
four girls went also. His father,
a wealthy man, decided to fol-
low the women of the family
by becoming a monk.
This made it very difficult
for Joseph who also wanted lo
give his life to God in religion.
The father had turned over ill
of the wealth to his son to con-
trol, but when Joseph told his
father that he too wanted to
enter the monastery, the father
relented and let Joseph follow
his vocation.
JOSEPH ENTERED ihe
Theatine clerks where his uncle
was also serving. He went
through his novitiate but then
had to go away for a rest
as he was often sickly. Even as
he went about caring for his
health, those around him sensed
his holiness and drew close to
him
Joseph was asked to become
a priest earlier than his other
classmates but he refused.
Then a letter from his sister,
Maria Croclfissa, one of the
greatest influences In his life,
convinced him to accept the
offer
MANY WIIO ARE close to
God suffer from feeling un
worthy Tills trial came to Jo-
seph who was not even allowed
to preach or hear confession
because he was so disturbed
He lived the life of a hermit
and studied with the great
Church scholars He oublished
liooks on the liturgy that were
the greatest pieces of learning
of that day. He was so humble
that he printed them under a
different name
Because of his studies, Jo
soph was called lo the Vatican
and was appointed theologian
for the discipline of the reli-
gious communities Joseph was
also chosen as the confessor of
Cardinal Alban! 'flits Cardinal
was fleeted by the College of
Cardinals lo be Cope but be
refused, thinking himself un
worthy; Joseph made the Car-
dinal accept the highest office
of the Church under pain of
mortal sin, saying that he must
accept God's invitation
Strangely enough, It was as
Cope Clement XI that Cardinal
Albanl then forced Joseph to
do something. The Cope called
Joseph to be a Cardinal, but
Joseph refused because lie was
unworthy. The Pope merely re-
peated the arguments Joseph
had used on him, and finally
convinced Joseph Tommasi to
accept the Red Hat of a Cardi
nal.
STILL the holy man lived as
best he could in poverty and
quiet. His household were peas-
ant folk who dressed poorly.
Joseph went to church with his
fellow brothers and would not
allow any showy performance*
In his church.
The poor adored him and hud-
dled near as he passed, lie
was good to everyone and
would not even allow the birds
to go hungry.
WHEN THE POPE became
ill everyone feared he would
die, but Joseph announced that
the Pope would get well. "The
Pope will recover; I shall die,”
he said.
On Christmas Eve Joseph
became very ill but insisted on
saying his Christmas Masses.
He suffered for two days and
finally went to bed He never
recovered But before his death
he sent word to the poor and
homeless that be bad taken
care of them; the Pope had
promised to watch over them
Joseph died Jan 1, 1713 At
his death many miracles wr-s
reported, particularly to
poor ami the 111 he had loved.
Bloomfield Party
BLOOMFIELD - The Wom-
en's Auxiliary of the Bloom
field Knights of Columbus held
their Christmas party follow
Ing their meeting Dec 28 at 8
p m in the Msgr Socha build-
ing here
GIFT OF LOVE: Mrs. Charles Henderson, president of
St. Clare's Hospital Auxiliary, Denville, presents a
check for $12,000 to Sister Mary "Kunigunda, S.S.M.,
hospital administrator. The occasion was the annual
Christmas party given by the auxiliary for the Sisters
of the hospital and the other institutions they direct in
Denville. The auxiliary has given a total of $52,600
for the hospital building program.
Madame President
ANN BELLONI (St. An
thony's Sodality, Paterson) is
an executive secretary who car-
ries her administrative abilities
over into her leisure hours.
Former president of the Cath-
olic Women's Bowline League
and the Paterson chapter of the
National Secretaries Associa-
tion. she serves on the CYO
advisory board and has served
on her local election board. Cre-
ating gift wraps and novelties
puts her in good sted at this
time of the year. She also favors
swimming, theater and travel-
ing.
MRS. FRED HASNEY (St.
Mary's Hospital Senior Auxili-
ary, Orange) has also headed
Court Bernadette. West Orange
(six years), and the Delbarton
Mothers Guild. She has also
been an officer of the Parent-
Faculty Association of St. Mi-
chael's Hospital School of Nurs-
ing, Newark; Essex County
Cancer Society, the Suburban
Essex District Council of Cath-
olic Women and is a founder
of the Cancer Council of St.
Mary's. Mrs. llasney’s West
Orange and Lake Mohawk
homes reveal her interests in
interior decorating, gardening
and painting.
MRS. CORNELIUS ENGEL-
BACH (All Saints Rosary, Jer-
sey City) has five married
children and an adopted daugh-
ter living at home. She is par-
ticularly devoted to the Infant
of Prague Whom she prayed
to when her daughter had polio
as a child. The little girl com-
pletely recovered and Mrs. Enj
gelbach has spent her spare
minutes offering thanks. She
dresses statues of the Infant
which are used at the parish
for raffles, for sale, and are
given by her as gifts. She has
taken charge of mending and
repairing the vestments in the
parish and instructs the other
womenon their care.
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The CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE
Deadline for Classified Ads Monday 12 Noon Call MArket 4-0700
NOTICES
AMERICA'S FORGOTTEN CHILDREN
are out on the windswept plains of the
Oflala Sioux Indian Reservation. You
can help them by eendlnf your can-
celled stamp* (any kind EXCEPT the
email, presidential 1. 2. 3. and 4c
aeries) to: Father Edwards. Holy Rosary
Mission. Pine Ridge. S. Dak. DO IT
RIGHT NOW SO YOU WONT FORGET!
TELL YOUR FRIENDS!
HELP WANTED FEMALE
Woman wanted to cook for 7 Sisters,
pleasant surroundings. Call WH 3-4798
after 3 P. M.
WOMAN, middle ace preferred, to run
Catholic woman’s residence. Capableof
boose work and cooktnf. Low salary
dedicated or late vocation. Oppor-
tunity to
do good charitable work. OL
3-1343.
POSITION WANTED
ORGANIST and choir director, female.
20 years experience, capable of han-
dling all liturgical services also school
teacher. Union County preferred. Box
No. 1. The Advocate. 31 Clinton St.,
Newark 2. N. J.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
APPUANCE REPAIRS
4
HEIGHTS RADIO - TV SERVICE
833 Summit Ave. Jersey City 7. N. J.
~AUTO SERVICE & REPAIrT”
SEASON'S GREETINGS
(fv?&
(M 0
G. M. TRANSMISSION SERVICE
131 lUlmjt St . N.wark Ml 1-M34
INSURANCE AGENTS
Th* Monsanto Agency
W.Ur fit.. N.wton DU S-1990
PILLOWS - QUILTS
PILLOWS - QUILTS
Mad. to Ord.r and Ranovatad. PlDowi
returned him day. Feathers and Down by
Um pound.
PENNER BROS.
MS rw»7
Stan ISIS
rz 4-o*os
PLUMBING X HEATING
Mlchosl T. Boudormann, Inc.
PLUMBINO AND ItEATINQ
1(1 WILLIAM ST.. NEWARK 1
MA 3-7407
RELIGIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
THE MIRACLE SHOP
>l4 Rids. Ro.d. Lyndhurit
top*. RIU Thc.tr.)
Dally t to 9 8 to »
WES.Ur 3A943
NURSING HOMES
ABBEY NURSING HOME
COMPLETE SERVICE
Ascd. Conv.tcc.nt. Chronic.Hr Q 1
86 Van Nets Place
Bl 3-0303
Nmit N J
UPHOLSTERY-SLIP COVERS
KITCHEN CHAIRS
EXPERTLY RECOVERED S3S3 «nd UP
DISCOUNT CITY
343 Montgomery 8».. Jersey City. N J.
TELEPHONE DE 2 4400
Open 0 am. 10 pm Closed Sun.
WASHING MACH. SERVICE
All MAKES
14 HOUR SERVICE
ANYWHIItI
REASONABLE SERVICE CHARGER
FOR THE FINEST SERVICE
CALL OLdfleld 3 3038
REAITORS
UNION COUNTY
Off experience Is your protection let us
haip you as w« have so many other hap-
py horn# owners in Union County and the
surrounding area.
To Buy or Sell Call on
JOHN P McMAHON
13*3 Morris Ave. Union MU 8 3431
Open EVrs and Weekends
NUTIEY
BUY NOW SELL OK TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR TRADE-IN PLAN
W* will Ust vour house for sale, or
consider buying tt tf you purchase an
other house through our office. Let
us know your requirements. Evenings
sod Holidays call Mrs Kelly WE 83922
STANLEY JOHNSON
LOTS FOR SALE
FAYSON LAKE-S
YEAR ROUND VACATION LIVING
BUILDING LOT
llO'i 113*
EXCELLENT LOCATION
84.000
Price Includes public water supply
Year-Mound Homes Avsliabla
From 113.000 to 840.000
FAYSON LAKE
COMMUNITY, Inc.
Boontoii Av*. Iwho L.k. Rd.
Klnn.loo Mom. County. N. J.
Ttrmtn.l 94849
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BERGEN COUNTY
AT
North Arlington
Height* on Schuyler Ave.
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
4 NEW MODEL HOMES
CAPES • RANCHES • SPLITS
FROM
$17,990
MODELS OPEN DAILY WY 1-7320
BERGEN COUNTY
SEE ANY OF A FINE
SELECTION OF HOMES niXC
SMITH & MOONEY
REALTORS
111 KlndTtmTt Rd.. MontvaU. N. 1.
PArk Ride* 8 2400
HOWSE REALTY INC.
DENVILLE
GRIFFITHPRIDEAUX, INC.
REALTORS - INSURERS
SI Indian Rd . DrartDn. 5. 1.
OAkwood 7-4300
"Sarvlnf tha Hub o i Morris County**
LAKE HOPATCONG
LAKEFOREST RESERVATION
At Upper Hopatcong
Witer front lot 73 foot front S3JOG.
Another with 08 foot water frontage,
only 04.730.
H aero homealte. paved road. 01303
V 4 acre 233 foot paved road. 01.003
! lnsulated 3 bedroom cottage.
00300.
Tor best buys on New Jersey's tartest
lake, stop at the I.ake Forest Reeerva
tlon Office Club
plan.
Office Club plan.
Lake Forest Office
ARTHUR D. CRANE CO.
Rout. IS—6 mil., north of Dnv.r. N J
MAHWAH
HAPPY NEW YEAR
(QJ/
THE DATOR AGENCY
8 E. Ramapo A*« Mahwah. N.
LAfaralt. BSOOO
MOUNTAIN LAKES
pm
Snew
<£2885
fSanderj & Bracken, Reoltorij
JOnn Boulevard Mountain t.*kaa4
DEERFIELD 4 1318
AkkMUikkkkMikMikl laMai
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
MOUNTAIN LAKES
07
RITA B. MURPHY
MaU SI
DS 4-I7M
MOUNTAIN LAKES & VIC.
Now
"lutln*a~ compteto with phot
KLINTRUP, INC., Realtor
ISO Rlvd. (Off Rl 481 DC 40400
“-At Eatato at "ISO” Stnro 1818
PARSIPPANY-TROY HILLS
Ranch noar Rl. 10. S bndraomt. Iltti
dining room, fireplace, hot water he
appliance* Included 010300
MARY A. BERNHARDT
330 lit. 10 Whlppany TV 7V
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD AND VICINITY
WE CMDIJI ot’TorTowsnti
900 MULTIPLE lutings
hITHENS MEAL ESTATE Gl
130 Franklin Ave . Rwigeweod
OFCN 7 DAYS AND KVKMNUS
SPARTA
LAKE MOHAWK
Sujkerb 2 H R Ranch. Saras*. Ill# bath
!?**•.■°Lwl* ,*r** roupl# or small fam
lly. •10.300
SUNSET LAKE
Stainless steel G K kit. ben with built
in wetherdryer fcishlisht* this 3 h M
ranch with finished btwavcnl. garage.
K\ acre. 110300.
FOX HOLLOW FARMS
2000 eq ft. of Uvlno apace plus two cer
<*« Plua acre with city «a
ler ( uatom quality split ranch In hue
aes C ountye earlualve
year found lake
community located opposite Our Led?
of the Lake Church and school on the
Sparta Newton Hoad
E. G. ANDERSON, Realtor
Ht IS Sparta (enter PA 88l«l
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
NEWARK
4-FAMILY - $29,500
North Newark corner; 3 four and 3
five room apta.; large light room*, good
condition; copper ptpea; oil; 3 faragea;
new roof; combination aa«h. acreena
•05 MT PROSPECT AVE. lIU 3 7843
AGNES COLEMAN, Realtor
LAKE MOHAWK
Exceptional value? Four bedroomf two
and a half hatha, living room with
fireplace, dining area, full cellar, oil
heat and It's LAKEFRONT.
-500
EMMA B. LA POINTE
Route 13 Sparta. N. J.
Open Dally and Sunday
Parkway • 3730
WAYNE
BEST
WISHES
FOR
1961
JOHN WEISS * CO., Realtor
1307 Patereon Hamburg Tpk. Warn#
Open to 7 30—Aun | to 8 OX 4nUoo'
FARMS - HOMES • ESTATES |
MORRIS HI NT KRIHi.N WXIHB
JAMM A»a*r.
Main SI Chaai.r, N J TR *MOO
[ Ceeninga MVrrey gIXO j
Juliet R. McWilliams, Realtor
Main St . CTl.lt.r S J TR RSITI
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
AT Tltr. ROBt'ER or
BtAUTma. nwmc-nvE
SOUTH ORANGE ANI> MABt-EWOOD
IVY HILL
i r vtv
New |MO (general Klectrte
Giant Refrigerator Freerer
• New School. Parke and
•hopping. One Rlock
• TV' Matter Antenna
• Automatic Leundr^ee
• All Outatde Picture
Window Room*
• Full Ceramic Tile Rathe
• Parquet Floore
• I-endacaped Ceidene
• Fireproof 14 Story buildings
FREE
• Gae. Electricity
• Parking
• Decorating
• Recreation Roeme
3 Rooma <| bedroom*> MJ 50 to bed W
4 Room* «7 bedroom*' ll« 00 to IIIt 00
A rr.W CHOICE YEAR END
OPENINGS NOW RENTING
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Phone or Write for Free
brochure and Uteralctre
JOHN D DAI.T. Ree Mgr
S MANOR DRIVE
NEWARK • N J
ESSEX 3 1134
DAII.Y TO 7JO P M
WEEK ENDS To •30 P M
SBECIAI. TOR COMMtTER* ! I
Bublic Narrir. l«. HiU Rua N. »«rr t
(EXPRESS) rune direct from our prep-)
erty to New York Port Authority Ter>
minal. llet St . and »th A*e in 40 mi* i
utee; lbminute ruah hour headway
RY CAR Five minutee from Garden
State Parkway. EiH lOA. right «n
Madleen Ave to end llum«mM are.'
abort right to flr»4 left turn (Ml. Vee
non PI >. direct to property
EAST ORANGE
A FEW CHOICE
APARTMENTS LEFT
r<>R IMMEDIATE OCCVBANCr
A BREaTIGE LOCATION
COMBINING bt'Rt'Rß AN < HARM
AND CTTY CONVENIENCE*
coMptjma.v air-conditioned
All kllrhoa »uh c*io««4 bull!
IB 0..0, roualar lo* itai*. II «a 11
r.ltia.rslor ailb laa 1t.*../, du*
• ath.r all In r.lar IW«iR.a a*..*...
iae bxr cent rati barking
4 ROOM* lONS BERRooM' liar
J ROOM* (two Mmt > bciba> Itu
ALSO BROBC.UIONAI.
ABARTME-VM AVAtI-ARCE
ABBUCATION* BEING AO’EBTED
AT RENT At. OWC*
Opan II la 1 |*<t<*«uik bunt...
44 SOUTH MUNN AVf
EAST ORANGE. NEW JERSEY
ORenge 4 THt
See Our FurniaAed M«4*l Apt
DIRECTIONS prom NEWARK
• Y CAR: Straight out traUal A«e ft*
Munn, turn right *a Muaa A«e MU
block
• Y BUt: Take No It to M uaa A*e.
walk eouth ht biooka to property or
lake So 34 or 44 b-*a te Cenlrel io4
Munn Area. «*li ba.f bi~*k outk le
property
EUrABCTK Madam Brtilar Apt*
Pierce Manor
4 Rmi. (1 bedrm ) from $123
5 Rm». (2 heilrmt ) from $139
6 Rm». (3 bscfrmi, 2 bolht)
from $169
On# black |a twunUu CnnHua
Ibur.b A IcbaaJ
Ofraa d.Uj • la • B M
Tu.nl. r and Bivi,, until • B M
Bwntar II rw
Brand. nU.i ka.uia.el tl. » >*.:.»
APARTMENT FOR RENT APARTMENT FOR RENT
MOVE
U
P
TO LUXURIOUS LIVING
A
T
WYCHWOOD GARDENS
in Westfield
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY—3VS, 4Vi, 6 ROOM APTS
AIR-COND. BUILT-IN OVEN, BANUE. lUBH WASHES SEPSlotsA JOS.
AMPLE PAHKINa, LUXURIOUS SWIUMINO POOL. PBIVAfB BUS oESUOB.
DIRECTIONS; 81. it] lu A*« , P 1 Rl f*. «ll kuia m 6^114-
lUM Ave . la t Broad Sli lure rtdfcl la n4ll UU 08. flHi VraMßiSl
("Mill, dlHa out E Broad Si la modal a»la
OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY • A M TO • P M.
MOVING?
FLORIDA
CALIFORNIA
PARIS
«/*•.«•«# ■mu mini cilll
ENGEL BROTHERS
MOVING nml STOHAGI
•WM V., f in IF IWUUI B» J.i f■:
»*lt lII* I*:* II (111. , ;l
*>• 'I *>tf|Mrint #1 SiI*l |l. 4> ' %
Your Neighborhood
Pharmadttt "Sayt"
ST
NEWARK
• A ♦ AUrt P'*fM
LUI PHAIMAtT
•••# M mu
F*i4» 111 turn FHirmitiiU
r ‘ '»«■ !*•*# !>•»
rr<Mß » • m i«> 11 r m
Ff« Ml FuiMH A«mwi —•
Annul
MU >4141
M J
JERSEY CITY
VAIINTri FMAAMACr
AOIftPH VAUNfi. In Pmr
Fm«nixiMu B«b? s..a.
f**4« t>*#4 fin (v*.i mi
FI4 Mill V4l All . ett F»ii*V««
il'Mf Crlf Ni
fhoai ok » it»«
WESTFIELD
CIN UAL PHAM MA C V
kAi«k*«| | C«'a»«l« Ih FMr
t
•
r +4*llf
(•Mi-uadtd
f>» W* F«4fu»M CmmiUm
A‘* luffllM
4>4 €••!«•• Ah. *■•!*•* » 1441
NUTLEY
■AT UIU4 CO
• >*««*•. ii f rftn
A-4 fc $ N m4j
• Pl«'*»tif fWM
ORANGE
koto I Oluk lion
Fltl
Olatfl ph a
FiMMtfiiui r«i,M M
As Long
As You Live
>ou *Ui
ooou income
you invcat your m
L nj
You lUu attare In the
rrcet »orh o t the Mteelou*
»*d help in educeUntf
l‘i last* and brother* for
the Mkeakous
e Certetai tea
• A I-aalln* MemorUi end
i cmimbrarwcr In many
Maaee* end prayer*.
WIITI POt Mtf« INfOtMAHOOIi
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
Annuity I>*|H. GIRARD, PA
POSTAGE
. . . wh«n you iavi by mail
al Mohawk! Ws
pay posto79
both ways.
Latest
Dividend 3!1
compounded 4 times yeoHy
SAVINGS INSURED TO $lO,OOO
II of mor* start* an account.
Juf( mail chsck By return mail
you will
rscsiT# account book
and frs# pottaqs snvslops.
MOHAWK
SAVINGS end LrOsn Assn.
40 Comrasrc • Sr. Nswork 2. N. J.
THE
HOTEL
PARK PLACE, NEWARK
CORDIALLY INVITES YOUR
RESERVATIONS FOR
• COMMUNION
BREAKFAST
• ORDINATION
DINNERS
• WEDDING
RECEPTIONS
• OTHER SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
•
Modern air conditioned
banquet facilities Tina
food and eenrka always.
STANLEY J. AKUS
Manager
FOR RESERVATIONS
Call MArket 2-1000
A KNOTT HOTEL
ALIERT W STINDIR. Fr.„d..l
.VACUUM CLEANERS?
SEWING. MACHINES
REPAIRED by EXPERTS
ALL MAKES
AND J
MODELS
Mill
10-POINT
REPAIR SPECIAL
*B9 $1.99
FULL
CASH
PRICE
• PICKUP
• DELIVERY
• THOIOUII INSPECTION
• ADJUST
•OIL
• CREASE
• NEW MOTOR IRUSHES
•NEW BELT in
• TIGHTEN
• CHECK SUCTION
m
maiajtti
call
collic
Ml 2-7961
i
Southern Lady Has Sold
’
Religion for 30 Years
WASHINGTON (NC) A soft-spok-
en Southern lady who almost single-
handedly put the Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine on an organized basis in
the U. S. has retired.
Miriam Marks has left the National
CCD Center here after 30 years of
"selling” and organizing religious edu-
cation programs for Catholics outside
Chutch schools. Some four million chil-
dren, youths and adults now study un-
der the CCD.
Behind her, the former executive
secretary of the center leaves 138 dio-
cesan CCD programs, 67 of which she
helped organize herself; more than 200
manuals and organizational aids she ei-
ther wrote or edited; and a national
center that has grown from a priest di-
rector, herself and a part-time helper to
a staff of eight in the new addition of
the headquarters building of the Na
tional Catholic Welfare Conference.
AT A RECENT CCD meeting, Miss
Marks was introduced this way: "The
Confraternity is more than 300 years
old. Miss Marks has been with it from
the beginning.”
“It isn’t exactly that long,” she said
with a smile during an interview. But
she does remember the days before ef-
fective CCD programs, when Catholic
children attending public schools were
going to Protestant Bible classes to
get some religious background.
And that is not the dim past it
is a mere 30 years ago, she reminded.
“In the few parishes where efforts
were made to reach these children,” she
added, “there was almost no formal re-
ligious education apart from sheer
memorization of the catechism.”
“Improvement has been tremendous
since then,” she said. "Not only in or-
ganization, but in teaching materials
and in technique. The simple rote
memory of the catechism has been
dropped in favor of teaching religion as
a living reality.”
Her favorite story to point up "the
disaster” that comes from memorization
without understanding is the one about
the boy who ends his Act of Contrition
with the phrase "I firmly dissolve to
end my life. Amen."
MISS MARKS' interest in religious
instruction for Catholics outside Church
schools began in Apalachicola. Fla.,
where she and her four sisters and
brothers were reared by parents who
had become converts.
"There was a Catholic church and
school there —but no other for hundreds
of miles. We knew Catholic children
were not getting instructed and used to
discuss it at home," she said.
Years later, she met Rev. Edwin
V. O'Hara. He later was named an
Archbishop while serving as Bishop of
Kansas City-St. Joseph, Mo., and was a
pioneer among the hierarchy in religious
education programs for Catholics not
getting regular instruction.
When the prelate, who died in 1956,
became Bishop of Great Falls, Mont.,
in 1930, he asked Miss Marks to organize
the then-new CCD in his diocese. In 1934,
when Bishop O'Hara helped organize the
national center, he asked her to become
its first executive secretary, field repre-
sentative and publications editor.
“MY HEADQUARTERS used to be
in Washington, but during one year <n
the early 19305, for example, I was here
for only three weeks,’’ she recalled.
Miss Marks was field representative,
or CCD organizer, until 1949 when a
priest was appointed to take over the
job. She then devoted full time to the
other two posts.
Her retirement comes during a 25th
anniversary celebration of the founding
of the national center, whose director
is Rev. Joseph Collins, S. S.
Miss Marks, who was awarded the
Papal medal, Pro Ecclesia et Pontifice
(For Church and Pope), in 1937, plans
to return to her family's home in
Apalachicola.
Italian Shirt Factory
Is Run By Sisters
MONCALVO DI MONFERRATO, Italy (NC) The Salesian
Sisters here manage a shirt making factory which has 280 wom-
en employes.
The Sisters originally came to this small town near Turin
to conduct a school attached to the factory opened by an Italian
industrialist after the war.
The Sisters opened the school and then, at the invitation of
the plant owner, they consented to take over the factory,
the whole factory.
FOURTEEN SISTERS now work at the plant. Five supervise
various departments; three teach. Five others look after the
cooking and cleaning and one works in the business office.
Besides being a successful business operation, the unique
presence of the Sisters in a factory has produced an unexpected
bonus. The employes have decided to meet the expenses of three
seminarians, one the son of an employe.
On payday a contribution box is placed on the conveyor belt
of the factory and it passes through each of the departments
collecting funds for "our priests.”
SEASON’S GREETINGS: Forty students from Holy
Name Hospital School of Nursing, Teaneck, are shown
making the traditional journey through the hospital
as carolers. Typical of student nurses throughout the
area, the young women, accompanied by Sister M.
Marguerite, choir mistress, also sang Midnight Mass
in the hospital chapel.
Singing Nuns
To Goon TV
HYATTSVILLE, Md. (NC) -
The “JM Chorus" of the Reli-
gious of Jesus and Mary has
sold more than 11,500 copies of
its record. "Patterns in Song"
and will be seen on national
television.
The unusual chorus of 17 nov-
ices and postulants of the com-
munity was begun to help
raise $500,000 to build anew
novitiate for the community in
this Washington suburb.
Permission for the chorus to
accept some offers of television
appearances was granted by
Mother Maria del Rosario who
came here from Home to np
print* the building plans. No
dates have yet been set for the
chorus' TV appearances.
STUDENTS at St Adalberts'
Elizabeth, receive get well cards
from the PTA when they are out
sick.
Dominican Jubilarians Gave
170 Years Service to God
CALDWELL The Sisters of St. Dominic
will honor three members of the community
Jan 2 when Rev John J Anshro, Caldwell
Colleen rhaplain. rrlrhr.itr, j \l ~f nu,il,
Ui'in.. I r :nrrr mint vs Ij.j have served 17U
> rar ' Two diamond jubllarlans: Sister M. As-
sumpta, O P , and Sister M. de Aza, 0.P., and
a golden jubilarian. Sister M. Benedicta, O P ,
| W 'H attend the 10 30 celebration Mass at the
motherhouse convent here.
SISTER M. Assumpta was born in Akron,
Ohio. She entered the convent in 1809. received
the habit Aug. 30. 1899, and made her profes
sion Sept. 1, 1900.
Sister Assumpta served the community in
the capacity of novice mistress for seven
years. She also held the office of Superior in
St. Joseph's. Alliance, Ohio; Holy Trinity.
Bucyms, Ohio; and St. Boniface, Jersey City.
Sister Assumpta spent 43 years of her re-
ligious lile as a teacher in St. Boniface School,
Jersey City.
Sister Assumpta came to Caldwell in 1957,
and is now in the Sisters' Infirmary at the
motherhouse.
SISTER M. DE AZA was bom in Bavaria.
Germany She entered the convent in 1893, re-
ceived the habit nn Sept 17 !»i<< ,1m) m .idr
lur profession Sr pi 1. r.*»'
Sister de Aza was a domestic in SS Peter
and Paul, Hoboken; St. Josephs Union City;
St. Mary's, Norwalk. Ohio; SS. Peter and Paul.
Upper Sandusky, Ohio; St. Joseph's, Alliance.
Ohio, and Our Lady of the Lake Convent, Ver-
ona. She came to Caldwell in 1939, and Is still
rendering service on a modified scale.
SISTER M. BENEDICTA was bom In New
York City. She entered the convent in 1908,
received the habit Dec. 29, 1908, and made her
profession Aug. 16, 1910.
Sister M Benedicta held the office of
principal in St. Boniface School. Jersey City;
and was pnncipal and superior of St. Mary's.
Dover.
Sister Benedicta taught In these schools and
Holy Spirit School, Asbury Park. In 1941 she
was assigned to St. Ann's School, Newark,
where she is still teaching.
Following the Mass, a luncheon will be
served to the friends and relatives of the Ju- j
bilanans.
Thanks
From Israel
FREIBURG (NC) - Israel It
planting a grove of olive trees
in Palestine in honor of a
Catholic social worker who
saved many Jews from nail
persecution.
She Is Dr. Gertrud Luckncr,
a member of the headquarters
staff here of the Central Asso-
ciation of Catholic Charities.
The first earth of the olive
grove was turned on her 60th
birthday.
WITH THE ACTIVE support
of the late Archbishop Konrad
Groehcr of Freiburg and other
German Bishops, Dr Luckncr
organized an underground rail-
way for the escape of Jews
from nazl Germany She was
caught by Die Gestapo and put
in a concentration camp.
The Israeli government has
brought her to Israel five times
since the war It has named
her ''Ambassadress of Humani-
ty
"
Who’s Who Honors
To Jersey Girls
RIVF.RDALE, NY. - Mar
garet M. O'Donnell of Bayonne
and Frances Treanor of West
Englewood have been named
to Who's Who in American Col-
leges and Universities by the
College of Ml Jit. Vincent.
Holy Name Sets
Parent Class
TKANKCK A clan lor ex-
pei-tant parents will begin at
Holy Name Hospital Jan. 16, at
0 a.m. In Holy Name Hospi-
tal's Marian Hall.
The course will continue until
Feb 20, 11M1. Candidates may
register by telephoning the hos-
pital (TK 7 3070) between 8 and
0 a in in Marian Hall.
STATE RECOGNITION: Mother Ninetta Ionata, M.P.F., superior general of the
Religious Teachers Filippini, was invited to attend the General Assembly in Tren-
ton by Assemblyman Frank La Morte of Essex County. The Assemblyman intro-
duced a resolution recognizing the work accomplished by the Religious Teachers
Filippini during their 50 years in the U.S. Following unanimous acceptance of the
resolution, Mother Ninetta addressed the Assembly. Mother Carolina Ionata, M.P.F.,
right, provincial superior, also attended.
Protectors
Are Named
VATICAN CITY (NC) -Pope
John XXIII has named cardi-
nal-protectors for four commu- ,
nities of Sisters in the U. S.
Cardinal Mclntyre. Archbish- 1
op of Los Angeles, was appoint-
ed protector of the Sisters of
St. Joseph, whose motherhouse
Is in Orange. Cal.
Cardinal Cicognani, former
Apostolic Delegate to the U. S.
and now Secretary of the Sa-
cred Congregation for the On
ental Church, was made pro-
tector of the Sisters of St. Jo-
seph of Carondclct, whose
mother house is in St. Louis.
Cardinal Muench. American-
born prelate serving on the
Vatican's administrate staff,
was named protector of the Sis-
ters of Mercy of the Union in
the U S.A., whose mother house
is in Bcthcsda, Md.
Cardinal Meyer, Archbishop
of Chicago, was named pro-
tector of the Sisters of St. Ag-
nes, whose mother house is in
Fond du Lac, Wis.
Fruit Cakes
CLEVELAND (NC)-A wom-
an with a hotel-apartment
kitchen about as large as a
medium size closet baked 100
individual fruit cakes for home-
less men at the County Way-
farers laxlge.
Miss Hoddick said her kitch-
en is just aboqt large enough to
stand In if she doesn't turn
around too fast.
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ALIENBUIU; PIANO
HAS THE...
NEWHAMMOND
SELF-CONTAINED ORGAN
IT H
Magnificent tone
from a compact console!
Acoustically Engineered' for tone quality
you cl ordinarily get only from an organ with
separate tone cabinet.
Reverberation Control produces thrilling
“concert hall” effect even in a small room.
Exclusive Hammond Har-
monic Drawbars let you pick
out and blend tones in thou-
sands of different combinations.
Compact Contemporary Stylingis attractively
at home in any living room.
OUR
letsyou keep this new Hammond Organ in your
home for 30 days ... and receive 6 organ lessons
—for only 525. If you want to keep the organ, the
525 beconns your down payment. I’layTimo les-
sons are fun, and easy. So come in soon.
Play it...price 1t...n0w at
ALTENBURG
PIANO HOUSE, INC
l*l. JS47
1150 E. JERSEY ST., ELIZABETH
FL 1-2000
OPEN DAILY TILL 9 P.M.
SATURDAYS TILL 6 P.M.
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OVER A MILLION
PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED AT LISS'
Your coni ulcnce is assured
when you base your pres-
rnption compounded here.
The hiddru Ingrrdlrnls of
accuracy
ami cipertence
are always on band In
I.ISS', New Jersey’s l.arg
esi l»rug Dept. Store, of-
(erlng you the finest lu
fresh, high quality phar-
maceuticals aud the very
latest known to science.
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51 Journal Sq., J.C.
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NOW IN PROGRESS
GARDEN STATE PLAZA, PARAMUS
214 MAIN ST., PATERSON
MODERN HATTERS
(ABC HAT CENTERS)
Homo Of A Million Hats
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Heinsohn, Lombardi Were Big Names on 1960 Scene
NEWARK—Another year has
gone into the sports record
books, one marked by North
Jersey athletes more as a prep-
aration for future greatness
than as one for present immor-
tality.
To be sure, there were not-
able achievements during 1960.
Tommy Heinsohn of Union
City again helped the Boston
Celtics retain the National Bas-
ketball League title. Vic Lom-
bardi, who learned his coaching
ropes at St. Cecilia’s (E), guid-
ed the Green Bay Packers into
the National Football League
playoff. And Bob Mischak of
Union returned to the grid wars
to earn an all-star berth in the
new American Football League.
Three North Jersey residents
aided the successful bid of the
New York Yankees to regain
the American League pennant:
Lawrence (Yogi) Berra of
Montclair, Bill Skowron of
Hillsdale and Gil McDougald of
Tenafly. And just a few weeks
ago, McDougald announced his
retirement from the game.
BUT 1960'S BIG athletic
show—the 17th Olympic Games
saw no one come on to hold
up the victory torch carried by
Andy Stanfield of Jersey City
at Helsinki in 1952 and by Tom
Courtney of Livingston at Mel-
bourne in 195G.
Closest anyone came in this
department was Frank Budd of
Asbury Park, who lost a gold
medal in the 400-mctcr relay
when teammate Ray Norton
ran over the passing rone be-
fore taking the baton. A grad-
uate of Holy Spirit grammar
school in the shore city and
now a junior at Villanova,
Frank will probably still be
around when the 1964 games
come along.
By then, however, many
graduates of New Jersey Cath-
olic Track Conference schools
may also be in the Olympic pic-
ture. It's too early to tab any
of these boys by name, but cer-
tainly the fine crop of runners
turned out each year by confer-
ence schools will produce a few
athletes of national stature in
another four years.
ON THE WIDER geographi-
cal scene, it was a great year
for athletes of the Catholic
faith. Floyd Patterson won hack
his world’s heavyweight boxing
title. Herb Elliott crowned
his magnificent career by set-
ting a world's record for 1.500
meters at the Olympic games.
Bill Mazeroski became the dar-
ling of Pittsburgh Pirate fans
with his home run which beat
the Yankees in the World Ser-
ies.
The outstanding football play-
er of the 1960 college season
was Joe Bellino of the United
States Naval Academy. Frank
McKinney, Mike Troy and Lynn
Burke were three of the stars
who helped Uncle Sam domi-
nate the aquatic events at the
Olympic games.
In baseball, two great stars,
coming to the end of their long
careers, continued to take up
more space in the record books.
Warren Spahn of the Milwaukee
Braves pitched the first no-hit,
no-run game of his career, won
20 games for the 11th time in
his career and just about insur-
ed himself of hitting the 300
mark In total victories. Stan
Musial made a modest come-
back, helped St. Louis climb to
second place, and announced ha
would play "one more year"
before retiring.
BACK ON THE local scene.
Dick McDonough of Scton Ha'.!
Prep won eight New Jersey
AAU swimming titles outright
and shared in six others with
fellow members of the North
Jersey Swimming Association.
Tabbed as a hot prospect for
the 1964 Olympic squad. Dick
entered Villanova in Septem-
ber and is already setting rec-
ords for the Wildcats.
Villanova also has this area's
top prospect for the 1964 Olym
pic track team in hurdler Leon
Pras from Dover. And a Wild-
cat graduate, Johnny Kopil,
should make big news in mara-
thon running circles this- year
after a highly successful debut
in long distance races last
year. Johnny won national jun-
ior AAU titles in the three-mile
run and steeplechase in Sep-
tember.
Another one who cleaned up
in swimming circles last year
was Mona DiFilippo, daughter
of Seton Hall's director of phy-
sical education, Vic DiFilippo.
Mona won five AAU senior
titles and was also on one win-
ning relay team. Mary Swift
of West Orange picked up one
indoor title.
IN ICE SKATING, Cornelia
(Pooch) Harrington of Wayne
wore the United States colors
in the 1960 winter games at
Squaw Valley, and, while fail-
ing to place, said that it was
just a warmup for 1964. Dar-
lene Sechanic of Jersey City es-
tablished herself as the East's
top sprinter on the blades.
Cycling was featured by Bill
Pflug's victory in the national
intercollegiate road race for St.
Peter’s College. Pat Rourke,
a DePaul student like Miss Har-
rington, won the New Jersey
women's title. And in archery,
Eileen Hastic of Passiac suc-
ceeded her old sister, Carol, as
New Jersey junior girls' cham-
pion.
1980 WAS ALSO. If readers
will excuse a personal note a
very memorable year for this
writer. The chance to attend
the Olympic games at Rome
provided a never-to-be-forgot-
ten experience. And also a very
educational one.
Recently, one of the head
coaches of the U S S R. Olym-
pic team made certain charges
about professionalism in Ameri-
can amateur athletic circles
Discounting the wilder of these
charges —and that they were
wild, you have only to note the
comparative ages of the Soviet
and American athletes to see
which is "making a living” out
of sports there were still
several things he said which
paralleled conclusions we had
reached at Rome.
Certainly there is something
wrong with the American
sports program that can pro-
duce a few of the greatest ath-
letes in the world and, at the
same time, have probably the
lowest general standard of phy-
sical condition for its teenage
population. It's a condition that
deserves the attention of every-
one connected with American
education E.J.G.
Social Welfare Fund
LONDON (RNS) A special
project to be known as the Bish-
ops’ Fund (or Charitable Belief
will be set up by the Bishops of
England and Wales to help fi-
nance charitable works In the
field of social welfare.
St. Michael's Frosh
Has Three N.J. Boys
WINOOSKI PARK. Vt. - Three
North Jersey residents arc mem
hers ol the St Michael's treih
man basketball team which will
be trying lor a third straight un-
defeated season under coach Kd
Markey o( West New York this
year
The trio are Kd McDonnell,
Oratory graduate from Kllia-
beth; Charles Rogers of Fort Lee
and Don McCalg of North Berg-
en
St. Peter's, Seton Hall Head List
Of Strong Independent Cage Teams
NEWARK The nine schools classified as “A” inde-
pendents for the 1960-61 basketball season by The Advocate
should present one of the strengest, best-balanced set of
teams since the fabulous 1951-52 campaign.
St. F’eter’s, Seton Hall, Immaculate Conception, Our
Lady of the Valley and St. Mary’s
(E) all have teams of state
championship caliber; pity is,
there are only two titles to spread
around these five teams and they
will not earn them without ser
ions challenge from several Cath-
olic league members like Don
Bosco, St. Michaels (JC), St.
Mary's (R> and Queen of Peace.
St. Benedict's again looks like
the best of the New Jersey In-
dependent Schools Athletic Asso-
ciation crop St. Michael's (UC)
could be very tough when tourna-
ment time rolls around, so could
Marist. Essex Catholic may not
be ready for the fast "A” com-
pany this year, but should clean
up against a schedule which is
just beginning to move into those
circles.
Before the state tourneys roll
around, however, some of these
teams have league assignments
and county playoffs to worry
about. St. Peter’s has been made
the pre-season choice to succeed
St. Michael's as the Hudson Coun-
ty Interscholastic Athletic Asso-
ciation champion, but the Irish
may not be ready to give up so
easily. Seton Hall, Immaculate
and Valley should all be Essex
County Tournament entries and 1
St. Mary's (E) will again be a
contender for the Union County;
crown.
There follows a team-by-team:
rundown of prospects with lastj
year’s records and players'
heights listed in parentheses:
ESSEX CATHOLIC (2-17) In
its first year of full growth, this
school will still show only a
shadow of its future greatness.
Co-captains Marty McNish and
Pat McGinley are the key men
for this season, but 6-3 soph Gary
Haggart holds the key for the
next two
years. Bobby Nann (6-0)
and Hugh Mahoney (6-0) arc the
other starters, both juniors. On
the bench are Mike Cuozzo (5-8),
Ron DelMauro (6 0), Richie Kielty
(5-8), Mike Williams (6-2) and
Tom Dombrowski (5-8).
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
(15-9) This is the team that
could break the decade lone crip
St. Mary’s (E) and St. Aloysiusi
lave had on the Catholic ”B"
title. Four regulars have re-
turned, lopped by All-North Jer
scy star Frank Desmond (5-10)
and also including Bob Brennan
(6-3), Tom Giceson (5 11) and
Bruce Brodbeck (6-0). The other
starter is Pat Finnerty (6-1). Bill
Hollar (6-2), football ace, may
help under the boards, and Johnj
Eltzholtz (5-9), a soph, could be*
a key sub later in the season.
Joe Carter (5-10), Larry Codey
(5-10) and Fran Cushing (6 0),
complete the squad.
MARIST (9-13) Lots of size
here with three 6 3 boys, John
Kosakowski, Charles Aleksicwici
and Stan Nowieki, in the starting
lineup, along with Richie Gill
(5-10) and Fran Cushing (6 10).'
who should be the scoring leader.
Behind these boys arc Bob Para
dine (5-10). Joe Hogan (5-9). I
Charlie Maher (5-11). John Gcb
rian (6-2), Bob Ryan (5-8), Joe
Bonner (6-3). Bob Stomber (6-2)
and Bob Rubano (5-8).
O.L. VALLEY (17-4) - Three
speedy backcourt men and two
tall forwards give new coach Bob
Schaffer a lot to work with. All
five boys saw considerable action
last year, so experience is no
problem. Joe Lar.frank (5-7), Tom
Finnegan (5-8) and John Colaia-
covo (5-10) arc the ballhandlcrs,
Tony Cuccolo (6-2) and Jerry Hug
(6-2) will provide the rebounding.
,1m reserve arc Joe Orme (5-6),
jGeorge Smigelski (5-10), Joe Nor-
ton (6-0), Tom Waldron (6-2) and
Art Plumstoad.
I ST. BENEDICT’S (20-4) May
j r.ot be quite as good as last year,
il-ut still among the best. Two
[starters are back, Frank O’Brien
(6-0) and Tom Lcnney (6-0), plus
lone leading reserve, Jeff Szem
1(6-2). Phil Taylor (5-10) and John
Mulvihiil (5 10) have taken the
I other starting berths, but are
being Tressed by Pete Ryan (5-6),
Jack Sullivan (6-2), Frank Del-
[aney (5 10), Bill Ehrhardt (6-0).
Pete Meyer (6 4), Greg Dicovit-
-1 sky (6-0) and Richie O'Brien
(5 8).
ST. MARY’S (E) - (22 2)—Al
Loßalbo has a rebuilding job on
Ids hands this year and it should
be fun to watch the master crafts-
man at his work (fun for every-
one but the teams he plays, that
is). For a start, he will have a
lineup with iwo unrelated Bren-
nans, Jerry (6-2) and Dennis (5-9)
and two brother Burkes, Richie
(61) and Mike (6-0). The fifth
man is 6-4 Guy Sakawicz. But
if any of these boys slip, some
promising youngsters arc in the
wings: Bob Smith (5-10), Dan
Doherty (6-1) and Bill Hajeski
(6-3) and Jim Murray (5-10).
ST. MICHAEL’S (UC) (18-5)
Backboard strength 1s missing
here and could be a fatal weak-
ness. Mike Whelan (6-2) will be
one of the top scorers around and
with him will be Chick Garretsoh
<5 10), Weldon Grciger (64), Tony
Guma (5-8) and Tony Goba (6-2).
Several football players are hop-
ing to break in, including Frank
DeFilippis (5-10), Ken Übertino
(5-9) and Mike Dryer (6-0).
ST. PETER’S (23 8)
- All-star
center Jim Barry (6-4) and back-
court whiz Wayne McGuirt (5-10)
will make things miserable for
rivals and, if too much attention
j is paid to them, Frank Nicoletti
(f-1) will start bombing the nets.
(The other two positions arc not
I set. They now belong to seniors
| Richie Carroll (6 3) and Ken Vies
(5 8), but could later go to juniors
Greg Hochstcin (62) and Brian
Sheeran (5-10) or to Gary Compa
(5-10), Tom Mortaugh (5-10), Stu
McGregor (6-0), Bob Ryan (6-3),
Ed Kosnik (6 1), Bob Clarke
(5 10) and John Mehlcm (6 1).
8ETON HALL (16-7) _ As
usual, when St. Peter’s has a good
learn, Seton Hall has one too.
Three regulars are back: Richie
Dec. (64-4), Jeff Gauscpohl
(6-3) and Bill Cummins (6-1).
With Tom Stocker (63) and Joe
Arway (6-4), they form one of the
tallest teams ever to play in
North Jersey. The bench has
some big boys too: Sam Ciampi
(6-2), Ken Kiuxen (62) and
George Kunka (6-2), as well as
John Morrison (60) and Don Me-
Bain (5-6).
Inconsistency Is the Word
For St. Mary's This Season
TSt Mar?’ s (R > basketball coach Charlie
i gel would like just one resolution from his boys for 1961
to be consistent.
The Gaels continued on their whacky course last week,
one which has seen them drop both their North Jersey
Catholic Conference games, but I
win four independent starts
against much tougher opposition.
They hit both the depths and the
heights last week, losing to Walsh
51-48, in a league game, but then
trouncing Our Lady of the Val-
ley, 64 48, in the St. Mary’s
Christmas tournament.
Other victims of the giant
Gaels this year have included
Tope Pius, Rutherford and Im-
maculate Conception. The four
victories would easily put the
team in the top rank of North
; Jersey quintets. But the two de-
feats (the other to Holy Trinity)
put an Irremovable blot on the
!record.
THE ADVOCATE’S annual Top
i Ten rankings will not begin until
after the Christmas tournament
I season ends, but, right now, it
[looks like It will be quite a )ob
| getting the teams in order For
St Mary’s is by no means the
| only team doing a Jekytl and
Hyde this season
tn>uri<-« are pU>in« luw>r uith
*rs rral clubs, for instance Don
Bosco won its first four games,
jbu * Steve Archer suffered a brok-
en hand in the third contest and
the Dons promptly lost to Rldge-
wo°d St. Peter’s also took four
in a row, but Jim Barry tore
some ligaments and the Pctreans
were dropped from the first
round of the St. Peter s Christ
mas Holiday Festival by Cr«n-
ford. 47 44
Also bowing out In the first
round of that tourney were St.
Benedict’s, by a 44 42 count to
top seeded Snyder, and St Mary's
(E). taking its worst beating In
over a decade, 65 32, from All
Hallows This Dec 26 action left
no North Jersey Catholic teams
among the semi-finalists in the
world series of Christmas tourna-
ments.
JOINING ST. MARY’S in the
semi-finals of its tourney was
Queen of Peace with a 63-51 de-
feat of Kearny. The Irish have
been another up and down team
with solid performances in five
»of their six starts (including a
road loss to Immaculate), bal-
anced off with a 63-46 loss to
Dickinson.
Other league results last week
included St. Aloysius' 63-49 defeat
of Holy Trinity after a 62-59 loss
to St. Mary’s (JC) in the NJCC;
St Joseph's (P) second easy tri-
umph in the Passaic-Bergen
C.C., 63 32 over St. Luke's, and
Don Bosco Tech's 53-28 rout of
St. John's in the same loop; and
i the 68-53 defeat Queen of Peace
pinned on Pope Pius.
This weekend will be taken up
w-ith the final rounds of the vari-
ous tournaments The regular
*'-hnliili- begins nenin on Ini 3
with four league games topping
the bill Bergen Catholic at St.
Cecilia's (E) in the Tri-County
loop; DePaul at Don Bosco Tech
in thy PBCC and St. Aloysius at
St. Mary's (R) and St. Mary’s
'JO at St. Michael's (JC) in
the NJCC.
Don Bosco passed the first test
in its festival by belting Dumont,
77 78. but Bergen Catholic bowed
to Bergenfield, 51 48, and St
Cecilia’s (E) was trounced by
Diver Dell, 56 53. St. Luke's
dropped out of the North Bergen
Festival, losing to Hawthorne.
52 47, and St. Michael's (UC) and
Holy Family were ousted by
Union Hill and Demarest from
the lICIAA tourney.
O.L.Lake Wins
NJC Jamboree
SPARTA Our Lady of the
lake solidly avenged its only
loss of the season as it won its
j second consecutive Northwest
[ Jersey Conference Christmas
jamboree on Dec. 21 at its home
court.
The Lakers trounced Blairs-
(own, 57-33, to get even for a
3-1-32 defeat suffered on Dec. 16
at the same site John Keslo,
scored 18 points and Lew Stowe
had 17 as the home club ran away
with the finale.
In the first round on Dec. 19,
; ‘he Lakers had a tough time with
the Blair Academy J.V., before
j winning out. 57-53, as Stowe
[scored 23 points. Morris Catholic
dropped a 53 46 decision to Sussex
that night, but came bark to take
I the consolation final from the
!same team, 64 45, on Dec 21.
Oratory. O.L. Lake Have Chance
For Honors During 1960-61 Season
‘ Our of the Lake and Oratory, which
captured their respective league titles in the 1959-60 bas-
kctbal season, appear ready to make a strong defense of
those honors during the present season.
The Lakers have a tall veteran team which could make
ht»h of the Northwest Jcrtty
Conference
race, while Oratory,
hit hard by graduation, ha> haii
an Infusion of transfer talent
which could carry it over all ob
etacles in the North Jersey Ivy
league
Heaviest competition for both
champions may come from two
other members of the loosely
named North Jersey Catholic in
dependent If group Delbarton
could have the strongest club in
its history and will make things
hot for Oratory Morris Catholic |
certainly has its best team ever
(with Its first senior class i and
hopes to finish no worse than sec
ond to the Lakers
ANOTIIFK I.FAGI K member
In (he group, Holy Family, has
tlllle hope of making an impres
sum in the strong northern dlv I
sion of the Hudson County Intrr
scholastic Athletic Association
And the three genuine Indrpen
dents in the group Roselle
Catholic, St Patrick's and Hay
I Lllard do not figure to
make much Impact during the
campaign
Roselle Catholic, of course, has
only freshman and sophomore
Classes and will tie playing a
largely Junior varsity schedule
St Patrick sand Hay ley tx.lh
have young teams which should
be much belter nest
There follows
a team by team
rundown of prospects with last
year s record and players heights
in parentheses
HAYLKY FU.AKD <01:1 _
There it obvious room for im 1
provement here and certainly
last year's winless record won't'
be repeated Hut Joe Comiskey
(5 8) is the only senior and also)
the only holdover regular on the
S(|uad. Joe Giordano r 6 0) and
Mike Malone (6 0) had some ex- j
pcrience last year and will divide!
the other chores with Gary Spag
noa (6 1), Phil Hurley (6-2) and
the team's brightest prospee’, 6 3
sophomore Tom Dolan. Reserves
include John Ahern (5 9), Tom
Flnncran (5 10), Joel Fcehan
16 1), Jack Cahill (6 1) and Dan
McCann (5 7).
DFI.BARTON (10 9) _ Boh
Findlay i5 11 12) am! George
Rolf 16 1) give the Green Wave a
(me one two scoring punch, which
is backed up by some tall lioys
Daryl Russell (6 2 , Jirr. Farrell
(6 1 1 2) and Nick Marlnaro (04)
All this height will he a big help
on the small Ivy League courts
The bench is also strong with Ken
Cote (5 10), Frank McGuire (6 0),
Hill Denver (591, Jim Stsarns
(5 8 12), Roger Hransford (5 9)
and Dan Hollis (6 I I
lIOI.Y FAMILY (lll!)—Grad
uatlun took away all of last year s
starters hut Pete DeSantis (58)
Ills new mates include Tom
Greeley (slui, George Affuso
(5 9), Joe Franglpane (6 1), Joe
Monaco (5 10), Larry Weber (6 2i
and Charles Wortman (6 1) In
hack of these boys are Fled Thai
man (6 0) and Joe Montecalvo
i 5 61
MORRIS CATHOLIC (612) -
Last
year s lop scorer, Fd Joyce,
is unexpectedly missing, bu* all
the other hoys are hack Joe
Townend ( 6 0), Ted Tlchy (5 10i
Tom Russo (61), Al Verdi (59),
Tom Curtin (6 1) and Joe Daley
(6 0). Height is an obvious prub
lem, lack of scoring punch may |
'also hurt
The bench is slight with Cl ary
; Marcello <5 8) and Richie Com
i Kan (510) the only other boys
1 not allotted to the JV.
ORATORY (16-1) Pran Pin
chot, a 6 2 transfer from Notre
Dame, scored 81 points in his first
j two starts, Indicating he Is ready
Jto make a strong bid (or North
Jersey scoring honors Two other
new boys. Hrian O'Brien (60) and
Jim Dover (5 11). and three JV
grads, Tony Glacona (5 11), Don
Maul (6 0) and Ilob Krist (5 IO)j
fill out the list of regulars Hut
the biggest asset, next to Pinrhot,
may be the school s biand new
gymnasium.
0.1.. I.AKK (14 8) - Though
last year's top hand. Vince Mul
hall, is gone, this may be an
even stronger team Three reg -
ulars return John Deßergh
(5 10 I Lew Stowe (5 ID and John
Keslo (6 2 1 2) and they will team
up with Dennis McChesncy (510)
and Pat Bright (6 3) The re I
serves are Sieve Tilton is*l. Psul
Morris (5 10), Dennis Newman
(5 11) and a 61 1 2 sophomore, j
Joe Glynn
HOSPU.K CATHOLIC
_ Roger
Radeckl (6 2) is the leai'mg play j
cr on this young team Oilier
veterans of last year s freshman
club are Gil Brindley (5 7), Bill
Ditlmann i5 7i, Dan Kaminski
(5 11), Prod Kruk (5 61, Prancla
Marro (5 ID and Austin Shieblcr
(6D.
N I PAIIt IC K S (49) Johnny
Kupchak (6 D, who won the
North Jersey scoring title as a
freshman last year, has
along with Stan Saniuk (6 D and
Jen Kendra (511) Completing
the first five are Prank Hangar
ler (5 6) and Henry Matlosr (5«)
with Gene Challckl, Lou O Brien
Jim Kelly, John Gora and John
Turner In reserve.
Two WeeksLeft
Before Big Gome
JERSEY CITY _ fit. Prter’s
College and .Scion flail have
only two weeks left before their
annual meeting at Sooth Or-
ange, so they had best start
sharpening their weapons (or a
battle which may decide which
gets a tournament Invite In
March.
Both have one game listed
for the coming week and on the
same evening. The Peacocks
play host to a louring Missis-
sippi Southern team, while the
Pirates visit Philadelphia to
play St. Joseph’s.
Seton Hall dropped out of the
undefeated ranks on Dec. 21
when it bowed to Dayton, *4-15,
at the Ohio city. The Pirates
had a terrible shooting night,
but didn’t drop out of conten-
tion until the last 19 minutes.
Also due to return to action
this week after a long holiday
layoff Is Seton Hall (P), which
hosts Jersey City Slate on Jan.
3.
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FINAL
CLEARANCE
Pricel Slaihtd on Enllrt Sloclr ol
New 1960 FORDS
• GALAXIES • FAIRLANES
• FALCONS • THUNDERIIRDS
ty|C HIGHEST TRADE.INSI
3 • CASH REFUNOS
OF AIIOWANCEI
DOWN • LOW BANK RATESI
UPON CREDIT APPROVAL
l«»y payments low bank ratal
Immidlif# credit approve!
Open till File P.M.—Sat. till a EM.
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3. N. J.
Ml 3-8000
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
mital loom from sa*a
All Mokes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
«7 CENTRAL ATE.
lAIT ORANGE
«T I*ll
Camp St. John’s
A Lakeside Mountain Camp
*«y« 6-I*. 3,100 h. all. Sandy booch an Hantar lab*. N T. 100 wtoa (ram
N.Y.C. Madam building., lavalary l« oath cabin Hal dawan IKalianl mao1,.
PivtfUM acfivitiot, recreational and instrumental. Mature, pr«fe«t»onal n«(K«ri
•na coaches from top-ranking colleges and prep tcKooh Om counsellor for
•vory four boy*. Jotwit Chaplain. Ono afUactosive foo. Kecenwneaded b r Q—4
Housekeeping. Catolog.
Writa Hobart X. Glogongack, Vala Ualv. Alb Uric Ait'n. Ho- Ha..«, Cana, ay
Phong OHagan 7-154* (N.Y.C.)! VABoy Straaa. 51111 (U., Mood I
WINTER WONDERLAND
* SPECIALS *
N. J.’t Largest Stock of Ice Skate* and
Winter Sport* Equipment
COMPARE OUR PRICES - REAL VALUES!!
SKIS and SKIING EQUIPMENT
Save up to on all Skiing Equipment
World Famous Kaslle . Metal A Hood Skis
Complete Line of Dartmouth. Hart Metal
and Childrens’ Sets and Accessories
COMPLETE SKI
SHOP FACILITIES
Skis Rented by day, week-end or week
Skis edged. Leather Bindings Installed
CLOTHING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
★-S'7* off on Bass, Soudler. Europa
Service Ski Boots (stock limited)
TOBOGGANS SLEDS
SNO COASTERS
SAVE UP TO 20%
N.
Generous Trade In Allowance
On Your Old Skates And Ski Shoes
On Purchase Of New Equipment
ICE SKATES
Man'* Hockey $7.95
Women's Figure $8.95
Plot a complete selection
of quality skates thru $67.50
Boys' and Girls' Shoe Skates from $3 95
Hockey Equipment . . . Sticks, Pucks,
Bodyguards etc.
ICE SKATER SHARPENED
X<<SS<<<S<SSSSSSCMS<S
ICE FISHING
• EQUIPMENT
• SUPPLIES
• LIVE BAIT
DENVILLE
BOAT & SPORT CENTER
Route 46 DENVILLE OA 7-3030
Open Monday thru Saturday till 9:00 P M.
/
NEW YORK
Dining At Its B«»t
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
<£»i- l*S3>
IXUclotu l.unchtcn. Mid Dlnnrn
in tlomaiikr Atmngphars
txilr tnd SUNDAY Air Cond
t onienlcnl lo Coliacum A Ttiralrra
Choirs \Ytnr■ and l.lquuri Vuaak
IPICIAI FAC IL IT 11f FOR
FRIVATI PARTUS
ACCOMMODATING II I* t«
nt IXhlh Ava . at 4ilh lIJ
NEW YORK CITY
No Matter How
You Get There
s
*
i
1
GET
OUR
DEAL
ON THE NEW
1961
• IMPERIALS
• CHRYSLERS
• PLYMOUTHS
• VALIANTS
Now on Ditplayl
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
MURPHY BROS.
Motor Sales
Elizabeth 5-5600
50t-51l No Broad Street
Open Doilj t A M ig t P M
Voiwdapi is A P M
"AMI* Wf iiU - Wl l»*VI“
PRINTING
HARRY F MURPHY
71 CLINTON ST.. NFWARK 1
PSona, MArkai 3-3131
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
sot cmuicmiv loiooii
and institutions
tffCiAiim ih
*
Residential Roofing
* Loaders & Gutters
*
Siding
EL 3-1700
MS N'W rOINI BOAO
lIIZABITH. N j
(STABUSMtO ISIS
MOVING?
/.. FLORIDA
.
CALIFORNIA
«. "m MID WEST
ii'lnn
-ii in in m‘i • mil
ENGEL BROTHERS
MOVING and STORAGE
tout W? MU*»*«««,*• .*
IK* Ini lit* !»f* 1} i»*i* ->i
*.'l* UIUfMVw IU! »
CHRISTMAS CHEER: "Santa Claus,” in the person of a St. Anthony's High School
student, Michael Ambrozia, hands out presents to the residents of St. Ann's Home
for the Aged, Jersey City, on the occasion of the annual Christmas program there.
The youngsters also entertained their guests under the direction of Sister M. Louise,
C.S.S.F. At left are two members of the band, Angelo Valente and John Reid.
Centra! Charity Fund
LONDON (NC) The Bishops
ot England and Wales have de-
cided to set up a central fund for
charitable and relief work.
HIS HONOR: Rev. Rogert Egan congratulates John
Golden on his election as mayor of New Jersey Boys-
town at Kearny. A senior at Kearny High School, John
hopes to return to Boystown some day as a teacher
and will receive his education studies next Fall at
Montclair State College
Church a Monument
STOCKHOLM (NC) A l?*h
cenlury church on Arno Island in
Lake Malarcn has been made a
national monument
Parish
CYO Briefs
A Hawaiian Night dance for
the young adulti of St. Ber-
nard's (Plainfield) will he held
on Jan It in the parish hall
A newly decorated and fur
nlshed CYO room in the base-
ment of the parish club at St.
Patrick's (Elisabeth) will be
open for members each Friday
night.
St. Genevieve's (Klliabcth)
young adults will hold its first
Christmas dance. "The Mistle-
toe Tumble" on Dec 30 . start-
ing at 8 30 a m
PRAYERS recited before begin
nlng a journey are called Itin
arium.
Vocation Notes
Just Like Him
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
Ordinarily we expect to see nuns dressed in black. We
rre not surprised, though, occasionally to see a Dominican Sis-
ter in whde, a Daughter of Mary of the Immaculate Concep-
tion in blue, or a Maryknoller in gray. But it comes as a
shock to see a whole community of nuns dressed in a dark but
Mvid red. They are the Hedcmptoristines who owe much for
their establishment to St Alphonsus Liguori.
They wear also a mantle of light blue, but the blood-red
hue is still predominant. When Pope St.
I’ms X saw the Rcdcmptoristines for the
first time, he playfully told them. "I see
good St Alphonsus has created his own
college of cardinals!"
Divine Decree
Nor was the use of red the result of a
whim or the desire to be different. On Apr.
25. 1725, Our Lord appeared to a young
novice, Sister Mary Celeste, in a convent in
Scala. Italy, and told her lie wanted to
establish in His Church anew religious or-
acr. He told her about the rule the nuns were to follow, and
about the habit they were to wear. They were to be robed
in a blood red tunic with a mantle of light blue. "This," He
told her, "shall be the habit of the new order the colors I
wore while on earth." Our Lord wanted them to look like
Him!
A Reminder
Perhaps it was Our Lord's way of reminding every Sister
—and every priest and Brother too that they should "look
like Him" What He wants is that they should be forever re-
minding those about them of Him. But to do that it is not,
of course, necessary to dress like Christ. As the old saying
goes, "Clothes don't make the man." St. John Vianney the
Cure of Ars pale, gaunt, gray-haired, stooped under the
weight of his 70 years, in his patched and threadbare cassock,
did not look anything like Our Lord, nevertheless, one of his
recent biographers tells us that in the last year of the Cure's
life 120.0C0 people came to Ars, and "most were driven by
the desire to see God in a man."
If God wants you to become a Sister, or a priest or
Brother. He will want you to do many things, but above all,
He will want you to become “just like Him" like Him in
the way you will think, in the way you will speak, in the way
you will act, and in the kind of work you will do.
Composed by Christ
During His visit to Sister Mary Celeste, "The Lord had
dipped the tip of His finger in His Precious Blood and had
written words in her heart. At a glance she there read the
entire rule of this new order
”
Our Lord directed that, for one
hour after receiving Holy Communion, every day for 40 dayv
Sister Mary Celeste write down that rule. She did, and it R
that rule which the Redemptoristines follow today.
Other religious communities cannot boast that Jesus com-
posed their rule But that matters little. The rules of all re-
ligious orders and every congregation have been approved by
the Church to which Christ said, "He who hears you, hears
Me." (Luke X 10). Christ, therefore, has approved of them,
too
When a young man or woman, entering religious life, is
given a rule, it is the same as Jesus saying to them, "Take
this and live It It will make you just like Me. It will make
you a saint'"
Apostolate for Vocations
Newark Archdiocese. Msgi. William F. Furlong, Seton
Hall University, South Orange, N. J. Telephone: SOuth Or-
ange 2 9000
Paterson Diocese: Rev John P. McHugh, DePaul High
School. Wayne. N J Telephone OXbow 4-5759.
Ceylon Catholics Fighting for Schools
( OLOMBO, Ceylon (NC) Catholics of Ceylon gave
no quarter in their fight to keep their schools even when
the date set for the government takeover came
The children stayed away in droves Most of thp 220,-
000 pupils of the Catholic schools began to boycott them
from Nov 2* on even though the
date for the government to as-
sume management was still three
daya off.
The nationalisation bill passed
in patllament In mid November
provided that topflight schools—
Grades I and II could re-
nounce their former government
subsidy and become tuition-charg-
ing institutions Forty-two of Cey-
lon's W Catholic schools in these l
categoric* deddrd to do so. as
did 13 conducted by other reli- j
glous bodies Thus one third of
all Grade I and Grade It schools
decided to stay out of Ihe govern-
ment plan
Hut the great majority of Cey
| lon's 750 Catholic schools are
Grade 111, or vernacular, schools,
and the new law made their take-
over by the government manda-
tory
IN CLOSE TO 100 of these,
Catholic parenta erected barbed-
wire barricades as much as 12
feet high and holed themselves
in to prevent government seizure.
The Catholic "occupation" took
place all over the Island, and the
men. women, and children who
took up residence in the school
buildings had the cooperation of
other villager* who regularly
brought them food and other
necessities
The schools In many cases
became virtual little churches,
with continual ihnnting of prav-
cr heard rudu into Ihr niuht.
The general practice was lo
hold a special holy hour every
night from 11 until midnight.
Meanwhile, in many areas,
school children themselves or-
ganized protest demonstrations.
Widespread picketing was re-
ported, many pickets bearing
placards with such legends as
"we want our schools hold
back the government steamrol-
ler."
Gregory Club Gives
Dinners to Needy
OHANGK The Gregory Club
of New Jersey donated food
baskets for the needy families
of Holy Spirit parish through
Msgr Dasid l*rlce Kach basket
contained the makings of a com
plete Christmas dinner
Helen .Hutton and Joan Shcp
pard. co-chairmen of the Social
Services Committee. were in
charge of the arrangements
FETE VOLUNTEERS: Officers of the Clare Cadets, a teenage volunteer unit at St.
Clare's Hospital, Denville, are pictured with their adult advisors at a dinner given
the youngsters by the hospital. Left to right, Ernestine Petrocco, Rose Marie
Capiotto, Mrs. Joseph Daley. Ressie Cummins, president, Mrs. Emil Hornick, Har-
riet Brown and Linda Hornick.
Two Meets This Weekend
Get Runners Rolling Again
NEWARK Two meets this weekend will get the
North Jersey Catholic Track Conference teams rolling
again after the Christmas layoff and give the boys a chance
to run off some of those extra pounds acquired at the fes-
tive table.
The first of two conference!
development relay meets will he
neld on Dec. 31 at 10 a m. at '.hi
Seton Hall outdoor hoard track
in South Orange. On Dec. 30,
F.sscx Catholic will play host to
the annual Christian Brothers
indoor championships at the
Newark Armory, starting at
12:30
p m.
Varsity mile and two-mile tc-
lays top the program at Seton]
Hall on Saturday. There will also
be one-mile relays for freshman
and sophomore teams. The two
varsity events should give some
indication of which schools will
concentrate on these distances at
the NJCTC indoor relay cham-
pionships on Jan. 14 at the New-
ark Armory.
ESSEX CATHOLIC and Bergen
Catholic will he the New Jersey
entries in the Christian Brothers
meet, along with Power Memo-
rial, Rice, All Hallows and Car-
dinal Farley from New York,
The events will be the same as
those used by the NJCTC in its
indoor meet: 60, 440, RBO, mile,
60-yard high hurdles, mile relay,
two-mile relay, high jump and
shot put.
Among the outstanding run-
ners in the meet will oc Ed I)u-
-chini of Power Memorial, who
ran a 1:53.8 half-mile last Spring
and has done under 4:25 for the
mile this winter. Jerry Kru-
meich of Essex will be favored
in the 60 yard dash and Ed Cry-
cr's boys might pick up enough
points to win the team title.
Essex captured the Division II
title in the annual Mt. St. Mi-
chael’s snowbird relays on Dec.
26, outscoring Xavier, 49 48 The
Eagles picked up 32 individual
trophies and won two events: the
mile relay with Krumeich, John
Hayes, Paul Moritz and Roger
Callahan in 3:41. and the six-lap
relay with John Lewczak. Jerry
Smith, Mario Errante and Dave
Himchak in 1:52.0.
Make Marxist Pledge
WARSAW (HNS) - The state-
controlled Polish Teachers Union
sent a letter to government lead
er Wladyslaw Gomulka pledging
it will do all in its power to bring
up children "in the communist
spirit.”
PARENTS
OF 6th. 7lh. flth. and 9th grader*.
Help your child to enter high
tchool! Order
HOW TO PREPARE FOR HIGH
SCHOOL ENTRANCE AND
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATIONS
Plu* 3 book* containing official
achievement,aptitude, and dioceaan
teata with anawert. and Religion
Review All 6 for SlO 00
Send check or money order (no
C'OD«> to YES Rook*. Oept A.
6 Ka.lroad Way. l-archmont. N. Y.
Vocations Prayer
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (RNS)-A
"Family Prayer for Vocations”
has boon composed and is being
circulated throughout Arkansas
by Bishop Albert L. Fletcher of
Little Rock.
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ACADEMY OP
SAINT ELIZABETH
SRCONDARY SCHOOL ROI VIRUS
ramadad ISRO RuUr LmiRIH
IllUn H Charity
CtanaL Haw Jaraav
JEH arson 9-1600
Dedicate your lift to Christ
and Hii Blenad Mother In
helping teen-age girli with
problems . . . become a
Sister of the
Good Shepherd
ACTIVITIIS
Social Work. Teoching. Dietetics,
Nursing, Clerical Work e*«.
High School r»(omm*ntlid
For further information write to
MOIHIR SUPIRIOR
Convent of the Good Shepherd
226 Sussex Avenue
Morristown. N. J.
BROTHERS OF CHARITY
Teachers - Social Workers - Craftsmen
Contact the Vocation Director
BROTHER BERTHWALD, F.C.
OUR LADY OF CHARITY NOVITIATE
mo 001 LAW. PHILADELPHIA IS. PA
You are invited to enroll yourself or a
loved one
ieeitkoredo bound certifkato matted immediately
CUSTOMARY OFFERING:
Perpetual Individual Membership _ $5.00
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY UNION
135 West 31st Street. New York 1. N.Y.
LOngacre 3 0077. If no answer, call
PE 6 2249
BE A FRANCISCAN PRIEST
imitate Christ In All Things
Do HIS Work In Pariihti, Schools,
Horn* t Foreign Miuioni
For further information write:
FRANCISCAN FATHERS.
Si S«>><'<tiii*‘t MonatUry, So. 177
HoMidey»buf9. Pe
THE
THINITARIAN FATHERS
attar onopportunity lo young man ond boyt of Grammar
S«Hool and High Sehool lo b*<om« o priaat or o Brothar
Vt tha Trinitarian Ordar. Lock of fundi no impadimanl.
Wrlta to.
VOCATION DIRECTOR. O.S.S.T.
•a* 1741, lahimara I, Maryland
Foundad In 1199 by tha Sldart of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convant Station, Now Jeriay
CALDWELL. NFW JUSCY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS Of ST DOMINIC
Fully Accraditad - Offaring A 6 and B S Dagraa*
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited Liberal Arts College
Conducted by the Sisters of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, N. J.
I A CALL TO MERCY
[ilivi you hoari ll* ehrtat it colUm*
I
you lo tho ito«<tUU of ««rti tt
t
•ROTHia 09 Miicr u
tho tick In bMftUli. tnMrmtf •• it)
homo, of turtKt i Ua4a
[or clhor tlomotUo work n««i 4f>
»(or Iho w#u boinj of i ( omnuhilr
[tho llrothora tro onfatod m work#
of morcy in lho t «A . i.omiar
[Holland ltd lho mitotan r>«4i of
• Africa “lit mo I tro (ho otarctful.
Jfor thty ahalJ attain Mf<r koto
• your tout ih« morcy way. for info#
[motion, wrtto
■ IV. MOTMII provincial
•ROTNIRI OP MItCV
| RAN lOM ROAO. CLARINCI N t
*
*
Merrily the belli
ring in the Neu> Year.
1961. We hope they’re
chiming a promite 0/
happiness, health and
ftrofperinj lor you. A
joyous Neu» Year!
«?
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
WONUMIN I | . MAUIOiIUMI
U N*lf CI
»» >4l MiCHtt lOAO
• u AtkIH«TOH H i
•tl Out kuu fA«| AO OH PAdk «
TAKETMt ftUtfty OUT POQ
FREE PARKING
All CONDITIONED
tpxlol.i.x! la HOME MADE
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 Wait Side Ava.
Un4«r Pcnanal Swparviiton
MTU lIVINTO
Jeney City. HE 3-8945
*Jit
KOHLER’S
.Sum* Chalet
BANQUET FACILITIES FOR
PARTIES TO 1000
IUNCHf ON and DINNER!
Diamond 2-2711
130 W PASSAIC ROCHELLE PARK
JOHN J MURPHY. Mail
TH[ BRASS HORN
Banquet Roomi Available for
All Occaiiont • Open Daily
Charry A W Grand lit. flnabath.N J.
ONI 01 NEWARK! RtWAURANM
SIRVINO INI UUIMAtI U llatran
All feada iookad par otdtt
• ALSO PIZ2IIIA •
Located on cor Bloomfield and Clifton Avei , Newark
tram iairad Haarl Curt,adrul
IMI ORIGINAt • KIT I«I B a OUN UAll Y
SWISS CHALET Banquet and
restaurant
, ui# „ >(
Wedding
RAMSEY ,N. J. Cif«!• Facilities
OA.ta 1-o*oo
As You'll Like
It For
Your Pleasure
AULISE’S
COCKIAII lOUNGI
LOYOLA SCHOOL
(Grades 9-12)
A JESUIT DAY SCHOOL
FOR BOYS
Announces
Scholarship
And
Entrance
Examination
Sat., Jan. 28, 1961
FOR APPLICATION FORM
Apply to:
Reverend Headmaster
Park Avenue at 83rd Street
New York 28, N. Y.
BUtterfield 8-6200
%
2
A YEAR
insured
savings
ASSETS OVER $50,000,000.00
MORE THAN 25,000SAVING MEMBER'
WATCH
GROW!
6 CONVENIENT OFFICES
HACKENSACK
Main and Barry Streets
Open 0 to 4 daily • *tlli 8 on Monday
TEANECK
Cadar Lana at Larch Avanua
Open 0 to 4 daily • 8 to 8 on Friday
CLIFFSIDI PARK
740 Anderson Avanua
Open 0 to 4 daily • 6 to fl on Friday
PALISADES PARK
253 Broad Avanua
Open 0 to 4 daily • 8 to 8 on Monday
PARAMUS
Cardan Stata Plata, Rts. 4 and 17
Open 0 to 4 dally . 8 to 8 on Friday
RIDGEFIELD
401 Broad Avanua
Open 0 to 4 dally - 5 to 8 on Monday
SAVINGS
INVESTED BEFORE
THE 10th OF EVERY
MONTH EARN
DIVIDENDS
FROM THE FIRST
Sfk 'OUNOID ",
UVtifati
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN
for Periont Over 21
9:00 f. M. to 12:30 A. M.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Mark*! St., at the Boulevard, East Paterion, N. J.
~THI OICHISTIAt ot
JOE PAYNE and DUKE COLLINS''
Direction*:
Driving South on Gordon Slot# Parkway, Exit 1 58
Driving North on Gordon Stato Parkway, Exit 157
(On# Mlnuto from olthor Exit)
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
ANNOUNCES
REMEDIAL AND
IMPROVEMENT SERVICES
For Children and High School Students
READING
SPRING SEMESTER 1961
Seton Hall Univeriity offer! afternoon and evening pro-
gram! in remedial and improvement lervicei ot the Uni-
vernty Compul, South Orange, New Jertoy, Ini
READING
Theie iervicei are provided for iludent! between the
agei of eight and eighteen.
Children will be Interviewed and le!ted and will then
be aingned to imoll group classes taught by ipe-
cioluti.
Interview! and te!tir\g will be field ot Unlvenlly Campul,
South Orange. New Jeney, until January 14, 1961.
Twenty leml-weekly !e!!lon! will be held beglning Jan-
uary 16, 1961, Eruollernent is limited.
For application and further Information contact:
Mr. ANTHONY B. SURACI
Director of Remedial Service!
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SOUTH ORANGE, NEW JERSEY
Telephone: SO 2-9000 Ext. 171
A joyous Christmas and
a happy New Year to the
Religious, Church Societies
and all the jaithfid of the
Archdiocese of Newark and
Diocese of Paterson.
THE MATTIA PRESS, INC
91 TERRY STREET, BELLEVILLE, NJ.
110 and HfCIO* MAHIA
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